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This dissertation examines the participation and regulation of African 

American and Mexican women in the sex industry during the Progressive period 

of Texas to complicate ideas of womanhood.  Between 1889 and 1925, sex 

workers survived, resisted, and contended with several shifts to their industry 

caused by the interventions of religious leaders, civil servants, community 

members, and reformers.  Red light and related vice districts were socially- and 

legally-sanctioned, tolerated forms of amusement and leisure throughout the state.  

Although black and brown madams, inmates, and prostitutes were not the most 

visible sex workers, they were often pivotal to that social and cultural fabric of 

numerous cities such as San Antonio, Fort Worth, Houston, and Laredo.  The 

white slavery and antivice campaigns reshaped the discussions and reforms from 

the local to federal level.  They created a social, economic, and political climate of 

stringent policing of vices that led to the eventual abolition of commercialized sex, 

where prostitutes of color embodied the worst tenets of womanhood.  In contrast, 
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the Mexican anarcho-socialist and African American progressive women’s club 

movements more broadly enhanced the views of women of color, demonstrating 

the ways that they (re)defined themselves.  In this study, I argue that the 

intersection of prostitution and progressivism in the South/west represents a 

peculiar juncture in race- and sexual-making.  At stake were the contested 

meanings of sexuality, race, and modernity under the growing vilification of vice 

by the national government and local groups in the Jim Crow Borderlands. 

While this dissertation contributes to the diverse historiographies of 

progressivism, the New South, and U.S. West, it also has important implications in 

enriching and facilitating the intersection of the histories of Mexican American and 

African American women in new and unconventional ways.  Its significance is that 

it advances knowledge in topics of sexuality, race, and gender formation from a 

transborder and transregional framework.  Moreover, it expands conceptual and 

methodological paradigms that presently exist in the field of the U.S.-Mexico 

Borderlands, by coupling them with the study of Jim Crow segregation of the 

Southwest. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

Prostitution in the Jim Crow Borderlands 

On the corner of North Flores and Salina streets, there is a saloon conducted 
by a white woman named Lucy Solcher and a Negro named Viva Walker.  It is 
considered a very disreputable place and has caused the attention of the police 
authorities several times within the past month.   

—“Robbed of $150,” San Antonio Daily Light, 28 August 18931 

 

Figure 1:  Red Light District of San Antonio, 1911.  Source:  Map produced by David, Bowser, 
West of the Creek:  Murder, Mayhem, and Vice in Old San Antonio (San Antonio:  Maverick Pub., 2003), 
112. 

Lucy Solcher and Viva Walker ran the Barrel House, a saloon, east of the more 

fully formed red light district of San Antonio.  Although they did not own it, the 

white proprietor was a John G. Chambers, this was an unusual pairing since they 
                                                
1 “Robbed of $150,” San Antonio Daily Light, 28 August 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (17 May 2008).   
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were a white-black partnership.2  The Barrel House was ordinary in its enterprise, 

serving liquor to patrons in the surrounding area of downtown.  It gained 

notoriety through its alleged supplemental entrepreneurial activities of robbery, 

procurement, and prostitution.  A police examination, prompted by a robbed 

drunken patron, revealed the most scandalous forms of vice emerging from this 

seemingly common establishment.  At least one white girl, Annie Brown, 

recounted her tragic story of forced sex work after Solcher deceptively lured her 

into the Barrel House under the pretense of helping her.  Brown’s tale becomes 

even more lurid when she disclosed that she had interracial sex with Chinese and 

black men, even contracting a sexually transmitted disease as a result.3 

The mainly Euroamerican readers of the San Antonio Daily Light would have 

found Brown’s predicament especially horrific.  Embedded in the Light article was 

the narrative of the fallen, innocent white girl who was swayed into a life of sexual 

discord and racial deviance by her white and black women captors.  Solcher and 

Walker were audacious in both kidnapping and prostituting a lost, homeless, and 

                                                
2 Local historian David Bowser states that by 1905, the red light district was scattered among a 
22-block radius west of San Pedro Creek.  The Barrel House was north and east from this 
location.  David Bowser, West of the Creek:  Murder, Mayhem, and Vice in Old San Antonio (San 
Antonio:  Maverick Pub., 2003), 46; Jules A. Appler’s Map of San Antonio, Texas and Suburbs, (San 
Antonio:  Jules A. Appler, 1900), Texas State Archives Map Collection, http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/cgi-
bin/aris/maps/maplookup.php?mapnum=1052a (21 February 2008).  Also, see “Barrel House,” 
in Johnson & Chapman’s General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1891 (San Antonio:  Johnson & 
Chapman, 1891), 456, Ancestry.com (6 November 2009); “Chambers, John G.,” Jules A. Appler’s 
General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1892-93 (San Antonio:  Jules A. Appler, 1893), 225, 
Ancestry.com (2 December 2009).   
3 There is no indication of Annie Brown’s race in article, but the previous practice of Daily Light 
was to rarely identify the race of Euroamericans and more consistently note the race of people of 
color.  On the story of Annie Brown, see “Robbed of $150.” 
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jobless girl such as Brown.  The local authorities swiftly charged them with 

managing a disorderly house.  Still, the most important story here in understanding 

San Antonio sexual commerce is not the “tragedy” of Brown, but rather the 

activities of Lucy Solcher and Viva Walker.  The disorderly house of Solcher and 

Walker suggested that the sex industry was not limited to a single red light district, 

but included adjacent zones.4  Their businesses at the saloon indicated the ways 

they diversified the vices they provided.  The Barrel House was simultaneously a 

legitimate drinking establishment and an informal brothel.  Similarly, Solcher and 

Walker only provoked the ire of the police and other community members when 

one particular disgruntled drinker lodged a formal complaint.  Their loose 

adherence to legal and social convention attracted attention because they were an 

African American woman and a Euroamerican woman working together in 

encouraging sex between young white women and men of color.  In their world, 

Solcher and Walker transgressed both race and sexual boundaries in their pursuit 

of interlinking leisure and commerce.  This did not signify that the moral, legal, or 

                                                
4 Although Kevin Mumford discusses the fluidity and mobility of vice districts in Chicago, 
especially after the antiprostitution backlash of the 1910s, his insights present interesting 
implications for San Antonio.  Similarly, Cynthia Blair states that red light districts in nineteenth- 
and early twentieth-century Chicago were constantly changing.  Finally, Bowser states that red 
light district of San Antonio did not become fully a fixed and identifiable area until the 1910s.  
That the Barrel House was one of several disorderly houses outside the San Pedro zone was quite 
possible.  See Kevin J. Mumford, Interzones: Black/White Sex Districts in Chicago and New York in the 
Early Twentieth Century, Popular Cultures, Everyday Lives (New York:  Columbia University Press, 
1997), 20-21; Cynthia Marie Blair, “Vicious Commerce: African American Women’s Sex” (Ph.D. 
diss., Harvard University, 1999), 9-14; Blair, I’ve Got to Make My Livin’:  Black Women’s Sex Work in 
Turn-of-the-Century Chicago (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 2010), 151-52; Bowser, West of 
the Creek, 46.  
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social customs, laws, and sanctions did not apply to them.  Their disobedience had 

consequences.  But, like many other sex workers in Texas, Walker and Solcher 

disrupted the narratives of sexuality within the Jim Crow Borderlands.   

Prostitutes and their female associates by definition represented a kind of 

womanhood outside heteronormative and heteropatriarchal expectations.5  Often 

in unmarried or nonmonogamous married relationships, they were also working 

women who did not necessarily depend on men for economic income or social 

stability.  Their expressions of sexuality were continually at odds with dominant 

perceptions and obligations.  The attitudes of white prostitutes toward race were 

often consistent with practices of de facto and de jure segregation when it was 

savvy for business or a validation of their own white supremacy.  Bordellos, 

brothels, and other houses were organized as white, black, and Mexican, with 

mixing solely occurring in selective circumstances.6  In contrast, prostitutes of 

                                                
5 On definitions for “heteropatriarchy,” see Andrea Smith, Conquest:  Sexual Violence and American 
Indian Genocide (Cambridge:  South End Press, 2005), 179; Smith, “Heteropatriarchy and the Three 
Pillars of White Supremacy:  Rethinking Women of Color Organizing,” in Color of Violence:  The 
Incite! Anthology, edited by Incite!:  Women of Color Against Violence (Cambridge:  South End 
Press, 2006), 66-73, Smith, Native Americans and the Christian Right: The Gendered Politics of Unlikely 
Alliances (Durham:  Duke University Press, 2008), 87.   
6 Throughout this dissertation, “brothel” will be used holistically to discuss houses of prostitution, 
ill-fame, and disorderly houses.  U.S prostitution reflected the same socioeconomic stratification 
of any institution of the United States; specifically, not all houses of prostitution were equal.  
Scholars and other writers can generally concur on, at least, four classifications of 
establishments—bordellos or parlor houses, brothels, lowly brothels, and cribs.  Bordellos or 
parlor houses were first-class establishments, fitted with luxurious furnisher and other forms of 
opulence.  The prostitutes were finely dressed, well mannered, beautiful, and young.  Brothels or 
bawdy houses were middle-class establishments with less attention to finery and the women were 
often more experienced and former residents of the grander houses.  Lowly brothels were 
working-class houses of prostitution where the point of business was straightforward.  Cribs were 
one to two bare-boned rooms, part of larger multileveled buildings in the East Coast or rows of 
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color defied the racial order.  The clientele of Mexican and black prostitutes often 

seemed to be of every race, where as white prostitutes did not usually engage in 

exogamous sex.  Overall, the womanhood of prostitutes defied dominant ideas of 

progress and modernity and it posited a radical alternative.  They were not simply 

transient outsiders and outlaws.   

This dissertation interweaves the narratives of both turn-of-the-century 

womanhood and the sex industry to rethink the history of Mexican and African 

American women in Progressive Texas.  By exploring the different forms of sexual 

and racial transgressions that sex workers committed throughout the state, I 

complicate ideas of brown and black womanhood.  This study examines not only 

the participation of African American and ethnic Mexican women in commercial 

sex but also their relationship to local, state, federal governance and emerging 

social and moral reform movements, such as the antivice and white slavery 

crusades, between 1889 to 1925.7  Specifically, the purpose of this dissertation is a 

historical analysis of the social and cultural world of sex workers and other outcast 

                                                                                                                                       
single story buildings in the South and Southwest, where sex workers typically did not reside and 
only rented the rooms for the sole purpose of selling sex.  On the socioeconomic stratification of 
houses of prostitution, see Mrs. S. B. Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months Spent in a Rescue 
Home in the “Red Light” District of San Antonio, Texas And Else, 1910-11 (Dallas:  Smith & Lamar, 
1912), 100-101. See, also, Vern L. Bullough and Bonnie Bullough, Women and Prostitution:  A Social 
History (Buffalo, NY:  Prometheus Books, 1987), 225-26; Anne M. Butler, Daughters of Joy, Sisters of 
Misery:  Prostitutes in the American West, 1865-90 (Urbana:  University of Illinois Press, 1985), xvii-
xviii; Marion S. Goldman, Gold Diggers and Silver Miners:  Prostitution and Social Life on the Comstock 
Lode (Ann Arbor:  University of Michigan Press, 1981), 75-77. 
7 I use term “ethnic Mexican” to describe together U.S.-born and Mexico-born Mexicans.  See 
David G. Gutiérrez, Walls and Mirrors: Mexican Americans, Mexican Immigrants, and the Politics of 
Ethnicity (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1995).   
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women, along with the responses by various reformers, activists, civil servants, and 

politicians surrounding the status of women.  It also turns to the Mexican anarcho-

socialist and African American progressive women's club movements to further 

enhance the views of women of color.  Indeed, my argument proceeds from the 

perspective that the intersection of prostitution and progressivism in the 

South/west represents a peculiar juncture in race- and sexual-making.  This 

instance was both an assault against certain women of color and a moment where 

they, prostitutes and activists alike, (re)defined themselves in U.S. society.  At stake 

were the contested meanings of sexuality, race, and modernity under the growing 

vilification of vice by the national government and local groups in the Jim Crow 

Borderlands. 

HISTORICIZING SEXUALITY, RACE, AND MODERNITY IN THE SOUTH/WEST 

This study contributes to the diverse literatures of the Progressive period, the 

New South, and U.S. West.  Through the lens of sex work in Texas, it highlights a 

shared story between black and brown women.8  It intervenes in the field of 

                                                
8 This dissertation is indebted to historical accounts in the growing field of comparative Ethnic 
Studies and its early conceptualization as multicultural studies.  See Ronald T. Takaki, A Different 
Mirror:  A History of Multicultural America (Boston:  Little, Brown, 1993); Ellen Carol DuBois and 
Vicki Ruíz, eds., Unequal Sisters:  A Multicultural Reader in U.S. Women’s History (New York:  
Routledge, 1990); Tomás Almaguer, Racial Fault Lines:  The Historical Origins of White Supremacy in 
California (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1994); Lisbeth Haas, Conquests and Historical 
Identities in California, 1769-1936 (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 1995); Miroslava 
Chávez-García, Negotiating Conquest:  Gender and Power in California, 1770s to 1880s (Tucson:  
University of Arizona Press, 2004); Mae M. Ngai, Impossible Subjects: Illegal Aliens and the Making of 
Modern America (Princeton:  Princeton University Press, 2004); Natalia Molina, Fit to Be Citizens?:  
Public Health and Race in Los Angeles, 1879-1939 (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 2006); 
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prostitution by centering an in-depth inquiry on women of color.  Ultimately, I 

raise important implications for rethinking the contours of sexuality, race, and 

modernity through the intersection of the historiographies of Mexican Americans 

and African Americans.  Moreover, I expand methodological and conceptual 

frameworks that presently exist in the study of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands, but 

must be paired with the broader of analysis of segregation.9   

The post-1848 and post-Reconstruction periods were tumultuous moments of 

transition for ethnic Mexicans and African Americans in Texas at the crossroads 

of South/west.  The preceding long history of colonization, enslavement, and 

empire(s)-building through four nations crystallized an ongoing climate of social 

upheaval, political turmoil, and economic displacement for blacks and Mexicans.10  

                                                                                                                                       
Laura Pulido, Black, Brown, Yellow, and Left:  Radical Activism in Los Angeles (Berkeley:  University of 
California Press, 2006); Linda Heidenreich, “This Land Was Mexican Once”:  Histories of Resistance 
from Northern California (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2007); Luis Alvarez, The Power of the 
Zoot:  Youth Culture and Resistance During World War II (Berkeley:  University of California Press, 
2008).   
9 U.S.-Mexico Borderlands or “Greater Mexico,” as José Limón calls it, acknowledges the 
geopolitical and historical linkages of the land that was part of Mexican North until the Texas-
Mexico and U.S.-Mexico Wars.  Limón borrows the term from Américo Paredes to signify this 
former relationship and the ongoing proximity of Mexico in shaping the culture, politics, and 
region of Texas.  See Limón, American Encounters:  Greater Mexico:  The United States, and the Erotics 
Of Culture (Boston:  Beacon Press, 1998), 1-6; Paredes, “With His Pistol in His Hand”:  A Border 
Ballad and Its Hero (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 1958).  Also, see Rodolfo Acuña, Occupied 
America:  A History of Chicanos, 3rd ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1988); Gloria E. Anzaldúa, 
Borderlands: The New Mestiza/La Frontera (San Francisco:  Aunt Lute, 1987). 
10 There is a rich of historiography of black Texans that privileges the north and east regions of 
Texas.  Along with monographs about the history of Tejana/os, the following list emphasizes 
titles that place African American Texans in a Southwest context, see Teresa Palomo Acosta and 
Ruthe Winegarten.  Las Tejanas:  300 Years of History (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2003); 
Adriana Ayala, “Negotiating Race Relations through Activism: Women Activists and Women’s 
Organizations in San Antonio, Texas During the 1920s” (Ph.D. diss., University of Texas at 
Austin, 2005); Alwyn Barr, Black Texans:  A History of African Americans in Texas, 1528-1995, 2nd ed. 
(Norman:  University of Oklahoma Press, 1996); Julia K. Blackwelder, Women of the Depression: 
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The aftermaths of the three wars and conflicts—the Texas Revolt (1836), U.S.-

Mexico (1845-1848), Civil War (1861-1865)—revealed cycles of violence, 

liberation, and retrenchment.11  In many ways, the turn of the century deepened 

hierarchies of oppression and structures of power initiated in the nineteenth 

century.  The periods of the Mexican Revolution and Jim Crowism consequently 

demonstrated that impenetrable resilience, resistance, and independence of the 

black and brown communities within the early formation of the modern 

subjugation by the Mexican and U.S. governments.12  By overlapping the 

                                                                                                                                       
Caste and Culture in San Antonio, 1929-1939 (College Station:  A & M University Press, 1984); 
Arnoldo De León, Racial Frontiers:  Africans, Chinese, and Mexicans in Western America, 1848-1890 
(Albuquerque:  University of New Mexico Press, 2002); De León, They Called Them Greasers:  Anglo 
Attitudes toward Mexicans in Texas, 1821-1900 (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 1983); Kenneth 
Mason, African Americans and Race Relations in San Antonio, Texas, 1867-1937 (New York:  Garland 
Pub., 1998); David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin:  
University of Texas Press, 1987); Martha Menchaca, Recovering History, Constructing Race: The Indian, 
Black, and White Roots of Mexican Americans (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2001); David 
Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin:  University of Texas 
Press, 1987); Cynthia Orozco, No Mexicans, Women, or Dogs Allowed:  The Rise of the Mexican 
American Civil Rights Movement (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2009); Raúl A. Ramos, Beyond the 
Alamo: Forging Mexican Ethnicity in San Antonio, 1821-1861 (Chapel Hill:  Published in association 
with the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies, Southern Methodist University, by 
the University of North Carolina Press, 2008); Ruthe Winegarten, Black Texas Women:  150 Years of 
Trial and Triumph (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 1995); Emilio Zamora, The World of the 
Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station:  Texas A&M University Press, 1993).   
11 On the cycles of continuous warfare in the borderlands, see Rodolfo Acuña, Occupied America; 
Manuel Callahan, “Genealogy of the Borderlands,” (working paper, Advanced Seminar in 
Postcolonial Borderlands, University of Texas at Austin, 1995); Isabella Seong-Leong Quintana, 
“National Borders, Neighborhood Boundaries: Gender, Space and Border Formation in Chinese 
and Mexican Los Angeles, 1871-1938” (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 2010).   
12 Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas; Gabriela González, “Two Flags Entwined:  
Transborder Activists and the Politics of Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in South Texas, 
1900—1950” (Ph.D. diss., Stanford University, 2004); Thad Sitton and James H. Conrad, Freedom 
Colonies:  Independent Black Texans in the Time of Jim Crow (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2004); 
Juliet E.K. Walker, The History of Black Business in America:  Capitalism, Race, Entrepreneurship (New 
York:  MacMillan Library Reference USA, 1998).   
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periodization and regions of these two distinct peoples, this work considers their 

daily lives in this context of transformation.   

Both African American and Chicana/o historiographies has been critical in 

developing key aspects for rewriting the stories of sex work and women of color.13 

Studies in Chicana/o history have restored and revised narratives of bloodless 

conquests, simplified assimilation, and economic dependency that have underlined 

previous examinations of ethnic Mexicans.  The respective works of David 

Montejano and Richard Flores have influenced the formulations of Jim Crow 

segregation and modernity from a Texas perspective that underscore this 

dissertation.14  Montejano disrupts the binary of black and white relations by 

introducing the relevancy of Mexicans into the schemas of United States white 

supremacy and capitalist ascendancy.  Flores unravels the project of modernity by 

exposing the significance of Euroamerican hegemonic cultural production in 

establishing a new social order of whites over Mexicans in the late nineteenth and 
                                                
13 Several pivotal essays have exposed an early and long-standing bias in both these fields that 
privilege a male subjectivity.  See Antonia I. Castañeda, “Gender, Race, and Culture:  Spanish-
Mexican Women in the Historiography of Frontier California,” Frontiers 11, no. 1:  Special Issue 
on Las Chicanas (1990):  8-20; Castañeda, “Women of Color and the Rewriting of Western 
History:  The Discourse, Politics, and Decolonization of History,” Pacific Historical Review 61, no. 4 
(November 1992):  501-534; Castañeda, ed. Gender on the Borderlands:  The Frontiers Reader (Lincoln:  
University of Nebraska Press, 2007); Deena J. González, “Gender on the Borderlands:  Re-
Textualizing the Classics,” Frontiers:  A Journal of Women Studies 24, no. 2-3:  Special Issue on 
Gender on the Borderlands (2003):  15-29; Patricia Hill Collins, Black Feminist Thought:  Knowledge, 
Consciousness, and the Politics of Empowerment (New York:  Routledge, 1991); Evelyn Brooks 
Higginbotham, “Beyond the Sound of Silence: Afro-American Women in History,” Gender & 
History 1, no. 1 (Spring 1989):  50-67: Michele Mitchell, “Silences Broken, Silences Kept:  Gender 
and Sexuality in African-American History,” Gender & History 11, no. 3 (November 1999):  433-
44.  
14 Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986; Richard R. Flores, Remembering 
the Alamo: Memory, Modernity, and the Master Symbol (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 2002).   
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early twentieth centuries.  More importantly, several groundbreaking accounts on 

Mexican and Mexican American women have asked probing and careful questions 

about the primacy of gender and sexuality to the discourses of racialization.  The 

meticulous scholarship of Antonia Castañeda maps out the nation-building, 

erasure, and survival that occurs on the bodies of Amerindian and Mexican 

women in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  Similarly, Deena González 

asserts the centrality of Spanish-Mexican women in New Mexico to dispute the 

notions of abject passivity and seamless acculturation across two national periods.  

Historians of the twentieth century have continued to challenge scholarly and 

popular assumptions of the conformity, indifference, and inactivity of Mexican 

American women through explorations of their protests, strikes, and organizing.15 

                                                
15 Haas, Conquests and Historical Identities in California; Chávez-García, Negotiating Conquest; María 
Raquél Casas, Married to a Daughter of the Land:  Spanish-Mexican Women and Interethnic Marriage in 
California, 1820-1880 (Reno:  University of Nevada Press, 2007); Antonia I. Castañeda, “The 
Political Economy of Nineteenth Century Stereotypes of Californianas,” in Between Borders: Essays 
on Mexicana/Chicana History, edited by Adelaida R. Del Castillo (Encino, CA: Floricanto Press, 
1990), 213-36; Castañeda, “Sexual Violence in the Politics and Policies of Conquest:  Amerindian 
Women and the Spanish Conquest of Alta California,” in Building with Our Hands:  New Directions in 
Chicana Studies, edited by Adela de la Torre and Beatríz M. Pesquera (Berkeley:  University of 
California Press, 1993), 15-33; Castañeda, “Engendering the History of Alta California, 1769-
1848:  Gender, Sexuality, and the Family,” California History 76, no. 2-3 (Summer-Fall 1997):  230-
59; Antonia I. Castañeda, “ ‘Que Se Pudieran Defender (So You Could Defend Yourselves)’:  
Chicanas, Regional History, and National Discourses,” Frontiers: A Journal of Women Studies 22, no. 
3 (2001):  116-42; Deena J. González, Refusing the Favor:  The Spanish-Mexican Women of Santa Fe, 
1820-1880 (New York:  Oxford University Press, 1999); Irene Ledesma, “Texas Newspapers and 
Chicana Workers’ Activism, 1919-1974,” Western Historical Quarterly 26, no. 3 (Autumn 1995):  
309-31; Emma Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary:  Writing Chicanas into History (Bloomington:  Indiana 
University Press, 1999); Orozco, No Mexicans, Women, or Dogs Allowed; Vicki Ruíz, Cannery Women, 
Cannery Lives:  Mexican Women, Unionization, and the California Food Processing Industry, 1930-1950 
(Albuquerque:  University of New Mexico Press, 1987); Gabriela González, “Carolina Munguía 
and Emma Tenayuca:  The Politics of Benevolence and Radical Reform,” Frontiers:  A Journal of 
Women Studies 24, no. 2-3 (2003):  200-229; Ruíz, From Out of the Shadows:  Mexican Women in 
Twentieth-Century America (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998); Maylei Blackwell, Chicana 
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African American historians have meditated on and untangled the antagonism, 

terror, rape, and lynching that blacks encountered regularly as well as their tactics 

for maintaining dignity and strategies for equality in an environment of explicit 

institutionalized racism.16  A number of provocative investigations have enriched 

the aforementioned discussion by providing invaluable insights about the 

gendering and sexing of race.17  In particular, Tera Hunter and Michele Mitchell 

demonstrate that black women reinvented themselves and contested oppression in 

several sites and terrains.  Hunter outlines everyday forms of resistance of 

working-class African American women from post-Emancipation to World War I.  

Mitchell incisively focuses on “racial destiny” to deconstruct African American 

                                                                                                                                       
Power!: Contested Histories of Feminism in the Chicano Movement (Austin:  University of Texas Press, 
2011). 
16 Examples include:  Quintard Taylor, In Search of the Racial Frontier:  African Americans in the 
American West, 1528-1990 (New York:  Norton, 1998); Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous 
Discontent:  The Women’s Movement in the Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Cambridge:  Harvard 
University Press, 1993); Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, Revolt against Chivalry:  Jessie Daniel Ames and the 
Women’s Campaign against Lynching, rev. ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993); 
Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn, Black Neighbors:  Race and the Limits of Reform in the American Settlement House 
Movement, 1890-1945 (Chapel Hill:  University of North Carolina Press, 1993); Kevin K. Gaines, 
Uplifting the Race:  Black Leadership, Politics, and Culture in the Twentieth Century (Chapel Hill:  
University of North Carolina Press, 1996); Robin D.G. Kelley, Race Rebels:  Culture, Politics, and the 
Black Working Class (New York: Free Press, 1996); Nell Irvin Painter, Creating Black Americans:  
African-American History and Its Meanings, 1619 to the Present (New York:  Oxford University Press, 
2006).   
17 Paula Giddings, When and Where I Enter:  The Impact of Black Women on Race and Sex in America 
(New York: Perennial, 2001); Tera W. Hunter, To ’Joy My Freedom:  Southern Black Women’s Lives and 
Labors after the Civil War  (Cambridge:  Harvard University Press, 1998); Michele Mitchell, Righteous 
Propagation:  African Americans and the Politics of Racial Destiny after Reconstruction (Chapel Hill:  
University of North Carolina Press, 2004); Beverly A. Bunch-Lyons, Contested Terrain:  African 
American Women Migrate from the South to Cincinnati, Ohio, 1900-1950 (New York: Routledge, 2002); 
Elizabeth Clark-Lewis, Living in, Living Out:  African American Domestics in Washington, D.C., 1910-
1940 (Washington:  Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994); Anastasia C. Curwood, Stormy Weather: 
Middle-Class African American Marriages between the Two World Wars (Chapel Hill:  University of 
North Carolina Press, 2010).   
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conceptualizations of sexual-making after Reconstruction through the early Great 

Depression from a social, cultural, and political perspective.  Other works have 

built upon these tremendous monographs and have continued to enlarge the scope 

of African American woman’s history.      

Still, this dissertation addresses two lacunas in the literatures of Mexican 

Americans and African Americans.  The first is the paucity of histories that 

examine the relevancy of the Progressive period to the lives of ethnic Mexicans.  

With a few exceptions, historians have stressed the contexts of the Porfiriato and 

Mexican Revolution as shaping the era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.18  My argument is that the Progressive period also had a meaningful 

impact to the sociocultural, economic life of Mexicans.  Politicians, reformers, and 

city and community leaders expressed ideas of progress and modernity to validate 

beliefs of Euroamerican superiority and dominance.  White perspectives of 

progressivism did not differ greatly from their interpretations of Jim Crowism.  

The African American historiography not only reflects these similarities but also 

indicates how blacks had an independent understanding and application of 

                                                
18 Gilbert G. González, Culture of Empire:  American Writers, Mexico, and Mexican Immigrants, 1880-
1930 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004); Molina, Fit to Be Citizens?; Douglas Monroy, The 
Borders Within: Encounters between Mexico and the U.S. (Tucson:  University of Arizona Press, 2008); 
Orozco, No Mexicans, Women, or Dogs Allowed.   
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progressivism that would be beneficial in the investigation of Mexican Americans 

of this same era.19  

The second omission exists in not locating the stories of African Americans 

within the Southwest, or more specifically the borderlands.  I contend that 

“borderlands” as an analytical category and region is salient and appropriate in 

enriching the historical accounts of African Americans in Texas and throughout 

the South/west.20  While several monographs have begun to treat its validity, this 

work features black women in the terrains of the U.S-Mexico Borderlands at the 

turn of the century.21  With the concept of the Jim Crow Borderlands, I 

furthermore bridge the gaps between Jim Crow segregation and U.S.-Mexico 

Borderlands in a progressive context.  I recognize the significance of localized 

whiteness and heteropatriarchy to the construction of nation- and empire-building 

in conjunction with a place of sexual- and race-making that black and brown 

Texans called their own.22  Additionally, it is noteworthy that the world of 

                                                
19 Nell Irvin Painter, Standing at Armageddon:  United States, 1877-1919 (New York:  Norton, 1987); 
Lasch-Quinn, Black Neighbors; Gaines, Uplifting the Race. 
20 Gloria Anzaldúa challenges the discourse of the border region to consider the borderlands as 
also an ideological, theoretical, and methodological site.  She further argues that it is an interstitial 
space of contestation, rebellion, and refuge for Chicanas, whose gender, sexuality, race, and class 
does not conform to Euroamerican hegemonic norms and values.  Anzaldúa, Borderlands.  See also 
Robert R. Alvarez, Jr., “The Mexican-Us Border:  The Making of an Anthropology of 
Borderlands,” Annual Review of Anthropology 24 (October 1995):  447-70.   
21 Blackwelder, Women of the Depression; De León, Racial Frontiers; Mason, African Americans and Race 
Relations in San Antonio, Texas, 1867-1937.   
22 Darlene Clark Hine, “Rape and the Inner Lives of Black Women in the Middle West:  
Preliminary Thoughts on the Culture of Dissemblance,” Signs:  Journal of Women in Culture and 
Society 14, no. 4 (Summer 1989):  912-20; Susan Lee Johnson,  “ ‘A Memory Sweet to Soldiers’:  
The Significance of Gender in the History of the ‘American West,’ Western Historical Quarterly 24, 
no. 4 (November 1993):   495-517; Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary; Ann Laura Stoler, “Tense and 
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commercial sex similarly borrowed from a highly racialized discourse.  Public 

officials and community members referred to red light districts as “segregated 

zones.”  Reformers called illicit sex trafficking the “white slave trade” and white 

prostitutes forced into the trade were “slaves.”  The crusaders in the antivice 

movement fought for “abolition” of prostitution.  Finally, sex workers pushed the 

borderlands of womanhood—rejecting traditional respectability, establishing 

business networks outside the official vice zones, and living in nontraditional 

familial arrangements.   

The historiography of U.S. sexuality, but particularly prostitution, has also been 

instrumental in shaping the crucial topics of this examination.23  More precisely, I 

synthesize three provocative works by Ruth Rosen, Eileen Suárez Findlay, and 

                                                                                                                                       
Tender Ties:  The Politics of Comparison in North American History and (Post) Colonial 
Studies,” Journal of American History 88, no. 3 (December 2001):   829-65; Laura Briggs, Reproducing 
Empire:  Race, Sex, Science, and U.S. Imperialism in Puerto Rico (Berkeley:  University of California 
Press, 2002).   
23 Examples in the historiography of U.S. sexuality include:  Ann Barr Snitow, Christine Stansell, 
and Sharon Thompson, eds., Powers of Desire: The Politics of Sexuality (New York:  Monthly Review 
Press, 1983); Kathy Lee Peiss, Christina Simmons, and Robert A. Padgug, eds. Passion and Power: 
Sexuality in History (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989); Richard C. Trexler, Sex and 
Conquest:  Gendered Violence, Political Order, and the European Conquest of the Americas (Cambridge, UK:  
Polity Press, 1995); Ramón A. Gutiérrez, When Jesus Came, the Corn Mothers Went Away:  Marriage, 
Power, and Sexuality in New Mexico, 1500-1846 (Stanford:  Stanford University Press, 1991); Albert 
L. Hurtado, Intimate Frontiers:  Sex, Gender, and Culture in Old California (Albuquerque:  University of 
New Mexico Press, 1999); John D’Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters:  History of 
Sexuality in America (New York: Harper & Row, 1988); Timothy J. Gilfoyle, City of Eros:  New York 
City, Prostitution, and the Commercialization of Sex, 1790-1920 (New York:  Norton, 1992); Nayan 
Shah, Contagious Divides: Epidemics and Race in San Francisco’s Chinatown, American (Berkeley:  
University of California Press, 2001); Shah, Stranger Intimacy:  Contesting Race, Sexuality, and the Law 
in the North American West (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011); George Chauncey, Gay 
New York:  Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male World, 1890-1940 (New York:  
BasicBooks, 1994); Lillian Faderman, Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers:  A History of Lesbian Life in 
Twentieth-Century America (New York:  Columbia University Press, 1991); Elizabeth Lapovsky 
Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis, Boots of Leather, Slippers of Gold: The History of a Lesbian Community 
(New York:  Routledge, 1993).   
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Cynthia Blair, respectively, who refine the connections of commercialized sex, 

race, and respectability at the turn of century.24  Ruth Rosen establishes a 

fundamental approach to historicizing prostitution in the Progressive period in the 

broadest possible terms.  By constructing the intimate and public world of the sex 

worker, she shows the permutations of proper and deviant womanhood.  Suárez 

Findlay elaborates on notions of respectability and imperialism through the 

window of prostitution.  She delineates the conversations about and actions 

toward the sexuality of black Puerto Rican laboring women in relation to changing 

perceptions of masculinity.  Last, Blair sketches the entire terrain of the 

amusement, sex, and vice industries as sites for the laboring women of the African 

American community of Chicago.  She furthermore points to the centrality of the 

black sex worker in the formation of modern sexuality, the informal economy, 

                                                
24 Ruth Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood: Prostitution in America, 1900-1918  (Baltimore:  Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1982); Eileen J. Suárez Findlay, Imposing Decency:  The Politics of Sexuality and Race in 
Puerto Rico, 1870-1920  (Durham:  Duke University Press, 1999); Blair, I’ve Got to Make My Livin’.  
On broader understanding of polyracial diversity of prostitutes in the South/west, see Jacqueline 
Baker Barnhart, The Fair but Frail:  Prostitution in San Francisco, 1849-1900 (Reno:  University of 
Nevada Press, 1986); Bowser, West of the Creek; Butler, Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery; Butler, 
Gendered Justice in the American West:  Women Prisoners in Men’s Penitentiaries (Urbana:  University of 
Illinois Press, 1997); Ann R. Gabbert, “Prostitution and Moral Reform in the Borderlands:  El 
Paso, 1890-1920,” Journal of the History of Sexuality 12, no. 4 (October 2003):  575-604; Goldman, 
Gold Diggers and Silver Miners; Lucie Cheng Hirata, “Free, Indentured, Enslaved:  Chinese 
Prostitutes in Nineteenth-Century America,” Signs 5, no. 1 (Autumn, 1979):   3-29; David C. 
Humphrey, “Prostitution and Public Policy in Austin, Texas, 1870-1915,” Southwestern Historical 
Quarterly  86, no. 4 (April 1983):  473-516; Mary Murphy, “The Private Lives of Public Women:  
Prostitution in Butte, Montana, 1878-1917,” in The Women’s West, edited by Susan H. Armitage 
and Elizabeth Jameson, (Norman:  University of Oklahoma Press, 1987), 193-205; Paula Petrik, 
No Step Backward:  Women and Family on the Rocky Mountain Mining Frontier, Helena, Montana, 1865-
1900 (Helena: Montana Historical Society Press, 1987); Benson Tong, Unsubmissive Women:  Chinese 
Prostitutes in Nineteenth-Century San Francisco (Norman:  University of Oklahoma Press, 1994). 
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racial uplift, and progressive reform.  Evidently, each of these investigations has 

initiated several queries I also seek to unfold.   

REIMAGINING WOMANHOOD OF COLOR 

This study marks the first comprehensive investigation of the world of sex 

work and Mexican and African American women in Progressive Texas.25  It does 

not simply focus on the changing regulation of sex work from the late nineteenth 

to early twentieth centuries across the Texas regions.  It exposes how 

constructions of white womanhood were predicated on the figurative and physical 

erasure of blackness and Mexicanness on the bodies of women of color.  More 

importantly, it recovers the womanhood of women of color holistically by 

examining how African American and Mexican women understood and articulated 

their comprehension of race and sexuality.  To paraphrase Michelle Mitchell, I 

present a social history of ideas grounded in the cultural and political realities of 

black and brown women.26  Also, I take direction from historian Emma Pérez who 

shrewdly notes that only in the third or interstitial spaces can scholars, writers, 

historian restore Chicanas as central and active subjects of their discourses.  

Historians must write from that interstitial space, she calls the “decolonial 

                                                
25 There are only few works focused on Mexican prostitutes in Texas.  See, for example, James A. 
Sandos, “Prostitution and Drugs:  The United States Army on the Mexican-American Border, 
1916-1917,” Pacific Historical Review 49, no. 4 (November 1980):  621-45; Gabbert, “Prostitution 
and Moral Reform in the Borderlands”; Pablo Mitchell, West of Sex:  Making Mexican America, 
1900-1930 (Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 2012).  Anne Butler only examines black 
prostitutes briefly, see Butler, Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery.   
26 Mitchell, Righteous Propagation, 13-14. 
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imaginary,” were the actions and words of Chicanas, Mexicanas, indias, and 

mestizas exist even in the silences and omissions to (en)gender Chicano history.27 

Drawing on a plethora transregional and transborder sources, I combine 

traditional and well-known materials in a new and inventive approach.  The 

sources encompass four major categories:  local, government, organizational, and 

legal.  The first group is compromised of the city and ethnic news dailies and 

weeklies from San Antonio, Dallas, Forth Worth, Laredo, and El Paso because 

they comment on the everyday lives of prostitutes, Mexicans, African Americans.  

Additionally, several protoethnographies—guidebooks, blue books, journal 

articles, and city directories—by entrepreneurs, reformers, and community 

members provide more intimate knowledge of sexual commerce.  In the second 

category, the bulk of documents are from the federal government.  They feature 

daily accounts for immigration officials as well as U.S. Senate and House of 

Representative reports that present a close and wide view of the institution of 

prostitution.  The organizational materials of the black and white women’s 

progressive clubs and organizations of Texas are, mainly, meeting notes, 

correspondence, newsletters, reports, and research articles.  The records of 

Mexican anarcho-socialist women are not localized in one single archive but 

include essays, letters, and speeches in several manuscript collections and 

                                                
27 Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary, 5-7. 
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newspapers.  The legal group focuses on the Texas penal codes, municipal 

ordinances, and select cases of the state superior courts.   

Like the breadth of records, this study is organized thematically to dissect black 

and brown womanhood in the Jim Crow Borderlands, but pays attention to 

chronology within each chapter.  The main points of discussion are the world of 

sex workers of color, antivice laws, the white slave crusade, antivice reform, and 

the activism of African American and Mexican women.   

Chapter One uses San Antonio, the largest city through three decades, as a case 

study to understand the nuances and intricacies of sex work in Texas cities and 

towns.  It situates Mexican, African American, and to a lesser extent 

Euroamerican, prostitutes and disorderly women within the red light district and 

the shifting cultural, social, and economic landscapes of leisure and amusement.  

The chapter finishes by showing how these brown and black women crystallized 

their sense of womanhood by committing sexual and racial transgressions in a 

segregated borderlands city.  In the second chapter, I investigate the regulation of 

prostitution through a systematic assessment of antivice measures and legal cases 

under a dual legal system of race and sexuality.  I demonstrate the contradictions 

and tensions inherent in local ordinances and state statutes that policed the sex 

industry.  The chapter also looks at how sex workers and related vice purveyors 

defended themselves through suits, appeals, and challenges in the court system.  

Chapter Three details the distinctive aspects of a white slave crusade in the 
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South/west, and places black and Mexican women within the crusade.  

Specifically, this chapter discusses the federal intervention and the religious 

debates concerning the sex trade in the twentieth century.  It elucidates the 

racialistic rhetoric that informed the activism against the trade.   

The fourth chapter explores the social and moral reform of the Texas 

Federation of Club Women and Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee.  It 

analyzes the progressivism of white clubwomen and suffragists who developed 

strategies to save certain poor and working-class women and reeducate them about 

their duties and expectations as women.  It stresses the limited and virtual invisible 

role of African American and Mexican sex workers in their strategies.  Moreover, it 

ends with the abolition movement to close socially sanctioned vice zones.  In the 

last chapter, I examine the women of Mexican anarcho-socialist and African 

American progressive women’s club movements to disclose their views on 

community-building and womanhood at the turn of the century.  I review the 

discourse and activism of the transborder Partido Liberal Mexicano and the 

transregional Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs because they presented 

a different typology of race, sexuality, and gender that dignified and liberated 

women of color.  My point is to undermine dominant beliefs, interpretations that 

dismissed and vilified black and brown women. 
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CONCLUSION 

The upholding of Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896 and the seemingly unending 

dictatorship of Porfirio Díaz were decisive catalysts in the sociocultural world of 

African Americans and Mexican that inspired resistance, rebellion, and 

transformation.  For Mexican and black sex workers, these catalysts were played 

out publicly and intimately.  Prostitutes of color understood too well the day-to-

day realities of racism, heterosexism and classism that plagued their lives.  Their 

bodies were a battleground that reformers, government officials, and activists 

sought to control and subdue.  Their womanhood was not solely an aberration but 

symbolized a threat and perversion to Euroamericans in particular, but to 

womankind overall.  The womanhood of prostitutes was likewise characterized as 

corrupting to African American and Mexican women as a whole.  Yet, they 

themselves asserted a stake in realizing their self-determination, cultivating safe 

zones, and finding freedom within the extreme subjugation and fluidity of the Jim 

Crow Borderlands.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

Sex Workers in a Winter Resort:  The Construction of Womanhood of 
African American and Mexican Prostitutes 

Fué revelado hoy que existían veinte casas de juego en San Antonio durante el 
régimen en que fué suspendido.  Tocante a la prostitución, dijo el Capitán 
Harvey, que aunque hubiera 1,000 policías en San Antonio, no sería posible 
excluir a todas la mujeres viciosas del ciudad.   

— “Sensacional proceso en San Antonio,” Evolución, 10 January 19181 

At the height of antivice campaigns, San Antonio prostitutes plied their trade 

and madams ran their houses of ill-fame.  A Laredo-based newspaper, Evolución, 

observed that a minimum of twenty disorderly houses operated within the 

commercial sex industry, but also flourished in the outer limits of the city and the 

enveloping county of Bexar.  Evolución additionally exposed that a corrupt city 

official purposely developed an ineffective policy that allowed illicit prostitution, 

liquor distribution, and gambling to succeed.  The police chief and a municipal 

judge had slowly decreased the regulation of the vice zones by neglecting to 

enforce pertaining ordinances.  Only with their recent removal was law 

enforcement gradually arresting saloon and brothel keepers, and sex workers.  The 

report also stressed that even with an expanded police department, all the women 

                                                
1 It was revealed today that twenty disorderly houses existed in San Antonio during the term of 
the past police chief, who was recently suspended.  With respect to prostitution, Capitan Harvey 
states that even if there were 1,000 police officers in San Antonio, it would not be possible to 
expel all the vicious women of the city” (All translations are mine, unless otherwise noted).  
“Sensacional proceso en San Antonio,” Evolución, 10 January 1918, 1, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 June 2012).   
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of easy virtue would not simply disappear upon their expulsion from the city.2  

The reality was that Mexican, African American, and Euroamerican sex workers 

were intrinsic to the urban life of San Antonio.  Yet, the shifting strategy of 

regulation against prostitution revealed the complex relationship between them 

and the local authorities.  After all, San Antonio had allegedly closed its legal red 

light district in 1915 but, apparently, other areas of vice continued to thrive in the 

city.3   

Prostitution in San Antonio was emblematic of the pleasure and vice districts 

in other major Texas cities.  Like other cities across the state, the largest and oldest 

city experienced the tensions of rapid demographic growth and shifting attitudes 

toward sex work.  The city of San Antonio had a distinct metamorphosis from 

lonely outpost of the Spanish Crown in early nineteenth century, battle stronghold 

of Mexican federalism in the mid-1800s, to a modern, livable city at the beginning 

of the twentieth century.4  Its notoriety in having the largest and most extravagant 

legal red light district between New Orleans and San Francisco also reached its 

height between 1890 and 1920.  It is these similar traits to other Texas cities and 

towns and unique markers that condensed and magnified its impact on the social 

                                                
2 “Sensacional proceso en San Antonio.” 
3 Wesley Peacock, “San Antonio, Texas, Closes Its Segregated District,” Journal of Social Hygiene 1, 
no. 4 (September 1915):  629-31; “Vice District Closed,” Dallas Morning News, 26 June 1915, 5, 
America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (17 May 2008). 
4 Jesús F. De La Teja, San Antonio De Béxar:  A Community on New Spain’s Northern Frontier 
(Albuquerque:  University of New Mexico Press, 1995); Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the 
Making of Texas, 1836-1986, 24-49; Orozco, No Mexicans, Women, or Dogs Allowed, 17-23. 
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and cultural world of prostitutes.  San Antonio serves a significant starting point 

because it exemplified both the placid tolerance and later growing disdain toward 

prostitution that eventually prevailed throughout the entire state.   

This chapter illuminates how Mexican, African American, but also 

Euroamerican, madams, prostitutes, and disorderly women maintained their place 

within the fabric of San Antonio over the course of three decades, while 

contending with a social, cultural, and economic regulation of the sex industry of 

the Progressive period that was often inconsistent and sometimes draconian.  I 

begin with the diversity of commercial leisure to situate the red light district within 

a larger context of vice and entertainment zones to dispel notions that prostitutes 

provided services of pleasure isolated from other forms of leisure and amusement.  

I examine the intersections of vice zones with neighborhoods of color to 

complicate the dominant misconception that conflated all poor women of color 

with prostitution and simplified working-class Mexicans and blacks as disreputable 

members of society.  Ultimately, this chapter illustrates how brown, black, and 

even white, women constructed their womanhood through transgressing of 

different forms of sexual and racial boundaries they committed in the vice districts 

of a Jim Crow southwestern city.  

Far from being shunned from the social and cultural fabric of San Antonio, the 

women of the trans-San Pedro district appeared regularly in the news reports 

depicting their encounters with the local authorities, customers, neighbors, and 
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each other.5  Their presence was not simply a nuisance to other inhabitants of the 

city, but I argue that an intricate and rich nightlife existed in and beyond the 

designated red light district.  Their lifestyle and livelihood also demonstrated what 

happened when individuals kept their desires unchecked.  Between 1890s and 

1910s, prostitution in San Antonio disclosed a world of sexuality and race that 

emancipates and enriches the mainstream perspectives of womanhood.  San 

Antonio prostitutes plied their trade, survived and failed at the margins and center 

of the law and economy.  They negotiated changing legal regulations, social 

reforms, and cultural restrictions that encompassed the climate of progressivism.  

Neither glamorous nor tragic, sex workers depended on the intersection of leisure 

and commerce to carve their place within society, creating a third space where 

women worked in spite daily segregation and heteropatriarchy.6  

A PLACE OF LEISURE AND COMMERCE  

Compared to eastern cities at the cusp of the twentieth century, San Antonio 

was not large spatially but its neighborhoods and avenues could be mysterious, 

deceptive, and infinite, as the Missouri Pacific Railway Company guidebook 

suggested.  The geography of the streets described in the guidebook was a symbol 

to understanding the cultural diversity and “exoticism” of Mexican and bohemian 

                                                
5 On the name “trans-San Pedro district,” see “They Made a Raid,” San Antonio Daily Light, 3 
April 1893; “Disreputable Woman’s Conduct,” San Antonio Daily Light, 24 May 1893, 4; “Chicken 
Fights, but No Glove Fight,” San Antonio Daily Light, 26 December 1893. 
6 Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary, 5-7, 25-27; Stoler, “Tense and Tender Ties.”   
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lives.7  The exploration of the streets was an opportunity for respectable persons 

to safely intermix with the business, social, military, and “foreign” elements of the 

city.8  At times, the city played host to memorable figures like chili queens, dance 

hall girls, vendedores, and street hustlers; and questionable activities like 

cockfighting, playing the numbers, or too much drinking.9  These stories and 

anecdotes about San Antonio emphasized the social and cultural life of the city 

while also recording a moment of transition from “quaint Mexican town” to a 

“productive Euroamerican city.”  The shift in race, undoubtedly, impacted all 

aspects of San Antonio society including the city’s approach to the (ill)legitimate 

leisure and commerce regardless of the law.  It is this complex enterprise of 

recreation and amusement that San Antonio sex workers must first be located 

before examining their world.  

By the 1920s, promotional literature touted San Antonio a worldly city, open 

for trade and tourism.  Locally and, even regionally, it claimed the title “Winter 

                                                
7 Missouri Pacific Railway Company, San Antonio as a Health and Pleasure Resort (St. Louis:  
Woodward & Tiernan, 1902), 23. 
8 Business Men’s Club of San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas Through a Camera (Los Angeles:  
Published by T. Newman, 1900), see “Introduction.”   
9 “Typical Scenes of San Antonio:  The Home of the Pelado,” San Antonio Daily Express, 19 
August 1897, 4; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 20 August 1897, 4; 
“Some Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 21 August 1897, 4; “Typical 
Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 25 August 1897, 4;  “Typical Scenes of San 
Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 26 August 1897, 4; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San 
Antonio Daily Express, 28 August 1897, 4; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily 
Express, 29 August 1897, 12; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express., 30 
August 1897, 4. 
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Resort” or “Winter Playground of America.”10  A 1927 pamphlet listed the city’s 

many successful industries; its notable tourist and historical sites such as the 

missions, golf courses, polo fields; and its overall importance in the development 

of the United States via its industrious laborers and proximity to Mexican trade 

routes.11  Even a guidebook for Mexican newcomers to San Antonio devoted a 

section to the significance of the moniker of a Winter Resort.12 

Claims of the city’s winter appeal were evident in the 1890s, when the 

Euroamerican business community publicized its all-around, temperate climate 

with its curative properties.13  The promotional success of the reputation created a 

welcomed problem—the lack of sufficient and suitable accommodations for 

visitors.14  San Antonio promoters produced another problem—there was 

enjoyment for almost anyone no matter his or her definition.  Aside from the 

suitable locations for business gatherings, the city had many saloons for gambling 

and drinking, enticing streets for impromptu festivities, and its famous red light 

district.  These disorderly house managers, madams, and prostitutes did not 

consider themselves vice dealers and their clients and customers did not 

                                                
10 “San Antonio:  The Mercantile Monarch of the Southwest—an Educational Center,” San 
Antonio Daily Express, 20 November 1892, 9; “San Antonio as a Winter Resort,” San Antonio Daily 
Express, 25 February 1907, 4; J. C. Sologaistoa, ed., Guía general y directorio Mexicano de San Antonio, 
Texas (San Antonio:  s.n., 1924), 75; San Antonio Your City: Things You Ought to Know about the 
"Winter Playground of America." (San Antonio:  s.n., 1927). 
11 San Antonio Your City.   
12 Sologaistoa, Guía general y directorio, 75. 
13 Business Men’s Club of San Antonio, San Antonio, the Metropolis of Texas (San Antonio:  The 
Club, 1890). 
14 “Visitors are Kept Away:  Who Would Come to San Antonio if There Was Room,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 4 October 1901, 10; “San Antonio as a Winter Resort.”  
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necessarily perceive themselves as victims of viciousness and debauchery.  The 

purveyors of “vice” saw themselves as fundamental to the image of city as a tourist 

destination and resort spot.  In fact, their businesses were integral to the 

socioeconomic development of the city because their customers sought many 

forms of amusement and relaxation.  

This amusement and relaxation also appealed to many diverse Texans, 

including African Americans and Mexicans.  The climate ironically stressed racial 

harmony, often masking the racial strife, displacement, and antagonism, which 

affected the permanent residents of color. Mexicans and Africans Americans of 

San Antonio usually negotiated between finding their place within the modern 

social and cultural fabric and having a white urban landscape objectify them.  

Visitors or newcomers of color to San Antonio, in turn, entered an environment 

where the business sector superficially supported their physical presence and surely 

desired their monetary contributions.  The city more so tolerated interracial 

interchanges when it drew members of the black and brown middle class as 

destination point.       

The 1901 annual meeting of Colored Teachers’ State Association held in San 

Antonio is a case in point.  The yearly conference covered a multitude of issues 

that included:  the regular concerns of teaching methods, denominational 

schooling, industrial work, high schools, and universities.  The association also 

tackled pressing items of the day such as temperance, the protection of black 
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womanhood, the development of a responsible citizenship, the condemnation of 

railcar segregation, and the hospitality of the city of San Antonio.15  In a special 

resolution, the members lauded the overall friendliness and openness of the city.  

Their praise extended to the San Antonio membership, who organized and hosted 

the statewide event, and the conviviality of the mayor and citizens at large.16  A 

separate resolution additionally applauded the San Antonio Daily Express and San 

Antonio Light for the “full and impartial reports they have given of our 

proceedings.”17  Ostensibly, the location of San Antonio was a success for black 

teachers, principals, and other educators in attendance and a spot where these 

African American professionals from other regions in Texas would be comfortable 

enough to return.  

Over twenty years later the Guía general y directorio Mexicano de San Antonio, Texas 

reinforced the view that San Antonio provided a space of interracial intermixing 

where all were welcomed and invited to reside.  For Mexicans, race difference did 

not undercut their treatment but some San Antonians even valued them as part of 

the city’s long history.18  The Euroamerican inhabitants typically understood them 

to be part of the cultural background, if not actively engaged in civic activities or 

                                                
15 Colored Teachers’ State Association of Texas (CTSAT), Proceedings of the Annual Session of the 
Colored Teachers’ State Association of Texas and the Principals’ Division, San Antonio, Texas, vol. 17 
(Marshall, TX:  Wiley, 1901), 6-10, 13-14. 
16 CTSAT, Proceedings of the Annual Session of the Colored Teachers’ State Association of Texas and the 
Principals’ Division, Marshall, Texas, vol. 20 (Marshall, TX:  Wiley, 1904), 14-15.   
17 CTSAT, Proceedings of the Annual Session of the Colored Teachers’ State Association of Texas, vol. 17, 14. 
18 Sologaistoa, Guía general y directorio, 65-67. 
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duties.  No one questioned whether Mexicans belonged in San Antonio and this 

was not often the case in other southwestern U.S. cities.  This was especially true if 

they adopted the ways of the americanos who now “reigned,” and contributed to 

the grandeur and largess of the city in the recent past.19  Indeed, the author of 

Guía, J.C. Sologaistoa, gave the impression that cohesion rather than conflict 

shaped these interactions.  Sologaistoa additionally legitimized the Mexican stake 

in the making of San Antonio history and argued that they were an adaptable, 

persistent people.  This justified their continuing participation in building it.     

The accounts of the Guía and Colored Teachers’ State Association of Texas 

indicated that race did not affect the level of business activity in San Antonio since 

the experiences of Mexican or African American professional did not revealed any 

racial tensions.  Their reports presented uncritical and positive views of the city 

with the promise of an idyllic existence.  Undoubtedly, other sources demonstrate 

that they limited their conversations about racial conflict to other forums, 

publications, and outlets.  As visitors or newcomers to San Antonio, they were 

neither invested nor motivated to comment publicly on the racial hierarchies that 

underscored ethnoracial relations throughout the municipality.  The insights of 

both the black and brown entrepreneurial, middle classes promised racial tolerance 

even as the white residents viewed the leisure activities of the populations of color 

                                                
19 Ibid. 
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with a mixture of fascination and condemnation but often participated in these 

leisure activities themselves.  

From 1890s to 1900s, travelers, tourists, and locals could choose from over 

two hundred saloons for an assortment of recreational activities.  Many of these 

drinking establishments centered in the second, fourth, and fifth wards, but these 

businesses existed throughout the city.20  A review of a 1903 city directory 

included:  the Black Elephant, E.F. Alexander’s place (a black establishment), 

Parlor Bar, Legal Tender, and Juan Treviño’s bar.21  Some of these taverns 

continued well into the 1910s and the Chamber of Commerce promoted their 

infamy well into the 1920s.22  Not that these establishments needed assistance with 

their self-promotion:  An advertisement for the Clipper Saloon claimed that it 

carried whiskey that did not cause headaches.  Another ad for the Standard Saloon 

assured patrons that it was “conducted in an up-to-date manner” (Figure 1.1).23  

                                                
20 Johnson & Chapman’s General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1891 (San Antonio:  Johnson & 
Chapman, 1891), Ancestry.com (16 December  2009), 456-459; “Saloons,” in the “Classified 
Business Directory,” Jules A. Appler, Appler’s Blue Book of San Antonio, Texas:  Containing the Name 
of Every Householder, Also Every Place Of Business in the City (San Antonio:  Jules A. Appler, 1903); Hy 
Rullman,  Map of City of San Antonio (San Antonio:  Nic Tenng, 1909), Texas State Archives Map 
Collection, http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/cgi-bin/aris/maps/maplookup.php?mapnum=6253 (16 
December 2009). 
21 “Saloons, Appler’s Blue Book of San Antonio, Texas. 
22 San Antonio Chamber of Commerce, San Antonio:  Gateway to Mexico (San Antonio: Chamber of 
Commerce, 1923), 32.   
23 William Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, Tourists, and Those Seeking a Good Time While in San 
Antonio, Texas (San Antonio:  s.n., 1911), 4, 6.   
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Even a reformer from a rescue home acknowledged the propensity for residents to 

drink excessively.24  

 

Figure 1.1:  Advertisement for Standard Saloon, 1911, William Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, 
Tourists, and Those Seeking a Good Time While in San Antonio, Texas (San Antonio:  s.n., 1911).  
Courtesy of San Antonio Public Library. 

The drinking, coupled with the gambling, featured at the same saloons made 

the possibility for degeneracy endless.  As early as the 1890s, many San Antonians 

recognized the need to curtail some of the forms of gambling but the cockfights of 

the West Side continued to be the most celebrated forms of gambling.  Accounts 

varied, but they typically included a heavily male homosocial, racialized space in an 

“obscure” West Side neighborhood.  The participants were usually several 

                                                
24 Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months, 11; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 28 August 1897; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 30 
August 1897. 
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Mexican men in charge of the fight, a black gambler, and a number of white 

outsiders looking for something exotic.25  A journalist compared the charged and 

otherworldly atmosphere to a Mexican bullfight because it had the same “blood, 

stress and excitement.”  Yet, he also observed that the atmosphere resembled the 

enterprising spirit of the New York Stock Exchange when gamblers placed their 

bets prior to the match.  The fight, itself, exhibited an uncontrolled vitality and 

spirit.26  This description and others indicated that the ritual was a “good” relic of 

San Antonio’s backward Mexican days.  The chicken fights were an antiquated 

leisure that did not undermine the “new” San Antonio.  White San Antonians 

interacted with Mexicans and other persons of color who understood their place in 

the racial hierarchy of these selected social environments.  In essence, many 

Euroamerican inhabitants held on to an illusion of containment, where these 

ethnoracial communities could not wreak havoc on the development of San 

Antonio with low-status and traditional forms of entertainment.  But, at these 

cockfights, the Euroamerican visitors and residents were the consummate 

strangers looking into a world, as one journalist noted, that was not theirs and they 

never truly could keep these neighborhoods in check.  

                                                
25 “Cock Fight,” San Antonio Daily Express, 30 November 1889, 5; “Cockfighting,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 25 November 1889, 4; “Mexicans Continue to Enjoy the Cockfights,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 27 November 1893, 3-2; “Chicken Fights, But No Glove Fight,” San Antonio Daily 
Light, 26 December 1893; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 28 August 
1897.  
26 “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 28 August 1897.    
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Other discussions of pleasure and vice of celebrations, chile queens, 

vendedores, and street youth often turned into assessments on the dangers of 

public excessiveness.  Reporters, not only commented on this issue, but also cast 

the children of color and even recent European immigrants as untrustworthy and 

reprehensible characters who were constantly plotting the next illicit activity.  

“Devious” activities of the youth included stealing, hustling, playing policy, and 

their propensity to organize themselves into groups or gangs to maximize their 

affairs in the West- and East Sides that were predominantly neighborhoods of 

color.27  Depictions of people of color also focused on their public life.28  The 

main fear of journalists was that communities of color would eventually cause 

some sort of mayhem or disorder.  In these instances, they emphasized the need to 

wary of the customs and habits of people of color, most who were from poorer 

neighborhoods, and to learn from their lack of moderation.  

The Mexican women, who vended their foods in the plazas and streets—the 

chili queens of the 1880s or the vendedores of the turn of the century—were not 

nearly as disreputable as other personages who negotiated and worked on the 

streets.  The presence of the vendors elicited rustic imaginary of a picturesque San 

                                                
27 “The Negro Boy Nuisance,” San Antonio Daily Express, 29 July 1881, 4; “Training to Crime,” 
San Antonio Daily Express, 10 August 1881, 4; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily 
Express, 29 August 1897. 
28 “Brought to a Close:  The Colored People Spend a Second Day in Celebrating,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 21 June 1889, 5; “Local Chronology:  Condensed Record the Most Memorable or 
Interesting Events in San Antonio During 1891,” San Antonio Daily Express, 1 January 1892, 5; 
“City Local News,” San Antonio Daily Light, 22 March 1892, 5; “Trouble over Land,” San Antonio 
Daily Light, 24 May 1893, 4. 
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Antonio full of peasant hospitality and comfort.29  A late nineteenth-century travel 

book warned that the “more fastidious American” might not appreciate the 

Mexican cuisine of the carts, but he might enjoy a “cigarro,” rolled by the hand of 

the dark-eyed “muchacha” in charge.30  Unsurprisingly, the Mexican women vendors 

were pivotal to these seemingly favorable white recollections.  Still, Euroamerican 

observers further promoted the racialized sexualization of women with mysterious 

dark eyes, exotic beauty and charm.  This particular characterization followed a 

thread from earlier travel guides and memoirs that highlighted the exotic in the 

seduction of selling.  The exaggerated image of women of color influenced views 

of West Side dance hall girls and even actresses of the 1890s, which portrayed 

them as contemporary objects of fascination and desire.31   Their sisters in the sex 

trade, of course, embodied the most dreadful depictions of racialized sexuality of 

women.     

FROM TRANS-SAN PEDRO DISTRICT TO RED LIGHT DISTRICT 

Like in other U.S. cities, city politicians and stakeholders relegated the 

commerce of sex and vice to neighborhoods of the working poor and people of 

color.  In the late nineteenth century, the brothels and cribs where already loosely 
                                                
29 William Corner, comp. and ed., San Antonio de Bexar:  A Guide and History (San Antonio:  
Bainbridge & Corner:  1890; reprint San Antonio:  Graphic Arts:  1977), 24; “Typical Scenes of 
San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 20 August 1897; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San 
Antonio Daily Express, 25 August 1897; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily 
Express, 29 August 1897. 
30 Corner, comp. and ed , San Antonio de Bexar, 24.   
31 “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 30 August 1897.  Also, see Bowser, 
West of the Creek, 27-29. 
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situated in the trans-San Pedro district.32  By 1905, the city-sanctioned red light 

district officially included parts of the West Side.  Local historian David Bowser 

states the parameters of the newer sporting district were Buena Vista Street and 

the Market House to the north, South Santa Rosa to the east, Durango Street to 

the south, and South Frio Street to the west, close to the railroad and stockyards.  

This twenty-block radius of bawdy houses existed west of San Pedro Creek in a 

“traditional” Mexican neighborhood.33  For many residents, especially whites, this 

overlap of neighborhoods made the distinction between prostitute and woman of 

color, poverty and deviancy difficult to discern.  

In the 1890s, a typical evening in the district of San Antonio included a several 

arrests, a few fines, and improperly located houses.  African American, Mexican, 

and Euroamerican women were characterized as unruly and defiant, dangerous 

and purposeful.  Their behavior, in turn, attracted attention and complaints to 

local authorities.  Brothel keepers faced scrutiny from the police for lacking bawdy 

house licenses, running houses of prostitution, or disturbing the peace of the 

surrounding residents.  Euroamerican madams such as Eva Doyle, Carrie 

Anderson, Blanche Deerwood, Maggie Reed, and Sallie Brewer were the usual 

                                                
32 On the relationship between vice districts and enclaves of the working class and/or people of 
color, see Mumford, Interzones, 26-27; Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood, 78.   
33 Bowser, West of the Creek, 46; “Typical Scenes of San Antonio,” San Antonio Daily Express, 30 
August 1897; Missouri Pacific Railway Company, San Antonio as a Health and Pleasure Resort, 25; 
Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans, 95. 
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suspects brought before city and county courts.34  Mexican madams, Ignacia 

Cortez and Juana Morales, as well as several unnamed black madams also 

provoked havoc with their unconventional businesses and lax attitudes toward city 

ordinances.35  At the heart of many of these tensions was how their sexual 

commerce became a display that other San Antonians witnessed with both interest 

and disdain.   

Conflicts often occurred between sex workers and the more respectable 

citizenry, who viewed houses as causes of discord in their neighborhoods.  For 

them, brothels were more than nuisances but also indications of social, cultural, 

and moral deterioration.  Several of the black-run houses on the East Side allegedly 

disturbed their neighbors with their drunkenness, rambunctious, and unlady-like 

comportment.  The police noticed when madams ran houses of prostitution and 

they plied their trade outside the traditional vice zone because they became 

                                                
34 “District Court,” San Antonio Daily Light, 4 November 1887, NewpaperArchive.com (16 May 2008); 
“City Local News,” San Antonio Daily Light, 11 December 1889, NewpaperArchive.com (18 May 
2008); “Court Doings,” San Antonio Daily Light, 4 March 1890, NewpaperArchive.com (21 May 2008); 
“Recorder’s Court,” San Antonio Daily Light, 11 May 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (29 March 2007); 
On their racial backgrounds, see “Miss Eva Doyle,” in San Antonio, Texas City Directories, 1891-94 
[database on-line], Ancestry.com (21 October 2009); “Miss Carrie Anderson,” in San Antonio, Texas 
City Directories, 1891-94 [database on-line], Ancestry.com (21 October 2009); “Blanche Deerwood,” 
in 1880 United States Federal Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (21 October 2009); “Miss 
Maggie Reed,” in San Antonio, Texas City Directories, 1891-94 [database on-line], Ancestry.com (21 
October 2009); “Miss Sallie Brewer,” in Morrison & Fourmy’s General Directory of the City of San 
Antonio, 1885-86 (Galveston:  Morrison & Fourmy, 1886), 88.   
35 These news articles include madams of all ethnoracial backgrounds who violated the bawdy 
house license ordinance.  “Making Them Pay,” San Antonio Daily Light, 10 August 1891, 
NewpaperArchive.com (16 February 2009). See also, “Light Flashes,” San Antonio Daily Light, 23 
October 1889, NewpaperArchive.com (18 May 2008); “Two Bad Characters,” San Antonio Daily Light, 
14 July 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (21 December 2009); “Disreputable Women,” San Antonio Daily 
Light, 13 July 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (18 May 2008); “Disorderly House Reported,” San Antonio 
Daily Light, 22 August 1893, 4.   
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especially visible in these shared neighborhoods.  One usual evening local 

authorities made trips to quell the upheaval within two different establishments of 

sexual commerce.  In the raids, the police did not fine the houses of prostitution 

but they arrested the African American working women such as Jennie Brooks, 

Carra Eazell, Ida Murphy, and Georgie Hutchins for “disorderly conduct.”  A few 

male patrons were also detained, but several soldiers exited swiftly one brothel 

during the first raid, avoiding identification and arrest.36  In this case, the inmates, 

not the houses or the johns bore the brunt of law enforcement.37 

Other conflicts in houses of prostitution were more intimate in nature.  They 

demonstrated the fragility of the work climates amongst inmates, inhabitants, 

patrons, and managers, and the manner in which sex workers limited police 

inspection.  Juana Morales, for instance, challenged local sensibilities with her 

bluntness, stubbornness, and disdain for the law.  When law enforcement officials 

investigated a domestic disturbance with her lover William Burtch, both were 

charged with various offenses, which were keeping a house of prostitution and the 

assault of Morales.  The court dismissed both counts since there was insufficient 

evidence to prosecute Morales and she would not bring testimony against Burtch.  

Yet, in the altercation between them, Burtch had attempted to take a recent hard 

earned a dollar from Morales to purchase a beer.  The result was a fight that led 

                                                
36 “Disreputable Women”; “Disorderly House Reported.” 
37 I use the term “inmate,” to describe prostitutes who are residents of brothels, bawdy houses, 
and bordellos.  See Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood, 76. 
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the authorities to investigate the crib the couple supposedly ran.  Morales, a thirty-

eight year old widow, would not bend to the will of the law nor did she allow 

anyone to take advantage of her.38  

Some Mexican madams such as Ignacia Cortez sought a discrete profile as a 

rational business practice in capricious law enforcement environment and prior 

experience with city authorities.  Cortez strategically complied with the criminal 

justice system in an effort to protect her position in the face of her scandalous 

1885 case and the scrutiny of the press.  Accused but not convicted of murdering 

her lover in a fit of jealousy, the Daily Light reported regularly on the shocking trial 

and the infamous life of Cortez in mid-1880s.39  By the 1890s, Cortez was subdued 

brothel keeper on 212 W. Nueva, perhaps, working to quiet the public stigma that 

surrounded her and the horrendous crime in her house of prostitution.40  Still, her 

inmates were ethnoracially diverse, and included Euroamerican women, making 

her establishment a place of interracial transgression like in the brothel of Lucy 

                                                
38 “Two Bad Characters”; “Juana Morales,” in 1880 United States Federal Census [database on-line], 
Ancestry.com (24 December 2009); “Juana Morales,” in San Antonio, Texas City Directories [database 
on-line], Ancestry.com (24 December 2009).   
39 She would undoubtedly become one of the most well reported madams of San Antonio.  See 
Bowser, West of the Creek, 32-33; “Love and Jealousy,” San Antonio Daily Light, 14 July 1885, 
Ancestry.com (22 February 2010); “Ignacia Cortez,” San Antonio Daily Light, 15 July 1885, 
Ancestry.com (22 February 2010); “A Little Different,” San Antonio Daily Light, 15 July 1885, 
Ancestry.com (22 February 2010); “Rays of Light,” San Antonio Daily Light, 16 July 1885, Ancestry.com 
(22 February 2010).   
40 “Ignacia Cortez,” in 1880 United States Federal Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (17 
February 2010); “Cortez, Ignacia Mrs.,” in Morrison & Fourmy’s General Directory of the City of San 
Antonio, 1887-88 (Galveston:  Morrison & Fourmy, 1887-88), Ancestry.com (17 February 2010); 
Sometimes the directories listed “Ignacia” as “Ignacio,” but the street address was the same.  See 
“Ignacio Cortez,” in Johnson & Chapman’s General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1891 (San 
Antonio:  Johnson & Chapman, 1891), Ancestry.com (3 November 2009). 
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Solcher and Viva Walker.  She consequently incurred fines and arrests because of 

this permissible atmosphere.  One count of running a disorderly house she even 

appealed but lost in 1890.41  Evidently, Cortez wanted to manage her house 

without drawing attention to her past.  Sometimes the success of a madam was 

based on her ability to run a conflict-free enterprise despite the predictable 

roadblocks. 

The vigilance by the local authorities in the late nineteenth century 

demonstrates a selective approach to controlling the extralegal actions of women 

of color, and their customers and associates.  The police apparently applied the law 

according to their standards of discretion.  Sometimes they arrested the inmates 

but not the madams such with the African American houses.  At other times, they 

regulated the houses of prostitution for the environment they cultivated within the 

establishments such as in the cases of Juana Morales and Ignacia Cortez.  By 

targeting the more outrageous women of color, oftentimes lowly, officials slowed 

the activity of sex work rather than abolish the sources of business.  In that 

respect, the city placated the San Antonians who viewed sexual commerce as 

morally reprehensible.  Yet, they allowed African American and Mexican bawdy 

houses to run their businesses and continue to push the limits of race, gender, and 

sexual expression.  These women challenged both the efforts by the city of San 

Antonio to control their sites of enterprise since they operated outside of 
                                                
41 “Light Flashes”; “City Local News,” San Antonio Daily Light, 31 May 1890, NewpaperArchive.com 
(21 May 2008). 
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traditional vice zones and the kind of economic transactions within these sites 

allowed racial intermixing to transpire.  They similarly accepted but also resisted 

arrests to safeguard their place in the sex industry.  Obviously, the tension between 

propriety and sinfulness of women was more permeable that it would first seem. 

Prostitutes in the 1890s who were unattached to a regular brothel or madam 

lived in a world mired with daily struggles to maintain habitual work.  Nonetheless, 

they found ingenious ways to evade and survive the surveillance of the criminal 

justice system.  Their everyday life entailed negotiating a constant encroachment of 

their workspaces and an overall disdain by mainstream communities.  By legal 

definition, these brown, black, and white women were vagrants who engaged in 

disorderly conduct, disturbed the peace, and used foul language.42  The San 

Antonio jail reflected the continuous parade of women—arrested in the evening 

and usually released by morning.  The majority of these sex workers were not the 

madams of larger brothels or fancy bordellos.  They were inmates of all kinds of 

houses, the keepers of lowly cribs, and the streetwalkers.  Their growing 

concentration of prostitutes along the trans-San Pedro region certainly made the 

regulation by the police easier.  Additionally, law enforcement officials often 

applied the violation of vagrancy broadly, arresting women who were not always in 

the sex trade.43  

                                                
42 Chapter Two examines extensively the legal regulation of prostitution.   
43 “Court Doings,” San Antonio Daily Light, 4 March 1890, NewpaperArchive.com (21 May 2008); 
“They Made a Raid,” San Antonio Daily Light, 3 April 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (26 May 2008); 
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The routine round ups by the city show a strict regulation of the violation of 

gender and sexual norms as it intersected with race.  The race of the individual sex 

workers and other unruly women served to illustrate the intensity, severity, or 

drama of the alleged “criminal” acts.  A case in point is the argument between two 

Mexican women, Roberta Rivera and Juanita Ximenez.  Their personal 

disagreement devolved into a yelling and physical match where they eventually 

hurled stones at one another until the police arrested them both.  The intense 

argument even continued at their hearing in the recorder’s court, where they 

refused to present their grievances without arguing again.44  In another situation, a 

renowned and “notorious” black prostitute named Florida Jones was cited for 

“conduct[ing] herself in a way not becoming to even a woman of her class”45  

Apparently, Jones’s comportment of womanhood went beyond what was even 

appropriate for her occupation and status.  Her disruption of gender and sexuality 

was not even acceptable for a prostitute.  

Other personal altercations demonstrated the stigmatization by the media and 

law enforcement of women affiliated with the sex industry as troublemakers.  They 

                                                                                                                                       
“Three Colored Vagrants,” San Antonio Daily Light, 13 April 1893, NewpaperArchive.com (26 May 
2008); “Disreputable Woman’s Conduct”; “A Disorderly Woman,” San Antonio Daily Light, 24 
May 1893, 4; “Recorder’s Court,” San Antonio Daily Light, 22 August 1893, 4; “Police Court 
Proceeding,” San Antonio Daily Light, 15 March 1893, 1; “Overdose,” San Antonio Daily Light, 22 
August 1899, NewpaperArchive.com (24 May 2008); “Light Rays,” San Antonio Daily Light, 14 March 
1899, NewpaperArchive.com (27 May 2008); “Vagrancy.” San Antonio Daily Light, 7 July 1899, 
NewpaperArchive.com (26 May 2008); Victoria E. Bynum, Unruly Women:  The Politics of Social and 
Sexual Control in the Old South (Chapel Hill:  University of North Carolina Press, 1992), 1-14. 
44 “Disorderly Women,” San Antonio Daily Light, 23 April 1897, NewpaperArchive.com (30 May 
2008) 
45 “Police Court Proceeding.”  
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included conflicts over space, persons, and lovers, which prostitutes such as 

Minnie Rice and Mrs. Rhimeders encountered in their respective day-to-day 

interactions.  Rice, an African American sex worker, struggled with her neighbor 

so severely that she attempted to damage their buggy.  Unfortunately, the neighbor 

witnessed her act of vandalism.  Mrs. Rhimeders, on the other hand, sought the 

affections of the same man that Eliza Ross, an African American women, also 

pursued.  This situation escalated to the point that Ross directed ugly words at 

Rhimeders, ending in Ross’ arrest.46  In both instances, the interactions were not 

resolved amicably and required the intervention by the municipal government. 

The fame of the red light district that once encompassed several 

neighborhoods along San Pedro Creek persisted and increased well into the 

twentieth century.  At the turn of the century, much of the leisure-seeking 

enterprises continued to receive a mixture of laudation and condemnation by the 

police, other civic officials, and community leaders.47  Yet, the rules of conduct 

and order of business for prostitutes changed rapidly when World War I and 

progressive debates made sex work a national concern.  For one, the emerging 

community of soldiers waiting to be deployed at Fort Sam Houston were frequent 

                                                
46 “Disreputable Woman’s Conduct”; “A Disorderly Woman.” 
47 Immigration inspector Frank Stone identified the red light district as a tolerated zone in 1909, a 
few years after Bowser noted its formation.  See Stone to Commissioner-General of Immigration, 
8 May 1909, 5, box 111, file 52484/8, U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Record 
Group 85, National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C. (hereinafter cited as 
the Stone Report, INS RG 85).  Bowser also states that the vice district of San Antonio did not 
close until 1941.  See David Bowser, San Antonio’s Old Red-Light District a History, 1890-1941 (San 
Antonio:  D. Bowman, 1992), 2. 
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visitors of the vice districts.  For another, the antivice crusades forming in the 

Southwest affected the tolerance of the sex industry in Texas’s largest city.  The 

central question that influenced the future of vice was whether sex work was a 

trade of the past that needed to be abolished or a consequence of the present 

necessary to the successful growth of the city.  The place of black, brown, and 

white streetwalkers, inmates, and madams within social and cultural fabric of the 

city began to be displaced at the same moment that they wielded the most control 

over their industry. 

By the 1910s, two local publications influenced the shifting discourse on sexual 

commerce and its surrounding communities.  The incendiary texts, The Blue Book 

for Visitors, Tourists, and Those Seeking a Good Time while in San Antonio, Texas and 

Reminiscences of Fourteen Months Spent in a Rescue Home in the “Red Light” District of San 

Antonio, Texas and Else, 1910-11 fueled the debate with tales and stories of the 

district and the sex workers who plied their trade.48 

                                                
48 Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors; Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months, 10-11. 
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Figure 1.2:  Cover of The Blue Book, 1911, William Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, Tourists, and 
Those Seeking a Good Time While in San Antonio, Texas (San Antonio:  s.n., 1911).  Courtesy of San 
Antonio Public Library   
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Figure 1.3:  San Antonio Mission Home and Training School (upper left), later it became Travis 
Park Methodist Church, Paul Ebers, San Antonio, the Metropolis and Garden Spot of Texas, and Fort 
Sam Houston, U.S. Army Headquarters Department of Texas (San Antonio:  P. Ebers, 1909).   
Courtesy of Special Collections, University of Texas at San Antonio.   
 
The Euroamerican authors, William Keilman and S.B. Fambrough, concurred that 

prostitution was a key issue but differed on its cultural and social impact on San 

Antonio.  Their most powerful statements showed the entwined relationship of 

primitivism and modernism and its link to defining sexualities outside of 

heteronormativity.  To a lesser extent, they spotlighted the interconnectedness of 

race and sexuality to demonstrate transgressions, which were not even tolerable in 

the world of sexual commerce.  Their works additionally reflected a growing body 

of protoethnographies of the early twentieth century that disclosed the dangers 
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and thrills of urban living for women.49  These writings examined the intricate and 

rich nightlife at one level.  They commented on what happened when individuals 

kept their desires unchecked at another level.  The polemic underscoring these 

different descriptions highlights both the future of sex work and their explicit 

objectification of the sex workers.  Whether individuals sided with Fambrough, 

who viewed prostitution as an evil of modernity or with Keilman, who argued that 

it was part and parcel to urban life, understanding the lives of prostitutes became 

less relevant to these discussions.50  Ultimately, sex workers became commodities 

to sell their particular viewpoints about pleasure and/or salvation.   

The explicit sexual lives of these women invited a scrutiny that most citizens 

and immigrants of the U.S. did not contend with in their daily lives.  The 

reformers, government officials, and entrepreneurs, who focused on the vice 

district(s) of San Antonio reinforced the idea that it was a sinners’ paradise with 

good time mentally.  Through the interstices of their discourses, we capture a 

                                                
49 See Mrs. V.C. Ostrom, A Plea in Behalf of Outcast Women (San Antonio: Shepard Bros, s.n.); Blue 
Book:  A Directory and Guide to the Red Light District of New Orleans (New Orleans: s.n., 19-?); Theo 
A. Bingham, The Girl That Disappears:  The Real Facts About the White Slave Traffic (Boston: R.G. 
Badger, 1911); Chicago, Ill., Vice Commission of Chicago, The Social Evil of Chicago:  A Study of 
Existing Conditions, with Recommendations (Chicago:  Gunthrop-Warren, 1911; reprint, New York:  
Arno, 1970); Clifford Griffith Roe, Horrors of the White Slave Trade:  The Mighty Crusade to Protect the 
Purity of Our Homes (New York:  Clifford G. Roe and B.S. Steadwell, 1911); The Purity Journal 
(Arlington, TX:  s.n., 1912), Woman’s Collection, Texas Woman’s University, Denton, Texas 
(hereinafter WC); James T. Upchurch, The Unchained Demon, and the Tribute Dallas, Texas Pays to 
Vice (Arlington, TX:  Berachah Rescue Society, 1912); M.J. Bliem, “The Venereal Peril in San 
Antonio and the Army, Medical Annals of Southwest Texas (June 1917), series 5, box 6, folder 28, 
Minnie Fisher Cunningham Papers, Special Collections, University of Houston Libraries, Texas 
(hereinafter Cunningham Papers); M.J. Exner, “Prostitution in Its Relation to the Army on the 
Mexican Border,” Social Hygiene 3.2 (April, 1917), series 5, box 6, folder 28, Cunningham Papers. 
50 Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, preface; Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months, 11-14. 
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glimpse of the voices of white, black, and brown sex workers.51  An array of sex 

workers worked in fine houses, lowly cribs, or even the streets in the 1910s.  

Former police officer Keilman identified three classes of prostitutes—A, B, and, 

C—whose classification varied according to price and expertise with class A 

workers commanding the highest price and social caliber.52  The keepers were 

white and so were most of the inmates of the fanciest bordellos.  One exception 

was the house run by the white madam Maud Campbell, whose sex workers were 

Euroamerican and Mexican.  The mid-level brothels and one-room cribs were the 

more racially diverse sites of commercialized sex.  Mexican madams succeeded in 

making in roads in the vice district of the San Pedro region, maintaining a number 

of class C houses mostly along South Santa Rosa Avenue and Matamoros Street 

(see Figure 1.4).53  It did not take as much capital to establish and run these 

pedestrian houses of prostitution.  Additionally, their existence were often fleeting 

or short lived and transitory.54  Unfortunately, black madams were not central 

these more recent catalogs of the sporting district.  It is difficult, therefore, to 

discern their role in making the area because reformers and entrepreneurs did not 

identify their places of business.  

                                                
51 Pimps were also part of the landscape, but will not be discussed here.  According to Stone, they 
had very little power in the district.  See Stone Report, passim, INS RG 85. 
52 Bowser, West of the Creek, 46-49.   
53 Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, 21-27; “List of Houses of Ill-Fame in San Antonio,” in 
Stone Report, 8 May 1909, 1-2, file 52484/8, INS RG 85. 
54 Butler, Daughters of Joy, Sisters of Misery, xvii-xviii; Goldman, Gold Diggers and Silver Miners, 74-77; 
Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood, 92-94. 
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Figure 1.4:  Class C Houses of Prostitution in The Blue Book, 1911, William Keilman, The Blue Book 
for Visitors, Tourists, and Those Seeking a Good Time While in San Antonio, Texas (San Antonio:  
s.n., 1911).  Courtesy of San Antonio Public Library. 

In a few accounts, other authors emphasized the salacious undertone that 

permeated the red light district.  The sex industry catered to the basest desires and 

most reprehensible entertainment.  The prostitutes represented the worst of kind 

of womanhood because they of their lack of control and dismissal of mainstream 

values of decency.  As Immigration Inspector Frank Stone, noted, “any inmate 
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who moves into these houses practices prostitution, as no decent person would 

live in the district, let alone the houses; so that the character of women destined to 

these addresses may, with propriety, be questioned.”55  That is to say that these 

women separated themselves from the traditional expectations of womanly 

conduct through their work.  In addition, a steady stream of new girls and women 

entered the profession.  They not only migrated from all over the state, but as far 

west as San Francisco.  Many Mexican women also came from Laredo.56  

Evidently, San Antonio was a key labor site for the trade of pleasure.  Prostitutes, 

regardless of their ethnoracial background counted on finding work in the city of 

San Antonio.   

With this regular migration of women arriving to work in the district, some 

reformers argued that young women needed to be rescued because they were 

seduced into sexual commerce without understanding its evilness or immorality.  

Fambrough recounted stories about girls who arrived at her rescue home in the 

heart of the red light district and other similar homes in the state.57  Some had 

worked as sex workers, but others had fallen from the path of proper 

womanhood, either through the negative influence of others or their own 

purported weakness.  Some Mexican and black girls had become lost because of 

                                                
55 Stone Report, 8 May 1909, 2, file 52484/8, INS RG 85. 
56 Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months, 74-77; Stone Report, 25 June 1909, 4-8, 14, file 
52484/8-A, INS RG 85.  See also Bowser, San Antonio’s Old Red-Light District, 6.   
57 The San Antonio Mission Home and Training Home, formerly, the Fallen Women’s Home, 
was located on 223 San Saba.  It was the former house of ill-fame of Madam Volino, who was 
also known as Claude Duval.  See Bowser, West of the Creek, 34-36. 
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the men their lives who had sexually abused, raped, and molested them.  A black 

preacher, who had adopted a young black girl, impregnated her and she sought the 

assistance of a rescue home in Dallas.  Another case involved a pregnant Spanish-

speaking Protestant Mexican girl who she somehow managed to communicate in 

English, perhaps, with the grace of God, managed to explain her dire situation.  

Fambrough and her fellow colleagues were able to find a suitable placement for 

the Mexican baby with other Protestants.58 

In 1917, a different interest entered the discourse on sex work in San Antonio 

with the advent of the U.S. involvement in World War I.  Members of the newly 

formed Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee (TWAC) identified the tolerance 

zone as a site of pure revelry, laden with loud music, and the explicit solicitation of 

clients.  African American, Mexican, Euroamerican, and Native American women 

even congregated together despite the segregated practice of many disorderly 

houses.  Mrs. Spear, a TWAC member, characterized the living conditions of the 

district as rambunctious, filled with drunkenness, dancing, semi-clad women, and 

the regular traffic of men seeking sex.  She also pointed to a mixture of makeshift 

cribs that were visible and built on the sidewalks and more luxurious and fixed 

brothels that were proper buildings/structures.  Another observer reported that 

San Antonio, along with New Orleans, had the distinction of claiming cribs as a 

regular part of the red light district.  He also commented that 630 prostitutes, 150 

                                                
58 Fambrough, Reminiscences of Fourteen Months, 103-7. 
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houses, and 300 pimps and panderers composed the San Antonio official district, 

with the probability that four times as many houses existed outside the zone.59  

In part, the city of San Antonio contributed to the success of sexual commerce 

since all the bawdy houses and prostitutes had to be registered with the city and 

prostitution was considered legal in the district.60  As result of the official 

tolerance, some of the women were established enough to run ads in The Blue 

Book.  These advertisements also implied that some houses of prostitution were 

more financially lucrative than others were.  A few announced their business by 

simply posting their name, name of the establishment, or address of their houses.  

The readers saw houses such as The Arlington, Spanish Club, Lillian Revere, or 

313 Matamoros Street more featured prominently.61   

By the late 1910s, the city health department furthermore had established a 

medical examination program for prostitutes in the heart of the vice district, but 

they assisted any women who needed services.  Municipal Base Hospital, located 

on 322 South Santa Rosa Avenue, was a collaborative program by the city and U.S. 

Army.   

                                                
59 Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee (TWAC), “Meeting Held by the Women of Texas at San 
Antonio, Texas Called by Mrs. Minnie Fisher Cunningham of Galveston President of Texas 
Equal Suffrage Association,” typescript, 5 June 1917, 4-5, 6-7, series 5, box 6, series 5, folder 24, 
Cunningham Papers.  Also, see Peacock, “San Antonio, Texas, Closes Its Segregated District”; 
“Vice District Closed.” 
60 Bowser, West of the Creek, 109-111, see Appendix A. 
61 Keilman, The Blue Book for Visitors, 5. 
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Figure 1.5:  City of San Antonio Health Department Special Hospital Certificate of Examination, 
1917.  Courtesy of Minnie Fisher Cunningham Papers, Record Series #02 2006-010, Special 
Collections, University of Houston Libraries. 

Their goal was not only to provide routine health check ups to the women within 

the sex industry, but additionally to treat sex workers, disorderly women, and camp 

followers for sexually transmitted diseases and infections.  The prostitutes found 

to be in good health received certificates verifying their state of “cleanliness.”  At 

one point, the program issued 835 health certificates to Euroamerican, Mexican, 

and African American women and girls.  The majority of the women who 

underwent examinations were white and brown, with the smallest number being 

black women.62  Indeed, a few photographs document plain-dressed women 

entering and leaving the “Inspection House” or Municipal Base Hospital, where 

physicians like Dr. W.A. King and others examined them (see Figure 1.6). 

                                                
62 Back of photograph of auto in front of the “Inspection House,” series 5, box 6, folder 26; 
“City of San Antonio:  Health Department, Special Hospital,” 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6, 
all in Cunningham Papers. 
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Figure 1.6:  Women at the “Inspection House,” circa 1917.   
Photograph courtesy of Minnie Fisher Cunningham Papers, Record Series #02 2006-010, Special  
Collections, University of Houston Libraries. 

The deeper investigations of the established and well-defined vice zone that 

resulted from the white slavery crusade and antivice movement provided 

significant insights about the world of prostitutes, inmates, and madams.  Mexican, 

African American, and Euroamerican sex workers faced systematic vigilance, as 

the intimate relationship between prostitutes and soldiers was readily apparent.  

The San Antonio sex industry revealed great stability and a growing backlash for 

tolerated prostitution during the 1910s.  The vibrancy that existed with the district 
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indicated a certain level of success.  White madams and, to a lesser extent, Mexican 

madams, displayed a certain degree of quasilegitimacy in their enterprises.   

Keilman, the compiler of The Blue Book, highlighted the longer-standing houses.  

Similarly, the annual city directory often listed the most secure and oldest bawdy 

houses, although insider knowledge was a prerequisite to recognizing these 

establishments as brothels.  Young women were also willing to migrate and travel 

far to find work.  This migration pattern also suggests stability in the labor 

available to potential and experienced prostitutes as well as possibility of upper 

mobility.  Some women, undoubtedly, found work in fancier, more elegant houses 

and others stayed in the same strata but were able to earn more money.  The 

intervention by local and federal governments through Municipal Base Hospital 

further complicates the legitimacy of the red light district.  By requiring 

examinations and making them routine, the (S)tate acknowledged the place and 

role of women sex workers within the city.  Put another way, prostitutes were 

going to ply their trade one way or another and the government recognized that it 

was more fruitful to accept them than ignore them. 

CONCLUSION 

It is too simple to understand the vice districts of San Antonio as aberrations 

in an otherwise quiet, south Texas city of the early twentieth century.  Leisure or 

vice, depending on the vantage point of the resident or visitor was part and parcel 

of the success to the city as a winter resort, vacation spot, and key place of 
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entertainment for the San Antonians themselves.  Of course, amusement in the 

city included a range of activities that were both socially legitimate practices of 

vacationing, convention attendance, and sports to more socially questionable 

activities of gambling, drinking, and prostitution.  Sexual commerce figured as one 

of the most successful sites of public pleasure and commerce but did not exist in 

isolation.  It is evident that these various sites of vice were intimately entwined, 

supporting, and complementing each other.      

The diversity of activities appealed to a number of individuals, including 

respectable African American and Mexican newcomers.  For these recent arrivals, 

they viewed San Antonio as an oasis of race tolerance.  In fact, the relationship 

between viciousness and the permanent communities of color reveals the racial 

assumptions and hierarchies that focused on the brown and black inhabitants as 

the major purveyors of vicious activities.  The success of the vice, then, partially 

rested on the backs of the people of color, both those directly and incidentally 

involved in the enterprises because of the overlap between the neighborhoods and 

these activities.   

In the sex industry, hegemonic society also stigmatized prostitutes of color as 

the most notorious.  Mexican and black sex workers were an unquestionable part 

of the trans-San Pedro area even though they were not the focal point of salvation 

for the more respectable observers.  White women captured the most sympathy 

but lurid information about brown and black women demonstrated the variety of 
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disreputableness and immorality.  This vigilance of unconventional womanhood 

was systematic whether the local police, federal officials, reformers, or 

entrepreneurs conducted it.  Conduct and actions that pushed the envelope of 

womanhood received scrutiny and sometimes punishment.  Of course, the 

regulation fluctuated over the course of three decades.  In the 1890s and 1900s, 

the law enforcement was central to the policing of the sex workers who broke the 

city ordinances and local expectations.  At the start of the twentieth century, the 

trans-San Pedro district became the city-sanctioned red light district, which 

facilitated the containment of sex work.  It also allowed for the closer attention of 

differing interests debating the future of prostitution within U.S cities in the 1910s. 

Prostitution undermined conventional notions of normative women’s roles and 

autonomy.  Observers from “upstanding” locals to visitors noted that the women 

engaged in commercialized sex were already depraved individuals since they had 

abandoned the morals of decent society.  Their comportment most clearly 

challenged gender and sexual expectations since they drank openly, danced 

provocatively, and dressed minimally.  Sex workers within the zone deliberately 

used their bodies, manners, and appearance to draw possible johns.  However, the 

worst transgression was the plurality of their lives since race and sexuality regularly 

came together in their communities.  Women of all races certainly interacted 

together in the occasional mixed bordellos and brothels.  Often these were houses 

where Mexican and white inmates worked together.  They likewise socialized 
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outside their respective segregated houses, creating an atmosphere in their streets 

where women across the colorlines intermingled.  Many prostitutes sought clients 

across racial lines, and, conversely Euroamerican men sought women of color 

when paying for sex.  For the many white San Antonians, prostitutes of color 

represented the most outrageous form of temptation since young white men 

willing defied the social and cultural prohibitions around interracial sex and 

exchanges. 

Throughout these decades, African American and Mexican madams, 

prostitutes, and disorderly women contested heteropatriarchy through their 

business and labor.  These businesswomen and their employees in sexual 

commerce in many ways embodied the consequences of an emerging, mestizo 

modernity.  They broke taboos and customs around sexuality and race, intersecting 

the two in complicated ways through their selling of sex and manners of 

impropriety.  Creating a life outside of marriage, they demonstrated a vision of 

womanhood not constrained by men, but that was even queer.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Working of Antivice Laws:   
The Relationship of Commercialized Sex to the Texas Transregion   

‘His honor, the judge, erred in dismissing the writ of habeas corpus and in 
remanding the applicant [Emelia Garza] for the writ to the custody of the 
respondent, in this:  There is no valid or legal ordinance which authorized the 
issue of the warrant under and by virtue of which the applicant was arrested and 
is held in custody.’ 

—Ex Parte Garza, Court of Appeals of Texas, 26 February 18901 

In late February of 1890, Mexican madam Emelia Garza disputed the legality 

of the bawdy house ordinance of San Antonio when she challenged her arrest by 

filing for a writ of habeas corpus for lacking the city permit.2  The ordinance, 

which the city council had passed the previous year on December 16, 1889, 

required brothels to apply for a $500 annual license with the city clerk in order to 

operate their establishments.  In that same meeting, the council members also 

passed a law requiring the licensing of gambling houses.  Many San Antonians 

viewed the measures with great anticipation since some had viewed the licensing 

of disorderly and gambling houses as unfeasible.  Indeed, the Dallas Morning News 

reported on January 2, 1890 that none of the keepers of disorderly houses had 

complied with the ordinance on its first day of enforcement.3  The San Antonio 

Daily Light article advocated for the licensing disorderly houses but recognized the 

                                                
1 Ex parte Garza, 28 Tex. Ct. App. 381, 13 S.W. 779, 1890 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 17 (Tex. Ct. 
App. 1890), LexisNexis Academic (8 December 2007).  
2 Ibid.   
3 Bowser, West of The Creek, 109-110; “Compound Legal Case,” Dallas Morning News, 3 January 
1890, 6, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (12 November 2007). 
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contradictions between the local law and state statute concerning houses of 

prostitution.4  The article predicted that the inconsistency of legislation would be 

central to the defense of Garza.  The Garza case further demonstrated that the 

requirement for permits to brothels was unjustified since the city charter did not 

provide a provision for it.5  

Sixteen days later, the Garza case reached the courtroom of Judge William 

King of the Forty-fifth Judicial District of Texas in Bexar County.6  The case 

turned into an exercise in judicial patience.  The arrest by police officer Jacob Rip 

proved to be more than just a routine procedure.  In essence, the case disrupted 

the delicate balance between banning brothels outright and the laws that regulated 

them.  Garza freely admitted that she violated the local ordinance since her bawdy 

house did not have a city-sanctioned license to operate.  She also agreed that the 

fee for the license was reasonable.  Garza and her counsel L.N. Walthall, however, 

complicated the issue when they questioned the legitimacy of her arrest on the 

grounds that the municipal measure did not coincide with the Texas penal code, 

which prohibited the keeping of a disorderly house.  Underpinning their question 

was an investigation of the right of local governance in enacting certain laws.  The 

Bexar county judge decided that the court could not resolve the matter because it 

                                                
4 “Compound Legal Case”; “Enforce the Laws,” San Antonio Daily Light, 3 July1889, America’s 
Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (12 November 2007). 
5 Ex parte Garza. 
6 “King, William W.,” in Johnson & Chapman’s General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1891 (San 
Antonio: Johnson & Chapman, 1891), Ancestry.com (29 March 2012). 
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was beyond his jurisdiction.7  Garza’s challenge continued to expand from a local 

matter to a larger issue that put other city governments on notice.  

In considering the Garza’s appeal, the Texas Criminal Court of Appeals 

acknowledged the complexity involved in the regulation of houses of prostitution 

especially since municipal and state policies were at odds with each other.  At stake 

was how the state of Texas defined the municipal charters that prescribed 

authority to local governments.  The appeals court reviewed the validity of San 

Antonio’s disorderly house ordinance in relation to several sections of they city 

charter of San Antonio.  The judges agreed that even though Sections 72, 78, and 

98 of the charter allowed for the explicit restraint, regulation, and even inspection 

of house of prostitution—the issue of licensing was not explicitly addressed.  The 

judges also compared articles 349 and 349a, which outlawed the Texas disorderly 

houses, to understand this breakdown in the legal systems between the 

municipality and state.  In the end, the court ruled in favor of Garza by concurring 

that the city of San Antonio did not have the legal grounds to arrest her.8   

Garza’s appeal showed the delicate relationship between sex workers of color 

and the courts.  The case illustrates one woman’s valiant attempt to protect her 

livelihood and rights.  Obviously, Garza was not the typical Mexican madam since 

                                                
7 Ex parte Garza; “San Antonio Siftings,” Dallas Morning News, 19 January 1890, 18, America’s 
Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (12 November 2007). 
8 Ex parte Garza; “State on Top,” San Antonio Daily Light, 27 February 1890, 7, 
NewspaperARCHIVE.com (21 May 2008); “The Superior Courts,” Dallas Morning News, 28 
February 1890, 6. 
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her case reached the Texas Court of Appeals through her acumen and 

determination.  It is similarly important to not underestimate her bravery since she 

questioned how the city of San Antonio targeted her but she freely admitted to 

running a brothel.9  Other women in the sex industry also did not take lightly such 

an encroachment into their work.  For madams and prostitutes of color, in 

particular, the criminal justice system was a tool to enlarge the meanings of race 

and sexuality not obfuscate them.  

In this chapter, I study the enactment of turn of the century municipal 

ordinances and state statutes to investigate the codification of antivice laws in the 

state of Texas.  Along with prostitution, the regulation of other vices included 

liquor, gambling, and disorderly conduct.  Pertinent laws in the city charters and 

the state penal code show city councils and the state legislature systematically 

though ambivalently approved and executed these laws.  The chapter furthermore 

complicates the relationship of sexual commerce to the State by deconstructing the 

appellate cases of the Texan criminal and civil, justice system in the Progressive 

period.10  The contestations of antivice measures show the permeability and 

                                                
9 “Declared Unconstitutional Judge Noonan Knocks out San Antonio’s Bawdy House License,” 
Galveston Daily News, 16 October 1892, 19th Century U.S. Newspapers, Gale Group (18 July 2008). 
10 In this instance, I mean “the state” as it relates to the “nation-state,” and its sovereignty over its 
territory and citizens.  My definition draws from the following:  

The state on the modern conception is a legally defined term that refers, at the level of 
substance, to a state power that possesses both internal and external sovereignty—at the 
spatial level, to a clearly delimited terrain, the state territory, and, at the social level, to the 
totality of members, the body of citizens or the people.  State power constitutes itself in 
the forms of positive law, and the people are the bearers of the legal order whose 
jurisdiction is restricted to the state territory.  In political usage the concepts “nation” 
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weakness inherent in the legal system.  The dialectic that ensues is one between 

local and state governments where both institutions and individuals tested the 

effectiveness of multifaceted governance. 

THE MEASURE OF VICE IN TEXAS ARTICLES AND ORDINANCES  

A cursory review of Texas state laws and the municipal charters and ordinances 

of Waco, Galveston, and Houston, for example, indicates the tension prevalent 

between the local and state levels.  The Garza case was one instance that 

highlighted this tension prevalent but it ultimately hinted at the diversity 

throughout the antivice laws.  The variations in legal prohibitions and controls are 

a useful way to interrogate the challenges and ambivalence toward the 

criminalization of sex work by the state of Texas.  Some cities attempted to license 

and segregate vice by limiting it to select areas.  Other cities outlawed a vice like 

prostitution in the books, but maintained it through the grafting that defined local 

politics.11  In contrast, the state penal code attempted to create a uniform antivice 

                                                                                                                                       
and “people” have the same extension. But, in addition to its legal definition, the term 
nation also has the connotation of a political community shaped by common descent, at 
the minimum by a common language, culture, and history. A people become a “nation” 
in this historical sense only in the concrete form of a particular form of life. The two 
components, which are yoked together in such concepts as “nation-state” and “nation of 
citizens,” can be traced back to two far from parallel processes of historical 
development—the formation of states on the one hand and of nations on the other. 

See Jürgen Habermas, translated by Ciaran Cronin, “The European Nation-State: On the Past and 
Future of Sovereignty and Citizenship,” Public Culture 10, no. 2 (1998):  399.  Also see, Suad 
Joseph, “Women between Nation and State in Lebanon,” in Between Woman and Nation:  
Nationalisms, Transnational Feminisms, and the State, edited by Caren Kaplan, Norma Alarcón, and 
Minoo Moallem (Durham:  Duke University Press, 1999), 162-63. 
11 Chapter Four examines the grafting that underscored the politics of some Texas cities.   
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policy by enacting statutes that addressed the enumerable characteristics of vice—

vicious, immorality, deviancy, and custom over a thirty-year period.    

Between the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the most important 

statutes against the sex industry focused on prostitutes and the establishments of 

prostitution, which in the legal system euphemistically referred to as “vagrancy” 

and as “disorderly houses,” respectively.  The state had also instituted laws that 

restricted gambling and selling liquor.12  Interestingly, the state legislature did not 

necessarily categorize all these acts in the same fashion.  Vagrancy, gambling, and 

the unregulated sale of liquor were crimes against public policy, while the keeping 

a disorderly house was an offense against public morality.13  The formulation of 

1890s criminal laws indicated a reticence by the legislature to fully restrain 

disorderly houses and vagrants.14  Yet the legislature banned both components of 

the sexual commerce by the 1920s penal code, undoubtedly influenced by the 

                                                
12 The penal code detailed a number of parameters for gaming.  One of the earliest statutes dealt 
with the gambling on Sunday.  The Sunday laws, of course, did not just center on gambling, but 
included any acts like hunting, dancing, or other “public amusements” that violated the Sabbath.  
The actual gambling laws designated the legitimate establishments for gaming as well policed 
appropriate games.  See Sunday Laws, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas: Adopted at 
the Regular Session of the Twenty-Fourth Legislature, art. 196-200, sec. 306-322 (Austin:  Eugene Von 
Boeckmann, 1897). 
13 Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas: Adopted at the Regular Session 
of the Twenty-Fourth Legislature with Addenda Including the Twenty-Fifth, Twenty-Sixth and Twenty-Seventh 
Legislatures, 1901, art. 359-361, sec. 564-579 (Austin:  Gammel Book, 1901); Gaming, White’s 
Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 379-381, sec. 619-638 (Gammel Book, 1901); 
Violations of the law Regulating the Sale of Intoxicating Liquors, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the 
State of Texas, art. 411a, sec. 737-742 (Gammel Book, 1901). 
14 Disorderly Houses, Digest of Decisions on the Criminal Law of Texas: With a Treatise on the Texas 
Codes and Practice, as Compared with the Common Law, sec. 164-168 (St. Louis:  Gilbert Book, 1880); 
Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 359-363, sec. 564-581 
(Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897). 
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white slave crusades and antivice movements.15  At the local level, the receding 

number of bawdy house ordinances for licensing, coupled with the routine 

enforcement of working prostitutes, further demonstrated this uneasy relationship 

between prostitution and governance in the cities and towns between 1890 to 

1920.  In the same period, miscegenation bans, which restricted interracial 

sexuality, indirectly influenced the legal strictures on the vice industry.16 

The nascent Texas 1879 penal code defined a disorderly house as a business 

“kept for the purpose of public prostitution, or as a common resort for the 

prostitutes and vagabonds.”17  The law targeted the business owners and madams 

of the houses, but not the prostitutes, nor even the property owners who leased to 

madams.18  In other words, the law centered on the main “culprits” but did not 

seek to suppress the practice entirely.  By 1880, a proviso for the licensing houses 

only allowed municipalities to issue permits when the legislature directly enabled 

                                                
15 Bawdy and Disorderly Houses, Penal Code of the State of Texas:  Adopted at the Regular Session of the 
Thirty-Ninth Legislature, 1925, art. 510-522 (Austin:  A.C. Baldwin, 1925); Miscellaneous Offenses, 
Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 525 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925); Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of 
Texas, art. 607-609 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
16 The legal prohibitions against intermarriage in Texas were directed at African Americans and 
Euroamericans.  According to Martha Menchaca, these marriage bans included Mexicans if they 
were of mixed-African descent.  See Unlawful Marriages, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of 
Texas, art. 346-347, sec. 515-521 (Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897); Unlawful Marriages, White’s 
Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 346-347, sec. 515-521 (Austin:  Gammel Book, 1901); 
Unlawful Marriages, Penal Code of the State of Texas: Adopted at the Regular Session of the Thirty-Second 
Legislature, 1911, art. 483-485 (Austin:  Austin Printing, 1911); Unlawful Marriages, Penal Code of the 
State of Texas, art. 492-494 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925); Martha Menchaca, “The Anti-Miscegenation 
History of the American Southwest, 1837 to 1970:  Transforming Racial Ideology into Law,” 
Cultural Dynamics 20, no. 3 (November 2008):  279-318. 
17 Disorderly Houses, The Revised Statutes of Texas:  Adopted by the Regular Session of the Sixteenth 
Legislature, A.D. 1879, art. 339-341 (Galveston:  A.H. Belo, 1887). 
18 Ibid. 
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these charters through a special act.19  An 1887 act further revised article 339, the 

disorderly house statute, by expanding the definition of a disorderly house to 

include a site where vagrants might commingle with prostitutes.  The definition 

additionally added opium dens and replaced the individual of a vagabond with a 

vagrant.20  Clearly, from 1879 to 1887, it had become necessary to include other 

forms of disorderliness.  Three components of the 1887 act are salient in the 

enactment of future laws especially when these activities became more directly 

associated with gambling, vagrancy, and overall misconduct.  Simply put, common 

resort, public prostitute or vagrancy, and the usage of opium became significant 

features in later antivice statutes. 

That same penal code also constructed a broader definition of vagrancy, which 

included sex workers.  The crime simply resulted in a fine of no more than ten 

dollars, but the accused individuals included a colorful array of possible offenders 

from the “common prostitute” to the “professional gambler” to “[a]ny person 

who strolls idly about the streets of towns or cities having no local habitation and 

no honest business or employment,” to name a few.21  Put another way, the 

prostitute might be a vagrant, but a vagrant might not be a prostitute.  The offense 

of vagrancy did not yet explicitly detail that sex, sexual acts or favors for financial 

gain were part of this infraction.  

                                                
19 Disorderly Houses, Digest of Decisions on the Criminal Law of Texas, sec. 164 (Gilbert Book, 1880). 
20 Disorderly House, The Laws of Texas, 1822-1897, art. 339, vol. 9 (Austin:  Gammel Book, 1898), 
http://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth6729/. 
21 The Revised Statutes of Texas, art. 384-385 (A.H. Belo, 1887). 
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Legal refinements in the 1890s suggest a growing sophistication in the 

operation of the vice industry and its criminalization by the government.  The 

major changes to the disorderly house offense demonstrate this increased 

complexity can be traced to an 1889 statute.  The state legislature modified articles 

339 and 341 more precisely to include sex workers occupying a brothel as central 

to describing a disorderly house.22  The 1895 criminal statutes for vagrancy and 

disorderly houses deviated moderately from previous laws.  Vagrancy continued to 

be an all-encompassing offense that affected prostitutes, gamblers, hustlers, 

beggars, homeless persons, and drunks.  The disorderly house law, like the 1889 

act, focused on the owners, managers, or property owners of houses of 

prostitution, opium dens, and theaters and dance halls of lewdness and liquor.23  

The significance of these statutes, however, rested in the formulation of the 

indictments and its impact on the regulation of the sexuality of women, but 

working women, in particular.  What is most evident in their construction of what 

was legally permissible was that it did not always coincide with what was socially 

acceptable for working women.  

                                                
22 Article 339 reads as follows:  “A disorderly house is one kept for the purpose of public house 
or as a common resort for prostitutes and vagabonds.” Article 341 stated:  “Any person who shall 
keep, or be in any way concerned in keeping a disorderly house, as defined above, shall be 
punished by a fine not less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars.”  Disorderly 
Houses, The Penal Code of the State of Texas Passed by the Sixteenth Legislature, art. 339-341 (Austin:  
State Printing-Office, 1887); For vagrancy and disorderly house, see Disorderly Houses, The Laws 
of Texas 1822-1897, art. 339, vol. 9 (Gammel Book, 1898); Disorderly Houses, The Laws of Texas 
1822-1897, art. 339-341b, vol. 9 (Gammel Book, 1898). 
23 Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 359-363, sec. 564-581 
(Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897); Vagrancy, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 
412-413, sec. 751-755 (Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897).   
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Legal action against the common prostitute under the 1895 vagrancy statute 

necessitated three preconditions.  First, she was a woman who engaged in sexual 

intercourse with men for business.  Second, she needed to be a “common 

prostitute”:  a woman who only prostituted herself to one man did not qualify as a 

“common prostitute.”  Third, the state needed to show concrete evidence, beside 

her dubious reputation and associations, in order to prosecute.24  The crime of 

disorderly house targeted several forms of vice, with an emphasis on the various 

types of sexual commerce.  According to the law, the purveyors of vice were men, 

including the managers of bawdy houses.  However, the exceptions to article 361 

were the most telling in revealing the level of negotiation within the sex industry 

across the state.25  One exception clarified that brothel and disorderly house were 

not equivalent terms since a brothel could be kept, but not deemed disorderly.  

                                                
24 Vagrancy, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 412-413, sec. 751-755 (Eugene 
Von Boeckmann, 1897). 
25 The text of article 361, formerly article 341, stated: 

Any owner, lessee or tenant who shall keep or be concerned in keeping, or knowingly 
permit the keeping of a disorderly house in any house, building, edifice or tenement 
owned, leased or occupied by him, shall be deemed guilty of keeping or being concerned 
in keeping, or knowingly permitting to be kept, as the case may be, a disorderly house, 
and shall be punished by a fine of two hundred dollars for each day he shall keep, be 
concerned in keeping, knowingly permit to be kept, such disorderly house.  Any owner 
having information that this house is being kept, used or occupied as a disorderly house 
shall be guilty of knowingly permitting his house to be kept as a disorderly house under 
this chapter unless he shall immediately proceed to prevent the keeping, using or 
occupying of such house for such purpose, by giving such information to the county or 
district attorney against such lessee, tenant or occupant for violation of this article, or 
take such other action as may reasonably accomplish such result.   

See Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 361, sec. 564-573 
(Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897). 
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The other exception was a familiar one that specified that cities could have the 

power to license when the state legislature granted the provision in their charters.26   

The assumptions inherent in the language of vagrancy and disorderly house 

laws illustrate the importance placed on gender and heterosexuality.  Put simply, 

the laws privileged that houses of prostitution where establishments were run by 

men and sex workers were women who exchanged sex with men for monetary 

gain.  Still, defendants in disorderly house cases demonstrated that madams were 

as important to managing houses as pimps were to the trade.27  Whether the state 

government even considered homosexual prostitution an issue to codify is more 

difficult to ascertain.  The reverse heterosexual scenario of women soliciting sex 

                                                
26 Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 361, sec. 574 (Eugene 
Von Boeckmann, 1897). 
27 See, for example, Jesusa Lasindo v. Texas, 2 Tex. Crim. App. 59 (Tex. Ct. App. 1878), LLMC 
Digital (15 August 2008); M.W. Davis v. Texas, 2 Tex. Ct. App. 425, 1877 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 
160 (Tex. Ct. App. 1877), LexisNexis Academic (12 August  2008); Lizzie Handley v. Texas, 16 Tex 
Crim. App. 444 (Tex Ct. App. 1885), LLMC Digital (21 August 2008); Cliff Cook v. Texas, 22 Tex. 
Ct. App. 511, 3 S.W. 749, 1886 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 283 (Tex. Ct. App. 1886), LexisNexis 
Academic (17 July 2008); H. W. Neiderluck alias William Miller v. Texas, 21 Tex. Ct. App. 320, 17 
S.W. 467, 1886 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 139 (Tex. Ct. App. 1886), LexisNexis Academic (17 July 
2008); H.E. Harmes  v. Texas, 26 Tex Crim. App. 190 (Tex Ct. App. 1889), LLMC Digital (15 
August 2008); Nellie Fleming v. Texas, 28 Tex Crim. App. 234 (Tex Ct. App. 1890) LLMC Digital 
(15 August 2008); Ex parte Emelia Garza; Lou Lamar v. Texas, 30 Tex Crim. App. 693 (Tex Ct. 
App. 1890), LLMC Digital (15 August 2008); Robert H. Hunstock v. Ion Palmer, 4 Tex. Civ. App. 459 
(Tex. Civ. App. 1893), LLMC Digital (15 August 2008); Ex parte John W. Bell, 32 Tex Crim. App. 
308 (Tex Ct. App. 1893-94), LLMC Digital (15 August 2008); Alice Hall v. Texas, 32 Tex Crim. 
App. 474, (Tex Ct. App. 1893-94), LLMC Digital (15 August 2008); Mrs. Beaumont v. The City of 
Dallas, 34 Tex Crim. App. 68 (Tex Ct. App. 1896), LLMC Digital (19 August 2008); Ex parte 
Quong Lee, 34 Tex. Crim. 511, 31 S.W. 391; 1895 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 152 (Tex. Ct. App. 
1895) LexisNexis Academic (8 December 2007); Ex parte Julia A. Coombs, alias Maud Shirley, 38 Tex. 
Crim. 648, 44 S.W. 854, 1898 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 35 (Tex. Ct. App. 1898) LexisNexis 
Academic (17 July 2008).  Several scholars document the important role madams played in sexual 
commerce, see Goldman, Gold Diggers and Silver Miners, 74-75, 77-81; Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood, 87-
92; Barnhart, The Fair but Frail, 26-28; Gilfoyle, City of Eros,168-170; Thomas C. Mackey, Pursuing 
Johns: Criminal Law Reform, Defending Character, and New York City’s Committee of Fourteen, 1920-1930 
(Columbus:  Ohio State University Press, 2005), 40. 
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from men was not under the penal code.  The language of these laws also 

implicitly reveals a degree of flexibility about some sexual practices.  Premarital or 

unmarried sex with a single individual for money may have been socially 

inappropriate, but legally it was not prostitution.  Promiscuity, that is, women who 

had multiple male partners, was the important mark of distinction between the 

prostitutes who could be charged versus the ones that could not.  Overall, these 

statutes also provided the template for antivice ordinances that handled the 

problem locally. 

To a large extent, the city charters and laws of the 1890s represented the daily 

and mundane application of the state penal code.  Cities throughout Texas 

oscillated between treating the disorderly houses as nuisances of leisure and threats 

against the moral fiber of their communities.  They sometimes approached the 

problem of vagrancy with even more ambivalence.  The city councils consistently 

assumed the authority to make laws that regulated the chief instigators of 

prostitution.  An examination of selective charters from Galveston to San Antonio 

indicates a concentration on two modes of action:  suppression and control.28  

Section 46 of 1893 Galveston charter closely adhered to the state penal code of 

                                                
28 Charter and Revised Ordinances of the City of San Antonio: Comprising All Ordinances of a General 
Character in Force November 1, 1888, sec. 72, 98 (San Antonio:  Johnson Brothers, 1889); Charter of 
the City of Galveston with the Amendments Thereto, and the Revised Ordinances as Ordained and Published by 
the City Council of the City of Galveston, 1893, sec. 46, 71 (Galveston:  Strickland, 1893); Charter and 
Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, art. 175 (Waco:  Kellner, 1899); Charter of the City of Dallas:  
Approved May 9th, 1899, Takes Effect August 26th, 1899, sec. 103 (Dallas:  John F. Worlby, 1899); 
Disorderly Houses, Charter and Ordinances of the City of San Antonio: Comprising All Ordinances of a 
General Character in Force August 7th, 1899, sec. 1-3 (San Antonio:  City Council, 1899). 
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1889 by restraining different disorderly houses, while Section 71 fully focused on 

the prevention of houses of prostitution.29  Conversely, the 1899 charters of Waco 

and Dallas empowered the respective city councils to ban brothels, but also to 

license these establishments when the municipalities deemed this was a more 

effective recourse to controlling prostitution.30  The 1888 and the 1899 charters of 

San Antonio granted the local government the authority to both prohibit and close 

houses within the limits of the city but required the city government to monitor 

the businesses through permits and inspections.31   

 
Figure 2.1:  License for Prostitution, City of Waco, 1900 in James T. Upchurch, Traps for Girls and 
Those Who Set Them:  An Address to Men Only (Arlington, TX:  Purity Pub., 1908).   
Courtesy of Dolph Briscoe Center for American History, University of Texas at Austin. 

                                                
29 Charter of the City of Galveston with the Amendments Thereto, sec. 46, 71 (Strickland, 1893). 
30 Disorderly Houses, Charter and Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, title III, art. 22-26 (Kellner, 
1899); Regulation of Bawdy House, Charter and Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, title III, art. 
32-52 (Kellner, 1899); Charter of the City of Dallas, sec. 103 (John F. Worlby, 1899). 
31 Charter and Revised Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, sec. 72, 98 (Johnson Brothers, 1889); 
Disorderly Houses, Charter and Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, sec. 1-3 (City Council, 1899).    
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The ordinances against vagrancy typically included the host of “miscreants” 

who were nuisances, disturbances, and burdens to the public life of the cities.  

With the exception of the Galveston charter, which did not list vagrancy in its 

ordinance, the local laws ranged from containing to punishing vagrants.32  The 

Waco city charter referred to vagrants in general terms and did not single out 

prostitutes.  While the Dallas and San Antonio charters singled out prostitutes in 

their efforts to criminalize their lifestyle and livelihood.33  The 1888 and 1899 San 

Antonio charters purposely included foul language, disorderly behavior, or living a 

“notorious” life in their definitions of vagrancy.  The vagrancy ordinances of San 

Antonio, also suggested that behavior defined as blatant and public as the main 

reasons for arrest.34  After all, not all prostitutes were public.    

No tangible differences were evident in the regulation of prostitution between 

the beginning of the twentieth century and the late nineteenth century.  The 1901 

penal code, in fact, was identical to the former laws adopted by the state legislature 

                                                
32 Vagrants, Charter and Revised Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, sec. 1 (Johnson Brothers, 1889); 
Charter of the City of Galveston with the Amendments Thereto, sec. 46, 71 (Strickland Printing, 1893); 
Vagrancy, Charter and Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, title V, art. 83-84 (Kellner, 1899); Charter 
of the City of Dallas: Approved May 9th, sec. 89 (John F. Worlby, 1899); Vagrants, Charter and 
Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, 1899, sec. 1 (City Council, 1899). 
33 Vagrants, Charter and Revised Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, sec. 1 (Johnson Brothers, 1889); 
Vagrancy, Charter and Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, title V, art. 83-84 (Kellner, 1899); Charter 
of the City of Dallas: Approved May 9th, sec. 89 (John F. Worlby, 1899); Vagrants, Charter and 
Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, 1899, sec. 1 (City Council, 1899). 
34 Vagrants, Charter and Revised Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, sec. 1 (Johnson Brothers, 1889); 
Vagrants, Charter and Ordinances of the City of San Antonio, 1899, sec. 1 (City Council, 1899). 
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in 1895.35  Locally, municipal laws followed these penal codes and previous 

ordinances.  Only in 1909 did Assistant Attorney General J.T. Sluder attempt to 

unify municipal laws by providing a standard guide via state statutes.  With the 

crime of prostitution, Sluder documented two city ordinances—running a 

disorderly house and vagrancy—that mirrored the penal code.  In his 

interpretation of codification, prevention and punishment were the main methods 

for dealing with the offenses.36  Yet, the recommendations of Sluder seemed 

largely superficial since cities continued to operate independently in regulating the 

sex industry.  The charters and ordinances of Dallas, Austin, Waco, and San 

Antonio of the early twentieth century reveal that the various city councils sought 

to control and reduce certain forms of sex work.  The 1906 Dallas charter included 

the policing of houses of prostitution, other sorted establishments such as bowling 

alleys, billiard tables, gambling houses, and unspecified disorderly houses.37  The 

1909 charter of Austin and 1910 Waco charter foreshadowed the 1911 penal 

code.38  The city of Austin focused on the prevention of bawdy and assignation 

houses, and the suppression of its inmates and managers.  The city of Waco 
                                                
35 Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 359-363, sec. 564-581 
(Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897); Vagrancy, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 
412-413, sec. 751-755 (Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897); Disorderly Houses, White’s Annotated 
Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 359-361, sec. 564-579 (Gammel Book, 1901); Vagrancy, White’s 
Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 412-413, sec. 751-755 (Gammel Book, 1901). 
36 Texas Municipal Corporation Laws, Annotated: Including Forms for the Issuance of Bonds , sec. 87, 103 
(Austin:  Von Boeckmann-Jones, 1909). 
37 Revised Charter of the City of Dallas, 1899:  With All Amendments, Down to and Including the Year 1905, 
sec. 103 (Dallas:  Texas Baptist Pub. House, 1906). 
38 Bawdy and Disorderly Houses, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 496-506 (Austin Printing, 
1911); Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 634-640 (Austin Printing, 1911).   
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sought to charge “men,” fourteen years and older with keeping the company of 

prostitutes and similar women.39  In contrast, the 1911 San Antonio amended 

charter quelled both the individual and commerce of sex work.40   

By 1911, state officials had thoroughly revised the state penal code with regard 

to commercial sex, where the sexual nature of the crime was no longer implied or 

suggested.  Several sections of the statutes centered on culpability and multiple 

offenders for the same crime.  The acts included the usual potential defendants 

such as the madams and owners, managers and renters of houses of prostitution 

and related sites of the sex industry.  Moreover, other defendants could be those 

persons, which the federal Immigration and White Slave Traffic Acts dubbed 

“procurers,” individuals who practiced luring and forcing women and girls in the 

profession of sex work.41  The 1911 penal code coincided with the 1895 state penal 

code that dealt with intentional prostitution of women and girls via kidnapping 

and abduction laws not the bawdy and disorderly house offense.42   

The laws also complicated the distinction between various establishments of 

vice.  Disorderly house formed the underlining basis of this definition, but the 

difference between “bawdy house” and “assignation house” enlarged definitions 

                                                
39 Charter of the City of Austin:  And All Amendments Thereto, as Passed by the Thirty-First Legislature, sec. 
14 (Austin:  Von Boeckmann-Jones, 1909); Code of Ordinances of the City of Waco, art. 476-478 
(Waco: Hill Printing and Stationery, 1910).   
40 The Amended Charter of the City of San Antonio, sec. 75, 78, 87 (San Antonio:  Passing Show, 1915).     
41 Of Kidnaping and Abduction, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 1059-1060 (Austin Printing, 
1911). 
42 Of Kidnaping and Abduction, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 630, sec. 
1093-1094 (Eugene Von Boeckmann, 1897). 
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developed by local charters.  On the one hand, the legislature specified that a 

“bawdy house” was the same as a brothel.  On the other hand, the definition 

continued state that disorderly houses could be houses of prostitution, assignation, 

and opium dens, theaters or playhouses, and establishments that served liquor with 

unchaste women.  A further clarification in the statute stated that “assignation 

house” was a meeting place for women and men to engage in sexual intercourse.43  

The vagrancy statute used the 1895 law as a basis to expand the definition of the 

offense.  The usual culprits were listed, but now prostitutes along with madams 

and other managers of houses of prostitution and men who “habitually 

associat[ed] with prostitutes” were included in the charge, which followed the 

pattern of city ordinances such as the ones in Waco.44  Once again, the law 

required a strict distinction between the aforementioned “common” prostitute and 

a single client prostitute because only a common prostitute was chargeable under 

the offense.45   

The changes in both these antivice laws of disorderly house and vagrancy 

suggest several trends in the understanding of sex work of the 1910s.  The 

revisions underscore not only an increased monitoring of prostitution, but also a 

                                                
43 Bawdy and Disorderly Houses, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 496-506 (Austin Printing, 
1911). 
44 An early form of this law exists in the Waco charter. See Charter and Code of Ordinances of the City 
of Waco, title V, art. 83-84 (Kellner, 1899); Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 634-640 
(Austin Printing, 1911).  
45 Vagrancy, Criminal Law of Texas:  Trial Briefs Arranged in Digest Form, sec. 837 (Chicago:  T.H. 
Flood, 1911). 
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more efficient practice of policing of the industry.  The bawdy/disorderly houses 

statute illustrates how a social climate heighten against prostitution resulted in a 

more precise definitions for houses of prostitution and other vice establishments.46  

Put another way, the influence of antivice and white slavery crusades caused state 

legislators to recognize the various ways that prostitution was exercised and, 

therefore they criminalized it as necessitated by different circumstances.  Likewise, 

the vagrancy law also paid added attention to other individuals involved in sexual 

commerce besides prostitutes and madams.  The law did not outright indict the 

male customers but it came close to recognizing that sex work thrived because 

they sought these services.   

In the aftermath of World War I, the 1925 state lawmakers streamlined the 

statutes reflecting that the lawmakers had both a sophisticated familiarity with the 

sex industry and no longer tolerated the overall environment of the vice and 

sporting districts in response to pressure from reformers and military officials.  A 

decade after the 1911 state penal code, there was not necessarily a revolutionary 

shift in the statutes policing the sex industry and related crimes.  But, it is clear that 

the legislators hoped to orchestrate a higher level of efficiency when charging 

offenders who committed vicious acts.  While the gist of many of the antivice laws 

remained the same, the precision of language reflected a legal system that was 

                                                
46 Chapters Three and Four examine how the white slave crusade and antivice movement placed 
sex work at the center of viciousness and pushed for its eradication and punishment through the 
social, cultural, moral, and legal sanctions. 
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more thoroughly “modernized,” and interested in gaining more successful 

prosecutions.  The 1925 codes regulating prostitution still aimed at limiting the 

entrepreneurial activities of sex workers, pimps, madams, and other agents of 

sexual commerce.  The majority of the changes to the statutes struck at the 

primary institutions that propelled the business of sex work.  It is, therefore, 

unsurprising that the specific revisions focused on the local establishments and 

regional trafficking.  Conversely, the individual prostitute who committed the 

offense of vagrancy was not necessarily at the center of the strategy to abolish 

vice.47    

By 1920s, the vagrancy statute was a constant in the Texan antivice legislation.  

The lawmakers had rewritten it in superficial ways from the earliest 1879 penal 

code to 1925 penal code.  Only the list of possible vagrants became more 

elaborate, demonstrating the demographic growth and economic shifts in urban 

areas.48  The revisions to the bawdy and disorderly house statutes were more 

extensive.  For example, article 516 explicitly identified the employment of 

prostitutes in the definition.49  Past definitions had only implied but not 

                                                
47 Bawdy and Disorderly Houses, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 510-518 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925); 
Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 607-609 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925); Kidnapping and 
Abduction, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 1179-1180 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
48 Vagrancy, The Revised Statutes of Texas, art. 384-385 (A.H. Belo, 1887); Vagrancy, White’s 
Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 412-413, sec. 751-755 (Eugene Von Boeckmann, 
1897); Vagrancy, White’s Annotated Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 412-413, sec. 751-755 
(Gammel Book, 1901); Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 634-640 (Austin Printing, 
1911); Vagrancy, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 607-609 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
49 Article 516 on the employment of prostitutes specified the following:   
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commented on the hiring and contracting of prostitutes.  The code also 

distinguished between three different houses of vices, which had previously 

overlapped.  The bawdy house was the only formal site of prostitution.  

Consequently, bawdy and disorderly houses were no longer legally synonymous.  

Furthermore, the 1925 law stressed that a disorderly house was either an 

assignation house or opium den.  The Texas legislature also removed the 

association of a disorderly house with an exotic playhouse, theater house featuring 

semi-clad actresses, dancers, and entertainers.  The only definition that remained 

unchanged was the assignation house—where men and women met for sexual 

encounters.   

New statutes such as the pandering law and the miscellaneous procuring 

offense demonstrated the increased focus on trade and trafficking of young 

women and adolescent girls.  The 1925 pandering law was the local and state 

equivalent to the 1907 Immigration and 1910 White Slave Traffic Acts, without 

the international imperative.  The statute envisioned several components to the 

traffic.50  In essence, the laws fully echoed the federal acts.51  Like the earlier 

                                                                                                                                       

Any person who shall directly, as agent for another, or through an agent, knowingly 
employ or have in his service in any capacity in any theater, play house or dance house, 
any prostitute, lewd woman or woman of bad reputation for chastity, or permit such 
woman to display or conduct herself therein in an indecent manner, shall be fined not 
less than one hundred nor more than five hundred dollars and confined in jail for twenty 
days for each day that such woman is kept in service or so permitted to display or 
conduct herself.  

See Bawdy and Disorderly Houses, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 516 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
50 Pandering, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 519-523 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
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abduction law against the coercion of adult and minor females into prostitution or 

marriage, these statutes provide sought to end the entry of those dubbed by the 

legal system as “innocents” into prostitution.  “Pandering” was defined broadly 

and included persons, regardless of gender, who were forced, enticed, 

recommended, and detained into different forms of prostitution—be they 

prostitutes in fine brothels or lesser establishments.  The pandering law, of course, 

accounted for the traffic to the state of Texas, but also traffic that originated in it.  

It additionally specified the various ways that women and adolescents girls could 

be tempted into sex work, either by violent coercion through verbal and physical 

threats or deceptions.52  The procuring clause of the same offense provided one 

final means by which women were brought into the commerce.  Evidently, the 

state legislators wanted to cover the various aspects of the Texas traffic under their 

statutes.  

The most striking feature of the criminalization of vice at the turn of the 

century was the vilification of improper gender and sexuality of women.  The 

repeated selling of sex made this a crime “against public morals” even if society 

purportedly deemed only one individual at fault.  The running of a disorderly 

                                                                                                                                       
51 U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization, 
Immigration Laws and Regulations of July 1, 1907, 4th ed. (Washington, D.C.:  Government Printing 
Office, 1908), 6-7; U.S. Congress, House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, White 
Slave Traffic:  December 21, 1909, 61st Cong., 2d sess., House Report no. 47 (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, 1909), U.S. Congressional Serial Set, NewsBank/Readex (2 March 
2008), 1-2, 10-11. 
52 Pandering, Penal Code of the State of Texas, art. 519-523 (A.C. Baldwin, 1925). 
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house, including a brothel, was an offense “against public policy,” despite this law 

delineating sexual mores at the time.  Put another way, the state legislature subtly 

changed the statutes allowing for a solidification of certain characteristics 

associated with houses of prostitution and the women employed by them, and, 

therefore privileging the importance of these mores.  Three attributes became 

reified in the law and identified the women who resided in these alleged disorderly 

houses.  The women were most often depicted as lewd, lascivious, and indecent 

who worked in establishments as prostitutes, prostitute-dancers, and prostitute-

actresses.  Their chastity was often questionable simply through “bad reputation.”  

The possible usage of liquor or opium only added to the hedonistic nature of their 

lifestyle and livelihood.  Ironically, under the offense of disorderly house, the state 

could not find them culpable, only the managers of such establishments were at 

fault.  Still, establishments of vice were panoplies of alleged illicit behaviors, acts, 

and deployments by unruly women.  Their value lay in providing an imagined 

“objective” barometer that effectively distinguished between the places of sexual 

commerce and acceptable businesses.   

A JUSTIFICATION OF VICE IN TEXAS COURTS 

Twenty years after the 1890 Garza case, the prostitutes of the “Reservation” in 

Houston also fought to protect their rights as workers and businesswomen.  

Thelma Denton, a Euroamerican madam, along with twenty-six other women of 

the segregated vice district contended that they were exempted from a new 
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vagrancy law since they worked in an area of the city designated for sex work.53  A 

local magistrate of Harris County agreed with these “sundry” women and 

encouraged them to file an injunction against local law and judicial authorities to 

prevent future arrests and prosecutions from these same authorities.  In the 1910 

civil appeal, the women did not deny their status as prostitutes or madams, like 

their sister predecessor Emilia Garza.54  Rather they argued that the legal system 

targeted them unfairly.  They affirmed that their profession was legal in Houston 

even though was not legal according to the penal code of the time.  The parallels 

between the Garza and McDonald cases reveal the complex manner in which sex 

workers negotiated the criminal justice system because both madams used local 

measures to defend the legality of their chosen trade. 

The initial civil action against Denton and the other Houston prostitutes by a 

judge, M. McDonald; law enforcement officials Frank S. Smith and A. R. 

Anderson; and several city officials contested the Harris county district court 

decision that enjoined their authorities as civil servants.55  Specifically, M. McDonald 

et al. v. Thelma Denton et al. was in actuality a criminal matter disguised as a 

convoluted civil suit.  Texas Court of Civil Appeals agreed and overturned the 
                                                
53 “Denton, Thelma,” in 1920 United States Federal Census [database on-line], HeritageQuest Online, 
ProQuest (12 August 2008). 
54 M. McDonald et al. v. Thelma Denton et al., 63 Tex. Civ. App. 421, 132 S.W. 823, 1910 Tex. App. 
LEXIS 123 (Tex. Civ. App. 1910), LexisNexis Academic (17 July 2008).  “Houston Segregated 
District,” Dallas Morning News, 11 July 1909, 2, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex 
(12 August 2008). 
55 All the plaintiffs were Euroamerican see “McDonald, M.A.,” in 1910 United States Federal Census 
[database on-line], Ancestry.com (5 January 2011); “Smith, Frank,” in 1910 United States Federal 
Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (7 October 2008). 
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original injunction, sided with the plaintiffs.  The review of the case by the appeals 

court furthermore demonstrates that they did not take lightly delving into criminal 

issues but were nonetheless candid about expressing their views.  Inadvertently, 

they spotlighted a number of rich aspects of the Houston red light district.  First, it 

was not legal for the city of Houston to designate the Reservation as a separate 

business district and create different of set laws to monitor the area.  Like in the 

Garza case, the municipal government had no power to pass laws that 

contradicted the state penal code.  Second, the justices found the Reservation to be 

utterly appalling because it promoted vice in way that was detrimental to society.  

Finally, this case was not a true civil action because the prostitutes were trying to 

settle a criminal dispute.  In the end, McDonald and co-plaintiffs were adhering to 

the statutes of Texas.  The appellees lost the case and were held responsible for 

the court costs.56   Yet the Denton injunction shows a group of women who were 

not simply at the mercy of the legal system.  These white men suddenly found 

their power questioned and undermined.  In an obvious way, the appeal was a 

telling a role reversal where governance could be questioned, at least briefly.  

The Garza case and Denton injunction illustrate an erosion of municipal 

practices, which contradicted state laws dictating sexual commerce, with its own 

checks and balances.  Similar antivice trials in the judicial system of this period 

continue to complicate the violations of the law.  A select and deliberate sampling 

                                                
56 McDonald et al. v. Denton et al. 
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of cases from the Texas higher courts exhibits the nuanced and complex journey 

in the regulation, and, eventual abolition of commercial sex.  The cases tried, 

appealed, and sometimes reversed illuminate that Mexican, black, and white 

prostitutes, certainly believed they were defending their rights.  Madams, common 

prostitutes, pimps, and general citizens were persistent because, vice meant 

economic and social survival, not a blemish on self and society.   

In the approximately forty appeals to the Texas Civil, Criminal, and Supreme 

Courts, nine cases displayed the tenuous relationship between the municipality and 

the state.  Between 1877 and 1920, mostly white madams disputed the decisions by 

the city and county magistrates.  Emelia Garza was the only Mexican woman who 

filed an appeal.  Two black women, Eva Brittain and Annie Lacey, challenged the 

inconsistency and interpretation of the laws.57  Most of the appellants contested 

the verdicts of the criminal municipal, county, and district courts but some 

protested the decisions of civil proceedings.  Often the appeals courts did not 

overturn the original verdicts, but the case briefs reveal an intimate view into the 

ideas of some of the civil and criminal justice systems highest officials about 

prostitutes, brothel, bordellos, other disorderly houses, and vice in general.  

Conversely, the briefs also expose what the “defenders” of vice were attempting to 

undue and/or protect. 

                                                
57 “Negress Gets Five Years,” Dallas Morning News, 15 October 1904, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex, (7 September 2008), 12; “Lacey, Annie” in 1920 United States 
Federal Census [database on-line], HeritageQuest Online, ProQuest (8 August 2008). 
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The sample revealed controversial issues in the late nineteenth century and 

early twentieth centuries that centered on the parameters of the law.  Through a 

careful exploration of the court summaries, briefs, and decisions, two factors are 

evident.  The first was the jurisdiction of the court cases.  The second matter was 

the restriction and consequences of the vice trade.  The majority of the defendants 

and plaintiffs were madams, but pimps and working prostitutes appeared in the 

appellate courts.  The cities and counties charged the offenders with the typical 

antivice crimes such as disorderly house or vagrancy.  The most common 

backdrop for the cases was the cities of Dallas and San Antonio but all the major 

Texan cities and town were featured in this narrative of vice and contestation.   

One of the earliest examples, a Waco case in 1877, serves as an important 

background to understand how madams exploited the disjuncture between the 

local and regional legal systems.  In M.W. Davis v. Texas, Davis, a Euroamerican 

keeper contended that she had received her permit legally on March 27, 1876 and 

only afterwards in April 26, 1876 did the city of Waco, repeal the act.  According 

to her defense, the issue at hand was that the county court found her guilty of 

keeping a disorderly house when that her license was valid, and the county official 

had not instructed the jury on this technicality, which the Texas Court of Criminal 

Appeals also agreed needed to be clarified.  It was the responsibility of the lower 

court to make this distinction, charge the defendant for the time when license had 

expired, and refund the monetary difference, since she only held the permit for a 
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short period.58  Before the 1876 repeal of the ordinance, Waco monitored and 

licensed houses of prostitution, as was also indicated in the proceeding Garza case.  

In the late nineteenth century, three Dallas cases from the 1880s and 1890s 

further demonstrated the permeability of localism and regionalism.  The appeals of 

these local white sex workers—Annie Wilson, Lizzie Handley, and May Corey—

show that even prostitutes looked at the city charters and ordinances closely.59  

The lawyers representing Wilson, Handley, and Corey argued that they had been 

tried unfairly because of inconsistent antivice legislation.  Their brothels violated 

existing laws, but they were able to craft appeals based on incongruities in the law.  

Wilson demanded a writ of habeas corpus as her attorney argued that the fine for 

keeping a disorderly house was exorbitant.  The upper court, however, concurred 

with original verdict saying that the penalty was consistent with the stipulations for 

the city ordinance.60  The lawyers for Handley and Corey challenged the verdicts of 

the lower courts by questioning the jurisdiction of the cases.  They contended that 

the city and county courts could not try the same charges twice.  The state justices 

found these arguments convincing and made the original verdicts invalid. 

In the initial trial for the Handley case, the jury of the Mayor’s Court of Dallas 

decided that she was not guilty, much to the chagrin of civic officials.  The 

                                                
58 M.W. Davis v. Texas. 
59 Ex parte Annie Wilson, 14 Tex Crim. App. 592 (Tex Ct. App. 1884), LLMC Digital (19 August 
2008); Lizzie Handley v. Texas; May Corey v. Texas, 28 Tex Crim. App. 490 (Tex Ct. App. 1890), 
LLMC Digital (21 August 2008). 
60 Ex parte Annie Wilson, 594-97. 
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prosecutors for the Dallas county court tried the Handley case again and this jury 

found her guilty.  The appellate court determined that Handley could not be guilty 

and innocent of the same crime, especially if the two courts shared jurisdiction, 

therefore the latter judgment was reversed.61  The Corey case depicted the disorder 

that sometimes resulted with the creation of City Court of Dallas and the 

restructuring of authority within the city of Dallas.  The appeal maintained that her 

charge became inapplicable when the case was transferred from the county to city 

court where the new municipal court did have any jurisdiction over the offense. 

Only the county court had jurisdiction over disorderly houses and female vagrants, 

to which the justice of the Court of Criminal Appeals concurred and dismissed the 

case against Corey.  That is to say, the revised city charter determined that the 

jurisdiction of the case belonged to the county not the city.62  With these windows 

of instability and transition, brothel keepers like Handley and Corey, could run 

their houses of prostitution within the limits of the criminal justice system.     

 The 1890s cases of Ion Palmer, Alice Hall, and Quong Lee convey the types 

of challenges to regulating viciousness because of the legal subtleties within the 

procedure and the definition of vice.63  A Euroamerican madam Palmer, who ran a 

                                                
61 Handley v. Texas, 447-48. 
62 Corey v. Texas, 491-93. 
63 Hunstock v. Palmer; Hall v. Texas; Ex parte Quong Lee; “Palmer, Ion,” in Johnson & Chapman’s 
General Directory of the City of San Antonio, 1891 (San Antonio: Johnson & Chapman, 1891), 
Ancestry.com (19 July 2010); “Hall, Alice,” in Morrison & Fourmy’s General Directory of the City of Paris, 
1891-1892 (Galveston: Morrison & Fourmy, 1891-1892), 86; “Lee, Quong” in 1910 United States 
Federal Census, [database on-line], HeritageQuest Online, ProQuest (8 August 2008). 
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house in San Antonio, had not paid her landlord Robert Hunstock rent since he 

was allegedly violating the law by allowing a bawdy house to exist on his property.  

The upper court agreed and determined that Hunstock would have to forfeit the 

rent.64  Hall protested the validity of her case and maintained that the city of Paris 

needed to provide a title for her establishment before arresting her for keeping a 

house.  She also stated that the county needed to have charged her for each day 

she ran the house as separate counts, not in one in single arrest.65  Lee’s, a Chinese 

pimp, application for a writ of habeas corpus additionally contested the verdict 

against him since the Bexar court delayed nine days before entering the judgment 

him.66  Last, even though the upper court judges found Hall and Lee guilty of the 

original charges of managing houses of ill-fame, the justices did acknowledge the 

discrepancies of due process by the lower courts in building their cases against 

them. 

The defendants used different strategies to survive and maintain their chosen 

line of work and keep the criminal justice system from disrupting their business.  

Race and gender figured in the deliberate and precise ways since it shaped how 

Palmer, Hall and Lee negotiated to the charges drawn against them.  They focused 

on areas where the court process was sloppy and where the law was applied 

problematically, even erroneously.  It would appear that maleness of color and 

                                                
64 Robert H. Hunstock v. Ion Palmer, 459, 461. 
65 Alice Hall v. Texas, 474-75.   
66 Ex parte Quong Lee 
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whiteness of womanhood comes together to give these defendants more leeway in 

the risks they were willing to take.  Additionally, through marginal sociocultural 

identities and placements, they were their own experts in fighting for their rights.   

Twenty years later, two civil suits from El Paso and Houston in the 1910s 

continue to shed light on questions of jurisdiction.  The case briefs for Frank A. 

Spence v. W.H. Fenchler and J.W. Baker v. Sadie Coman demonstrate how 

entrepreneurs in commercial sex industry negotiated the lacunas within the law.  

At stake were the rights of owners and managers to run their bawdy houses within 

segregated districts.  The nearby business owners and city residents who sued them 

had different ideas about whom they wanted to call neighbors.67  They questioned 

the brothels and the zoning in parts of the cities that allowed their existence.  

The El Paso case explored the limits of sanctioned vice districts and the parties 

that facilitated vicious comportment.  The suit involved two Euroamerican men 

Spence and Fenchler but, in reality, it was a struggle about the women who resided 

at the “The Palace” on Broadway Street and the kinds of business transactions that 

transpired there.  The plaintiffs sought to enjoin the brothel run by Bess Morell 

because they viewed the livelihood and lifestyle of its residents a public hazard and 

nuisance.  The defendants argued that their enterprise did not hurt anyone nor did 

                                                
67 Frank A. Spence, et al., Plaintiffs in Error v. W. H. Fenchler, et al., Defendants in Error, 107 Tex. 443, 
180 S.W. 597, 1915 Tex. LEXIS 19, Lexis-Nexis (Tex. 1915), LexisNexis Academic (17 July 2008); 
J.W. Baker v. Sadie Coman et al., 109 Tex. 85, 198 S.W. 141, 1917 Tex. LEXIS 121 (Tex. 1917), 
LexisNexis Academic (12 August 2008). 
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their house violate any laws since El Paso had a segregated district for 

prostitution.68  

The plaintiffs asserted that the bawdy women of the Morell brothel engaged in 

depraved conduct.  They identified the following variety of activities,  

‘Prostitutes are permitted to resort and reside in and out the said premises for 
the purpose of plying their vocation, and that the said lewd women, and women 
of bad reputation for chastity are employed and permitted to display and 
conduct themselves in a lewd, lascivious and indecent manner on the said 
premises; that spirituous, vinous and malt liquors are kept for sale on the said 
property, at 214 Broadway St., without the said defendant, or any one holding 
under them, having obtained a license.’69 

The women were not only seen as a nuisance but they contended that the presence 

of the prostitutes depreciated property value and diminished the moral fiber of the 

neighborhood.  In their methodical and diligent review of the Spence petition, the 

Supreme Court of Texas considered the applicable local and state laws, 

jurisdiction, and validity of the injunction.  The civil and criminal statutes that 

informed their opinion in favor of Spence and co-plaintiffs included:  articles 496 

and 500 of the 1911 penal code and the articles 4689 to 4690 of the 1911 civil 

code.70  Their final decision was that the writ for an injunction against the 

defendants was justified and the Civil Court of Appeals erred in revoking it.  

The Houston case, cited as Baker v. Coman, also represented a battle over the 

right of prostitutes to ply their trade openly.  A private African American citizen, 

                                                
68 “Spence, Frank A.,” in 1920 United States Federal Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (22 June 
2010); “Fenchler, William,” in 1900 United States Federal Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (22 
June 2010). 
69 Spence v. Fenchler. 
70 Ibid. 
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John Baker, succeeded in gaining his writ to suppress the bawdy houses of the 

newly-formed “Reservation.”  His suit targeted the white brothel keeper Sadie 

Coman but, overall, he aimed to force the closure of the entire emerging district.  

The main concern for Baker was that the formation of a legal zone for sex work, 

as well as the flowering and expansion of other improper behavior.71  With the 

emergence of the Reservation, Coman and her sister managers were not breaking 

any laws and their enterprises could grow even more successful and stronger.  Yet, 

even more interesting is how the vice district, as a space, became such a minor part 

of the appeal that reached the Supreme Court of Texas.  The opinion instead 

focused on the rights of Baker to pursue his injunction despite the bawdy houses 

not personally harming him.  Put another way, sex workers could ply their trade 

but others could strive to prevent them.   

Prostitutes and other business women of this decade similarly continued to 

play a role in the courts where they survived the hazards of their occupation and 

defied public perceptions of them.  One of the most serious consequences of the 

sex industry was murder, and sex workers found themselves on all sides of it.   In 

other words, they could be the perpetuators, victims, and witnesses to violence 

and/or survival.  The cases of Eva Brittain and Jesus Lozano illustrate the most 

serious consequences of prostitution—specifically, the conditions leading to its 

                                                
71 Baker v. Coman et al.; “Baker, John W.,” in 1910 United States Federal Census [database on-line], 
Ancestry.com (14 October 2008); “Coman, Sadie” in 1910 United States Federal Census [database on-
line], Ancestry.com (14 October 2008). 
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perpetuation and the responses within the commerce itself.  Their appeals give 

significant insight into the life within the brothels, even if the Lozano appeal was 

the only successful one.72  Other defendants debated the way the criminal justice 

system portrayed them through the court cases.  Their contentions often centered 

on the language used to depict them in the charges brought to the courts.   

For the Beaumont black sex worker Brittain, the killing of a fellow worker 

Minnie Smith resulted in a conviction and two years in prison.  In her 1905 appeal, 

her counsel detailed that neither her occupation as a common prostitute nor the 

description of the killing as a homicide, instead of an act of self-defense, were 

aspects justified in describing the case against her.  Her counsel, John O’Brien 

especially stressed that the altercation between Brittain and Smith was about a debt 

owed to Brittain, not the sex that Brittain encountered between Smith and Sonnie 

Hicks, a mutual object of desire.  Consequently, she defended herself because she 

feared bodily harm, not because she sought to punish Smith out of jealousy.73  For 

Brittain, the point was to demonstrate that she was not a cold-blooded murderer 

but simply attempting to survive.   

The 1915 case of Jesús Lozano in San Antonio was just as complex but 

showed the importance of houses of prostitutions as settings of struggle and 

                                                
72 Eva Brittain v. Texas, 12 Tex Crim. App. 302 (Tex Ct. App. 1905), LLMC Digital (7 September 
2008); “Negress Gets Five Years,” Dallas Morning News, 15 October 1904, 12, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (7 September 2008); Jesus Lozano v. Texas, 83 Tex Crim. App. 174 
(Tex Ct. App. 1918); “Jesús Lozano fue sentenciado a quince anos de prisión,” La Prensa, 16 June 
1917, 8, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (4 August 2010). 
73 Brittain v. Texas; “Negress Gets Five Years.”  
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violence.  The State of Texas accused Lozano, a Mexican man, of homicide after 

he allegedly killed a white man, Carlos Nacke, in a fight.  Yet, the appeal disclosed 

several layers of conflict that shaped this incident outside a Matamoros Street 

brothel.  Although the interracial incident between Mexicans and whites—

involved four men, a woman—only the defendant, Lozano, found himself linked 

to the death of Nacke.  Both the prosecution and defense agreed that problems 

centered on a woman of the house.  The state claimed that Nacke was defending a 

woman from Andres Peña and Jesús Lozano, while the defense asserted that they 

were protecting themselves from Nacke and his friends.74  In end, the unidentified 

woman, perhaps a prostitute, at the center of the tragedy, retreated into the 

background of the story. 

Some sex workers even contested how the legal system described their 

livelihood.  Annie Lacey, a mulata, resisted the offense of running a bawdy house 

in San Antonio.  She claimed in her brief that she did not know about the activities 

in the establishment.  Lacey maintained that neither the activities involving the 

prostitutes and soldiers that came together in the house nor their nakedness could 

be equated with the selling of commercial sex.  Additionally, she insisted that the 

overall lewd comportment of women was not indicator of a disorderly house.  But, 

                                                
74 Lozano v. Texas, 177-181; “Jesús Lozano fue sentenciado a quince años de prisión el jurado lo 
encontró culpable del.” 
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as in the original trial, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals did not believe her.75  

Lacey’s case, like the murder cases, illustrates a world that was undoubtedly 

dangerous but also undermined mainstream conventions of normativity and 

propriety.  

The cases between the 1880s to the 1910s represent the obstacles that vice 

proponents confronted while protecting their enterprise of sex work.  Most of the 

criminal cases and civil suits of the sample in the higher courts indicate tensions 

between vice districts and governance.  In many of these cases, women appealed 

charges of keeping a disorderly house by capitalizing on the inconsistencies, 

aberrations, and transitions of local and state laws.  But some of these legal 

challenges involved “upstanding” citizens seeking to enjoin houses of prostitution 

even within their designated districts.  The entrepreneurs and workers in sexual 

commerce also sued for writs of habeas corpus when they believed themselves 

unjustly accused and tried.  For them, their engagement with the court system was 

a habitual and regular part of their world.  

Euroamerican women led the appeal cases but people of color also appear in 

the legal system at the end of nineteenth century and the beginning of the 

twentieth century.  Interestingly, the increased participation of owners, managers, 

and sex workers of color in the legal proceedings coincided with the hardening of 

                                                
75 Annie Lacey v. Texas, 83 Tex. Crim. App. 102, 201 S.W. 408, 1918 Tex. Crim. App. LEXIS 96 
(Tex Ct. App. 1918), LexisNexis Academic (7 December 2007); “Lacey, Annie,” in 1910 United 
States Federal Census [database on-line], HeritageQuest Online, ProQuest (8 August 2008) 
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antivice legislation and the height of progressivism.  In other words, the (S)tate 

had previously perceived vice proponents of color as minimal threats to the 

expansion of vice, but they eventually became culprits in instigating and enlarging 

viciousness, lasciviousness, and immorality.  However, their relationship to courts 

also suggests how prostitutes and brothel keepers of color defined their role in 

society.  For one, they undermined mainstream expectations of Chinese, Mexicans, 

and African Americans within the intersection of the law and commercialized sex a 

racially passive.  For another, they were more strategic in how they used the 

criminal and civil justice systems to mitigate their circumstances.  Quong Lee, 

Jesus Lozano, Eva Brittain, and Annie Lacey certainly, asserted carefully their 

when to protect their means and property.  Moreover, the subtext was they fought 

to protect their rights as residents, citizens, and members of their respective 

communities.   

CONCLUSION  

The passage of legislation targeting vice and the legal challenges to these 

ordinance and statutes in Texas courts amplifies our understanding of the 

regulation of prostitution and other leisure-seeking activities.  The codification of 

antivice laws over several decades highlights an incremental process to making 

specific kinds of sexual expressions, interactions, and exchanges illegal.  The legal 

language describing the offenses of disorderly house and vagrancy reflected the 

changing relationship between the sociopolitical responses to vice districts.  The 
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definitions of these crimes crystallized by the late 1910s as the state and local 

governments adopted a hardened stance toward prostitution and no longer used 

the laws as corrective but sought to abolish the informal economy all together.  

Additionally, the changing economic stability within the districts informed the 

precision of text in describing vicious transgressions.  A case in point was the 

policing of brothels, whose owners and keepers were most often arrested under 

the offense of disorderly house.  From the late nineteenth century to the early 

twentieth century, the state statutes grew more complex as the business itself 

expanded.  The offense of running a disorderly house in the 1890s included 

houses of prostitutions as one of many places that could problematize, along with 

dance halls and opium dens.  By the 1920s, the lawmakers had revised the law to 

distinguish between three different houses of vice.  A disorderly house was not 

equivocal to brothel and, solely, the bawdy house became the legal brothel.  Yet, 

what the city officials and state legislators ultimately understood were the various 

components that formed the sex industry:  brothels coexisted with other disorderly 

houses such as assignation houses and opium den because they complemented 

their commerce.   

The appellate battles further displace the rigidity of sexuality and race together 

within jurisprudence.  After all, the racialism and heterosexism inherent in the 

court system did not display itself overtly in the antivice cases.  The alleged 

offenders, criminals, and appellants complicated the effectiveness of the policing 
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of women and people of color in the vice industries.  Madams and pimps, 

prostitutes and johns, staved the control of the local and federal governments by 

learning and resisting the laws that monitored them.  White women were the first 

to protect their enterprises but women and men of color also used the higher 

courts to ensure, demand, and maintain their positionality within sex work. 

Women of color, particularly, they pushed the limits of conventional and proper 

sexuality and enmeshed their own bodies within counter, alternative 

heteronormative discourses.  These black and Mexican women of the sex industry 

may have appeared minimally in the superior courts, but it is obvious they 

understood their value for the defense and survival for the enterprises of vice—

their world of sex work.    
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CHAPTER THREE 

The Unique Campaign of “White Slavery”:  Race and 
Sex Traffic in the Early Twentieth Century   

Alleging that ‘Dad’ Miller alias Ralph Miller, a negro, is conducting a white 
slavery institution.  Assistant District Attorney J.F. Carie today filed a suit for 
injunction in the Forty-fifth district court to restrain him from continuing this 
vocation.   

The petition alleges ‘enticing, soliciting and procuring young girls for hire for 
immoral purposes,’ and that he makes a specialty of getting young white girls.  

—“Negro Is Charged with White Slavery,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 13 February 19111 

One of the earliest religious-centered denouncements of prostitution of the late 

nineteenth century, A Plea in Behalf of Outcast Women, centered on the women lured 

into the deplorable life.2  These “outcast women” as Sarah Ostrom, a San Antonio 

Euroamerican writer named them during the late nineteenth century required our 

assistance in integrating them back to society.  She argued that individuals and 

communities had a societal responsibility to transform them.  Ostrom, who was 

also the wife of a minister, focused on the salvation of the misfortunate women 

who had succumbed to an unholy life.3  Indeed, she saw her work as a battle for 

their souls by God-fearing people who had an obligation to restore them on the 

path of righteousness.  Her plea, though, received little reception across the state.4  

                                                
1 “Negro Is Charged with White Slavery,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 13 February 1911, 5, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (6 November 2007).   

2 Ostrom, A Plea in Behalf of Outcast Women. 
3 “V. C. Ostrom,” in 1880 United States Federal Census [database on-line], Ancestry.com (27 April  
2010) 
4 Ostrom, A Plea in Behalf of Outcast Women”; Dallas Morning News, 2 April 1887, 5, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (8 May 2008) 
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The emphasis on the rescue of the sinning and misled prostitutes gained full 

resonance twenty years later when it became part of the antiprostitution 

movements. 

This outcast white woman foreshadows the fallen white woman of the early 

twentieth century who became the focal point for government officials and social 

reformers.  She was the quintessential victim to building the case against the traffic 

and later the industry of sex work.  In the ensuing white slave crusade, her fall 

from Christian values would also justify her rehabilitation.  Conversely, an African 

American male procurer and trafficker Ralph Miller of white girls was truly an 

anomaly.  But, he epitomized the worst nightmare and the perpetual victimizer in 

the white imagination.  His case suggests a continual practice of black men 

violating girls.  Thus, multiple campaigns drew strength from this violation of 

white womanhood to encourage regulation and outrage.  Texan ministers 

undoubtedly derived their moral imperative from religious beliefs the to pursue the 

reformation of prostitutes, including the lost and deviant young women and girls.  

Government officials similarly looked to her whiteness to solidify their vigilance of 

the importation and trade.   

The emerging white slave crusade was not organic to Texas, but resulted from 

international and federal governmental mandates to study and solve the problem at 
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large.5  An extensive cross-country investigation of violations of section 3 of the 

Immigration Act of 1907 is a case in point.  Several years after the international 

call against white slave traffic of 1904, the Bureau of Immigration and 

Naturalization, under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Commerce and 

Labor, conducted a national evaluation on the effectiveness of immigration law in 

regulating the trafficking of women beginning in 1907.  One of these 

investigations included a three-month study in Texas by Euroamerican 

immigration inspector Frank R. Stone, collectively known as the Stone Report, 

who was even empowered to serve warrants when necessary.  Stone visited major 

cities such as Dallas, Fort Worth, and San Antonio to explore prostitution and the 

trade itself.6  This report influenced the crusade that culminated with the passage 

                                                
5 The crusade against white slavery was also called the white slave crusade.  See, for example, 
Brian Donovan, White Slave Crusades:  Race, Gender, and Anti-Vice Activism, 1887-1917 (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 2006).  On the origins of the term “white slave” and “white slavery,” 
see Mara L. Keire, “The Vice Trust: A Reinterpretation of the White Slavery Scare in the United 
States, 1907-1917,” Journal of Social History 35, no. 1 (Fall 2001):   5-41. 
6 The main part of section 3 of the 1907 Immigration Act stated: 

That the importation into the United State of any alien woman or girl for the purpose of 
prostitution, or for any other immoral purpose, is hereby forbidden; and whoever shall, 
directly or indirectly, import, or attempt to import, into the United States, any alien 
woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution, or for any other immoral purpose, or 
whoever shall hold or attempt to hold any alien woman or girl for any such purpose in 
pursuance of such illegal importation, or whoever shall keep, maintain, control, support, 
or harbor in any house or other place, for the purpose of prostitution, or for any other 
immoral purpose, any alien woman or girl, within three years after she shall have entered 
the United States, shall, in every such case, be deemed guilty of a felony. 

 
See U.S. Department of Commerce and Labor, Immigration Laws and Regulations of July 1, 1907, 6-7.  
Also see U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Immigration, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes:  
A Partial Report from the Immigration Commission on the Importation and Harboring of Women for Immoral 
Purposes, 61st Cong., 2d sess. (Washington, D.C.:  Government Printing Office, 1909), 3-4; “Act 
Against White Slavery,” New York Times, 30 April 1910, 2, ProQuest Historical Newspapers (8 
November 2005); Stone Report, passim, INS RG 85. 
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of the 1910 White Slave Traffic Act, commonly known as Mann Act, a revision 

and expansion of the 1907 Immigration Act.7  

The initiatives of the federal government certainly shaped local and urban 

responses against white slavery, including those by white reverends, James T. 

Upchurch and his National Berachah Society and Robert P. Shuler, who were the 

main voices of dissent against the traffic in Texas.  They are also significant 

because left the most detailed rhetoric about white slavery.  Although San 

Antonio, Dallas, and El Paso did not receive the same national attention as 

Chicago and New York, the Stone Report, along with the sermons by Upchurch 

and Shuler decentered the trafficking of women as merely a northeastern and 

white problem. 

This chapter evaluates national, regional, and local debates on prostitution by 

examining the Texas campaigns against white slavery and vice in the early 

twentieth century.  The chapter uses the federal investigation by immigration 

inspector Stone to place white slavery in a regional and national context of 

migration.  It also focuses on the work of religious leaders to demonstrate the shift 

from the white slave crusade to the antivice movement.  Ultimately, this chapter 

seeks to understand the racial underpinnings of the rhetoric and activism that 

                                                
7 John D'Emilio and Estelle B. Freedman, Intimate Matters:  A History of Sexuality in America (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1988), 210; “To Curb White Slavery,” New York Times, 25 November 1909, 
7, ProQuest Historical Newspapers (8 November 2005).  For context around passage of the White 
Slave Traffic Act, see M.D. Beckman, “The White Slave Traffic Act—the Historical Impact of a 
Criminal-Law Policy on Women,” Georgetown Law Journal 72, no. 3 (1984), 1111-14. 
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fueled regional and local struggles against prostitution.  An underlying argument is 

that the distinctness of the institution of sex work in the Greater Mexico shaped 

the interventions by the State and the emerging crusaders.8 

FEDERAL REGULATION OF THE IMPORTATION OF WOMEN 

Texans mostly viewed white slavery ambivalently or with little regard to the 

illicit trafficking of prostitutes prior to the Stone inspection.  Major Texas 

newspapers of the 1900s covered white slavery and the importation of young 

women and girls as an aberration at best.  Efforts had been taken to curtail the 

traffic into the cities, but these were few and far between.  In other words, civic 

leaders and reformers were aware of the problem, but they were not always 

consistent in their desire to eliminate the so-called slave trade.  Similarly, federal 

regulation in the early 1900s was sporadic, resulting in a few arrests of the most 

visible procurers and importers.9   

                                                
8 As scholar Eithne Luibhéid argues, the regulations of certain forms of sexuality and immigration 
are deeply interlinked.  The Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization and its later incarnations 
often regulated the entry of certain forms sexual identities, comportment, and ideas, privileging 
the immigration of upstanding white heterosexuals over other individuals.  See Luibhéid, Entry 
Denied:  Controlling Sexuality at the Border (Minneapolis:  University of Minnesota Press, 2002), esp. 
“Introduction,” chap. 1, “Entry Denied:  A History of U.S. Immigration Control”; Eithne 
Luibhéid, “Introduction:  Queering Migration and Citizenship,” in Queer Migrations: Sexuality, U.S. 
Citizenship, and Border Crossings,” edited by Eithne Luibhéid, and Lionel Cantú (Minneapolis:  
University of Minnesota Press, 2005), ix-xlvi. 
9 “Police Attack White Slavery,” Fort Worth Telegram, 20 April 1905, 10, America’s Historical 

Newspapers (6 November 2007); “Importation of Women,” Dallas Morning News, 8 March 1906, 7, 
America’s Historical Newspapers (26 April 2008); “Federal Office Moved Immigration Inspector to 
Be Placed at Union Station,” Fort Worth Telegram, 29 March 1906, 6, America’s Historical Newspapers 
(11 May 2008); “Sent Back to Cuba,” Dallas Morning News, 8 April 1906, 23, America's Historical 
Newspapers (26 April 2008); “No Law against It,” Dallas Morning News, 1 January 1907, 7, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (15 May 2008). 
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In the spring of 1909, Stone found a social and cultural environment that still 

conveyed that mixture of condemnation and curiosity toward white slavery.  Yet, 

his investigation indicated a new relationship between the federal government and 

the residents of the state since it was the first organized and systematic evaluation 

on the importation of women for immoral purposes.  Covering a wide-range of 

the territory, he left no area unturned traveling as far south as Laredo and 

returning north to Dallas.  His regular accounts primarily documented the illicit 

trafficking of European women who traveled to Texas via land or ocean.  He also 

paid attention to the traffic across the Texas-Mexico border and the Gulf of 

Mexico, which included Mexican and Asian women, and even a few other Latinas.  

Most interestingly, the Stone Report reflected progressive sentiments of saving the 

less fortunate and the early fluidity of “whiteness,” because the women’s bodies 

that inhabited the label of “white slave” often changed.10  It assessed the political 

and social conditions that facilitated and perpetuated sex work through the 

continuous arrival of new women and the stability of bordellos, brothels, and 

other houses of ill-fame.   

                                                
10 Gunther Peck examines the discourse surrounding the development of whiteness and its 
relationship to white slavery.  See Peck, “White Slavery and Whiteness:  A Transnational View of 
the Sources of Working-Class Radicalism and Racism,” Labor:  Studies in Working Class History of the 
Americas 1.2 (Summer 2004):  41-63.  See, also, David R. Roediger, “Whiteness and Ethnicity in 
the History of ‘White Ethnics’ in the United States,” in Towards the Abolition of Whiteness:  Essays on 
Race, Politics, and Working Class History (New York: Verso, 1994), 181-98; Eric Arnesen, “Whiteness 
and Historians’ Imagination,” International Labor & Working-Class History 60 (Fall 2001):  3–32. 
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Nuevo Laredo-Laredo and Galveston were the two main immigration entries 

into Texas in the late 1900s.  Walking, coach and the railroad were crucial for 

migration into south Texas, while maritime travel was paramount to the port of 

Galveston.  Both sites were starting points of internal migration of prostitutes who 

independently or, with their accompanying importers and/or pimps often 

proceeded inland to larger cities like San Antonio.  Some immigrant women who 

worked in the Texas sex industry arrived via New York or Los Angeles.11   

The Immigration Commission additionally identified cities where they 

deported the most prostitutes and procurers.12  New York was the most common 

U.S. point of deportation, while San Antonio ranked fourth between San 

Francisco and Boston.13  The significance of these deportations is that they reveal 

the level of activity and steady traffic into San Antonio.  Overall, geography and 

sociocultural climate defined the migration patterns and ethnoracial makeup of sex 

workers.  The diverse points of entry drew prostitutes from the usual regions of 

                                                
11 Stone Report, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A, 3; idem, 25 June 1909, file 52484/8-A, 1-2, 6-8, 12; 
idem, 22 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, 5, 8, INS RG 85; U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for 
Immoral Purposes, 8. 
12 The Immigration Commission made some key distinctions between “procurers,” “importers,” 
and “pimps”:  

 Procurer:  A man or woman who induces another, by whatever means, to enter a 
house of prostitution or to subject herself to another in prostitution. 
 Importer:  A man or women who brings another into the country.  He may be the 
procurer, or the keeper of a house, who has already arranged for her coming, but needs 
an agent to assist in entering the country. 
 Pimp:  A man who wholly or in part live upon the earnings of a girl or woman who 
practices prostitution.  Usually he is supposed to give some protection and care in return.   

See U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes, 3.  
13 Ibid., 11-12. 
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Europe such as France, Poland, and Germany.  More sex workers migrated from 

Mexico and Cuba to Texas than they did to other parts of the United States 

because of the proximity of the border and closeness of the Caribbean.  Mexican 

prostitutes, in fact, figured predominantly in the traffic to Texas.  Moreover, the 

tolerance for vice zones in the major urban sites of the state surely contributed to 

the interest and desire to work in Texas.   

 European prostitutes often began their migration within the United States at 

New York City or San Francisco.  The white slave crusader Clifford Roe observed 

that importers usually used circuitous routes, sometimes crisscrossing the country 

before reaching their final destination.14  Most of the European prostitutes were 

French and Jewish but a few were Spanish, Italian, and Swedish.  They were 

concentrated in the vice districts of San Antonio, Fort Worth, and Dallas, but also 

found in smaller cities like Beaumont and Waco.  Some of the victims of the white 

slave trade ended up working in houses, and became dependent on their pimps 

and madams, and reduced to unwanted, undesired lives.15  Others sought greater 

opportunities outside their countries of origin or the eastern U.S. cities of their 

first arrival, often working for the over three years and sometimes even returning 

to their country of birth.  To the chagrin of immigration officials like Stone, this 

was not illegal under the definition of the Immigration Act since the statute of 

                                                
14 Roe, Horrors of the White Slave Trade, 253-54. 
15 Stone Report, 8 May 1909, file 52484/8, 5; idem, 9 May 1909, file 52484/8,1-2; idem, 15 May 
1909, file 52484/8; idem, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A 1, 3-5; idem, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8; 
idem, 30 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, INS RG 85. 
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limitation had expired, although he did deem it immoral.16  These European 

immigrant women were inmates in all kinds of bawdy houses, including the more 

established brothels and lesser cribs.  Nevertheless, the existing social order of the 

local red led light districts did affect the foreign prostitutes access to more upscale 

establishments.   

Like in the northern part of the country, French and Jewish men from Texas 

acted as importers and procurers of the European traffic, although some women 

also filled this occupation.  Across the United States, French traffickers tended to 

import their own countrywomen, while the Jewish importers brought them from 

Russia, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Germany.  In Texas, the Jewish sex 

workers were German and Polish but Stone did not always make their nationality 

obvious.17  The Immigration Commission of 1909 also focused on the recruitment 

of women to the United States and offered important observations about the 

trading of women.  French and Jewish women usually had experience in sexual 

commerce before their arrival.  Jewish women were recruited several different 

ways into prostitution.  Jewish male procurers lured innocent women into the 

trade at various places of leisure such as dance halls and saloons once they arrived 

in the U.S.18  This indirect means of securing Jewish prostitutes was an issue that 

                                                
16 Stone Report, 7 June 1909, 1-2, file 52484/8; idem, 22 July 1909, 1-2, file 52484/8-B, INS RG 
85.  See, also, U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes,  6-7. 
17 U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes, 3, 23; Stone Report, 13 May 1909, 6, 
file 52484/8; idem, 7 June 1909, 12-13, file 52484/8; idem, 25 June 1909,17, INS RG 85. 
18 U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purpose, 23-24.   
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Stone contended with in his own examination.  Undoubtedly, this victimization of 

Jewish women was not unique but was substantiated by other accounts involving 

young unmarried women already engaged in sex or other questionable activities 

that could permanently “damage” them.19  

In Fort Worth, French and Jewish prostitutes were segregated in the 

undesirable locations of the “acre” or “reservation.”  They were allowed to 

conduct their business in cribs along several unnumbered alleys (without street 

addresses), but not in the finer houses of the red light district.  The local women 

took part in denying them access to their clients.  Overall, Fort Worth was a 

curious mixture of imported and local women who were each enterprising in their 

own way.  The madams of these grander houses overtly exhibited the opulence of 

their establishments.  The lesser houses and cribs reflected the other extreme of 

the working business, where sexual commerce was neither masked nor hidden in 

premises filled with poverty, filth, and disrepair.20   

The Fort Worth chief of police, Jim Maddox, had already declared a full-scale 

attack against the men who trafficked women and made their gainful living via 

their labor as early as 1905.  He went after the traffickers, who were usually men, 

and the prostitutes, who were usually women.21  According to Stone, this effort 

was largely ineffective, because it was a campaign only in name.  His sources 

                                                
19 Roe, Horrors of the White Slave Trade, 255-60. 
20 Stone Report, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A, 1-2, 13; idem, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, INS RG 
85.    
21 “Police Attack White Slavery.” 
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revealed that Maddox was a corrupt city official in league with the most 

duplicitous “organization,” which owned all the low-end houses of prostitution in 

the city.22  In the end, it is unclear what became of this local clean up strategy since 

Texas periodicals did not cover it again.  Stone, though, concluded that the white 

slavery was rampant in the city, finding a highly organized network of civic leaders 

and businessmen doubling as grafters, pimps, and macks.23   

Over the course of three weeks, Stone requested numerous federal warrants, 

allied himself with leaders who mirrored his reformist views, and found the 

“organization” a cumbersome obstacle to his monitoring of the trade of white 

women.  Despite his meticulous investigation, both the social and political fabric 

of Fort Worth and the legal limitations of the immigration acct undermined his 

efforts to dismantle the white slave trade.  After all, the 1907 Immigration Act 

explicitly focused on the importers, traders, and procurers, not the prostitutes nor 

madams, unless it was obvious they were part of the white trade.  Stone targeted 

the French traffic, especially its women.  The pimps and macks, however, were 

formidable in protecting their assets and livelihood.  After the arrests of four 

women by local authorities on behalf of Frank Stone, Valentine Guy Gras, Jeanne 

                                                
22 Stone Report, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A, 13-14; idem, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, 4-6, INS 
RG 85. 
23 According to Stone, a “grafter” engaged in bribery and unlawful other forms of influence to 
gain political and/or business power.  Pimp and mack were interchangeable terms for a man who 
benefited financially from the sexual labor of women and girls and in exchanged provided 
protection and/or management.  See Stone Report, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A, 11, 13-14, INS 
RG 85.  Also, see above, U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes, 3. 
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Gird, Jeannette Barney, and Rose Ellis, the pimps and their proxy petitioned for 

writs of habeas corpus.  Stone countered by asking the district attorney to argue a 

case about the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization.  The 

judge decided in favor of the department, allowing Stone the time to produce the 

formal warrants.  Stone released two of the prostitutes and focused instead on 

successfully deporting Barney and Ellis, who had not exceeded a three-year 

residency requirement in the United States.  He also experienced every roadblock 

imaginable, including an attempt to marry Ellis to an American because the pimps 

and their associates sought to protect their investments.24  It is evident that in the 

drama that unfolded the federal government and the sex industry took calculated 

steps to guard their respective approaches to life.  

The Eastern European women, whom Stone labeled as “Hebrew,” formed 

another fascinating part of his study of the importation of women for immoral 

purposes residing in cities of north Texas.  Their trafficking reflected the 

shortcomings of the federal law because few of them or their procurers and macks 

were in direct violation of the immigration law.25  His report, however, made 

interesting discoveries about white slavery in Texas.  The continuous procurement 

and traffic of Jewish women was such a well-developed system that Stone deemed 

it worthless to provide a census of sex workers in the cribs.  The work sites not 

only changed from day to day, but their physical locations were often 
                                                
24 Stone Report, 29 May 1909, file 52484/8-A, 5-8, INS RG 85.   
25 Stone Report, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, 4-5, INS RG 85. 
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semipermanent.26  The cribs and hotels run by these preying immigrant men were 

the stark reminders of the problems with white slavery.  They were worse than the 

bawdy houses run by U.S.-born white women.  The stalls were small and unclean; 

the women were exposed to the elements and diseased with sexually transmitted 

infections.27  The working conditions, according to Stone, were a serious source 

for concern because they were disgusting.  Ironically, he did not have the authority 

to reform these dire situations since his role was to regulate the traffic and not the 

living conditions of the immigrant women and girls in United States.  Nonetheless, 

he exposed the fact that some white women were more disposable than others. 

For immigration inspectors like Stone, Jewish prostitutes oscillated between a 

certifiable and questionable whiteness.  His bias toward these “not-yet-white” 

women, however, was not readily apparent.28  His reports showed an implicit 

disdain for the Jewish sisters when he contrasted their working conditions with 

other European and Euroamerican women.  As noted earlier, his descriptions of 

the pristine U.S.-run houses of prostitution represented a sharp contrast to the 

absolute poverty and despair of the Jewish ones.  The most troubling aspect for 

Stone was what these women were willing to endure in their work environments.  

                                                
26 Stone Report, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, 4-5, INS RG 85; U.S. Congress, Importing Women for 
Immoral Purposes, 26-28. 
27 Stone Report, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, 4-7, INS RG 85. 
28 Roediger, “Whiteness and Ethnicity in the History of ‘White Ethnics’ in the United States,”  
183-85. 
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These sex workers embodied the worst aspects of the trade since not even U.S.-

born white women would tolerate the difficult work conditions. 

The Latina traffic to Texas mostly consisted of Mexican women who migrated 

via towns along the Texas-Mexico border but Stone also noted the cases of other 

Latina/os coming to Galveston.29  The harboring of Mexican women and girls was 

especially evident in cities like Laredo and San Antonio where their sheer 

predominance made them difficult to ignore.  Most of these prostitutes in cities 

north of the border claimed Laredo as their port of entry and San Antonio as their 

final destination.  In Austin, Mexican women were either native to the capital city 

or came from San Antonio and Laredo.  Moreover, not all prostitutes were 

immigrants since many were original inhabitants of the cities whose red light 

districts they worked before moving to the vice district of another city.  The 

Mexican-born prostitutes in Laredo also periodically returned to Mexico, 

establishing a labor circuit that straddled the transnational border.30  Still, the 

trafficking of Mexican women and other Latinas was not necessarily an 

immigration issue since many were U.S. citizens and, not, in violation of the law.  

As Stone put it with his failed attempt to bring immigration charges against a 

                                                
29 I use the general term “Latina/o,” rather than Mexican because although most of the traffic 
was Mexican women, occasionally women from Puerto Rico and Cuba did migrate to Texas for 
the sex industry.  See “Importation of Women,” Dallas Morning News, 8 March 1906, 7 America’s 
Historical Newspapers (26 April 2008); “Sent Back to Cuba,” Dallas Morning News, 8 April 1906, 23, 
America's Historical Newspapers (26 April 2008); Stone Report, 22 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, 5-7, 
INS RG 85.  Also, see Briggs, Reproducing Empire, 30-33. 
30 Stone Report, 8 May 1909, file 52484/8, 2; idem, 13 May 1909, file 52484/8, 2; idem, 25 June 
1909, file 52484/8-A, 2; idem, 22 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, 5-7, INS RG 85. 
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heterosexual couple participating in the traffic, “I take it that the three year 

residence of these aliens in Porto Rico is tantamount to a like residence on the 

mainland of the United States; hence make them not amenable to the Immigration 

Law.”31  Evidently, this loophole in the Immigration Act created a roadblock that 

many immigrant inspectors did not expect since they were sloppy in their attention 

to the citizenship of people of color.  As Puerto Ricans, these traffickers were 

neither immigrant nor subject to the federal statutes governing immigration. 

Houses of ill-fame in Laredo drew from the U.S. and Mexican communities of 

transnationals.  This traffic along the border and the rest of south Texas was not 

new.  Local dailies often reported on incidents on the border and inland towns as 

early as 1904.  In one instance, a San Antonio newspaper noted that the U.S. 

Commissioner had charged Aurelia Salgado with transporting four young women 

into the United States for “immoral purposes.”  One year later, the same paper 

pointed out that a man named Rafael Velázquez brought women to the United 

States for the same reason.32   

Clearly, the importation networks on the border were firmly established and 

well traveled with experienced traffickers who often created alliances with the city 

officials.  Stone believed that the whole place was corrupt and immoral because 

civic leaders completely disregarded state and federal laws.  The collaboration 

                                                
31 Stone Report, 22 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, 6-7, INS RG 85. 
32 “Locales,” El Regidor, 19 January 1905, 1; “Held for Grand Jury,” San Antonio Daily Express, 5 
March 1903, 11, America’s Historical Newspapers (12 November 2007). 
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between the procurers, pimps, and keepers, and the public servants and railroad 

workers in Laredo and other regions of south Texas only convinced Stone that he 

was not going to be very effective.  A constable named Pedro Leos, for instance, 

transported women from Mexico and even provided them to prominent city and 

county residents.  Leos also practiced a circuitous migration route that allowed the 

prostitutes to reach internal cities like San Antonio and return to the border a few 

months later.  This made the railroad a pivotal part of the trade whereby railroad 

workers used their free family passes to transport women for men like Leos and 

San Antonio madams who were always ready to receive a new “supply” of 

women.33  Their continuous movement was one means of protecting the traffic 

but also enhanced the profitability of the trade because it provided new and 

diverse sex workers. 

The trafficking from the border differed in two major ways—the importers 

and procurers were of different genders and the border region represented an 

accessible source of new prostitutes or “white slaves.”  Frank Stone secured 

valuable information from prostitutes and procurers that shed light on the 

transborder trade.   Within days of arriving in Laredo, Stone immediately focused 

on several individuals mostly prostitutes, but a few procurers.  In one instance, this 

involved a case that he tried to build against a Mexican man, a white woman, and a 

Mexican woman—Donaciano Zamora, Ruby Brown, and Mariana Pineda—

                                                
33 Stone Report, 25 June 1909, file 52484/8-A, 4-8, 14, INS RG 85. 
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respectively.  But he only succeeded in apprehending Zamora and Brown for the 

importation for immoral purposes and prostitution.  Brown, who served as 

Pineda’s “runner” or main procurer of young women, refused to testify against her 

former superior.  Brown did detail their tactic of bringing women to Nuevo 

Laredo and, then, eventually crossing them to Laredo. Zamora capitalized on a 

woman who was poor and economically unstable.  He brought a prospective sex 

worker as his wife and thus circumventing immigration laws that prevented a 

woman to immigrate if the State perceived her as a potential public charge.34 

Obviously, these procurers benefited from the transborder locality of Laredo-

Nuevo Laredo, which meant that the migration routes across the border were both 

short and direct. 

Like their predecessors, Pineda, Brown, and Zamora were also committed to 

their business activities.  Brown’s unwillingness to provide the testimony that 

would indict Pineda is one clear example.  Zamora’s simple but consistent 

duplicity in creating false marriages is another example.  In this regard, there were 

little discernable differences between genders.  Nevertheless, each of these 

traffickers played to their strength.  The prostitutes of Pineda’s brothel knowingly 

came to the United States with the understanding that they would continue to 

labor in sex work.35  The women that Zamora acquired, perhaps, were sex workers 

but some were unquestionably desperate with few options to maintain themselves 
                                                
34 Ibid., file 52484/8-A, 1-4, 13-14, INS RG 85. 
35 Ibid., 25 June 1909, file 52484/8-A, 3, INS RG 85. 
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economically.  Their consent, however problematic, to temporary sham marriages 

underscores this level of desperation.  More importantly, the trafficking of 

Mexican women highlights aspects of “white slavery” where the prostitutes were 

partially or fully complicit in a process that internationalized sexual commerce in 

the United States.  These shades to “white slavery” complicate narratives that 

stressed the overt and tragic exploitation of white women and girls.  The stories of 

Mexican women disrupt the tropes of devious entrapment, enslavement, and 

innocent whiteness because these prostitutes knowingly sought sex work and did 

not fit a neat categorization of whiteness.36  

The 1909 Immigration Commission report by the U.S. Senate stated that 

although most women were forced into prostitution, some entered it willingly.37  

For the latter group, incentives included the possibility of improved earnings, an 

overall improvement in socioeconomic status, and a change of location.  Many of 

them were prostitutes in their previous residency and wished to continue this line 

of work.38  In Texas, a few Latina and European women expanded their financial 

resources by their mobility, flexibility, and partnerships with individuals within and 

beyond the industry.  The more successful prostitutes were keepers of houses who 

                                                
36 See, for example, Roe, Horrors of the White Slave Trade and Bingham, The Girl That Disappears. 
37 The 1909 Immigration Commission Report was officially entitled, Importing Women for Immoral 
Purposes A Partial Report from the Immigration Commission on the Importation and Harboring of Women for 
Immoral Purposes was a congressional investigation that surveyed the importation of women for 
immoral purposes to the United States over the course of several years.  Its overarching remarks 
complement the work of Stone and many other immigration inspectors.  See U.S. Congress, 
Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes. 
38 U.S. Congress, Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes, 6-7.   
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relied on business relationships with men, posing as their husbands.  Although the 

relationships were not readily apparent, inmates and common prostitutes also 

depended on pimps and madams to protect and amplify their economic gains.39  

The Senate report, like the Stone Report, makes evident the breadth of persons 

involved in the white traffic—as both informal employers and employees.  As 

previously noted, the white traffic expanded beyond the migration of European 

and Euroamerican women, and also included women came from Africa, Japan, 

and China.40  Though the white ethnic importers, procurers, and prostitutes were 

the primary focus of the Bureau of Immigration, its report demonstrated that the 

federal government was not wholly invested in the rhetoric of white slavery to 

accomplish its larger mission of stopping the abuse of women and girls.  This did 

not mean that federal officers did not have their racial biases, yet they were willing 

to acknowledge that U.S. prostitution and trafficking were part of global web that 

stretched beyond Europe.  The observations of Stone about Jewish and Mexican 

prostitutes shows a lack of rigidity toward whiteness that undoubtedly changed 

with White Slave Traffic Act and the growing genre of white slave narratives.  

Stone underlined not just the commercial commodification of Mexican and Jewish 

women, but also their questionable, negotiable whiteness.  For these observers, the 

women worked in the worst conditions, belonged to the most immoral and 

                                                
39 Stone Report, 7 June 1909, file 52484/8, 2-3; Stone Report, 22 July 1909, file 52484/8-B, 5-6, 
INS RG 85.  See also Blair, “Vicious Commerce,” 198-201; Gilfoyle, City of Eros, 291-94; Rosen, 
The Lost Sisterhood, 108-110.   
40 U.S. Senate, Importing Women for Immoral Purposes,  12, 17-18, 23.   
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unlawful groups of people, and carried diseases and infections.  They revealed the 

urgency with which the federal government and reformers needed to attend to the 

problem of white slavery since it had the potential to spread to more valuable, 

worthwhile white women.  Put another way, these women served to magnify the 

extent of the traffic, but neither reformers nor government leaders stressed their 

rehabilitation.  

The 1907 Immigration Act clearly monitored all kinds of illegal immigration, 

but section 3 highlights a strategy by the federal government that was later 

expanded to address the white slave trade through the 1910 White Slave Traffic or 

Mann Act.  The legislation governing the importation of “alien” or “foreign” was 

neither new nor unknown in the United States, but demonstrated a hesitation by 

the federal government to interfere in local matters and state sovereignty. In the 

Mann Act, a disclaimer in the House report stated:   

It is not the purpose of the bill to interfere with or usurp in any way the police 
powers of the States.  The bill reported does not endeavor to regulate, prohibit, 
or punish, prostitution or the keeping of places where prostitution is indulged in.  
The prohibition of prostitution and other immoral practices and the punishment 
of the practice of prostitution or the keeping of houses of ill-fame, or other 
immoral places, in the several States, are matters wholly within the powers of the 
States and the Federal Government has no jurisdiction over these subjects.  On 
the other hand, it has been shown in the investigation relating to the ‘white slave 
traffic’ that persons engaged in that business in some of the large cities felt quite 
free to engage in the traffic as between the States, when they hesitated about 
engaging in the traffic wholly confined to one State.41 

                                                
41 U. S. Congress, House, Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, White Slave Traffic, 61st 
Cong. 2d sess. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1909), 1-2, U.S. Congressional 
Serial Set (2 March 2008).   
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This report explicitly clarified that the purpose of the act was not to regulate nor 

impede the practice of commercialized prostitution in its various forms in cities 

across the country.  In short, the language of the Mann Act explicitly codified that 

the State intervention was not as an assault against sexual commerce but an 

attempt to end the national and international trafficking of white women, 

including some whose whiteness was circumstantial.  The Mann Act enlarged the 

powers of the federal government to handle the international importation and 

domestic transporting of women between states.  The law, in fact, was fourth 

attempt by the government to intervene in the trafficking of women and girls 

because other laws had proven to be effectual, unconstitutional, or irrelevant.  The 

House report noted that the Page Act of 1875, Immigration Act of 1903, nor 

Immigration Act of 1907 fully provided for the grounds to prosecute the 

importers, procurers, and slavers in the white slave traffic.42  In many ways, 

regulation initiated by the Taft Administration was a late effort to address this 

alleged crisis of white slavery since European nations sought to prevent the 

trafficking as early as 1904.   

                                                
42 U. S. Congress, House, White Slave Traffic, 1, 5-9.  Mark Thomas Connelly identifies the 
following laws:  “there were also many attempts to deal with prostitution through traditional legal 
means:  tenement house laws; injunction and abatement acts; judicial reforms; public health 
ordinances; the revisions of the national immigration statutes in 1903, 1907, and 1910; the Mann 
Act of 1910; and certain provisions in the Selective Service Act of 1917.  And these were only the 
most frequently discussed and debated.”  See Mark Thomas Connelly, The Response to Prostitution in 
the Progressive Era (Chapel Hill:  University of North Carolina Press, 1980), 24.  The Page Act was 
the first federal concerted effort to restrict the immigration of prostitutes of color, specifically 
Chinese sex workers.  See Quintana, “National Borders, Neighborhood Boundaries,” 66-67; 
Luibhéid, Entry Denied, 31-34; Hirata, “Free, Indentured, Enslaved,” 10. 
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THE SINS OF WHITE SLAVERY 

Two leading Texas religious leaders, James or J.T. Upchurch and Pastor “Bob” 

Shuler, of the early 1910s continued to build on the legacy of the white women’s 

salvation that Ostrom proposed at the end of nineteenth century.  Focusing on the 

dangers of debauchery and lasciviousness of white slavery, the slavery was the 

central part of their secular work to abolition prostitution.  This social and moral 

reform marked a transition in the regulation of prostitution since it became only 

one component in the larger struggles against abolishing prostitution and other 

vices.  The rhetoric of white slave crusade also hints at the greater restrictions 

imposed on womanhood through race, and white womanhood, in particular 

through governance and local activism. 

Upchurch, a leading Euroamerican white slave crusader, approached the 

eradication of the white slave traffic from the standpoint of purity.  He preached 

in the red light district of Waco in the 1890s.43  Through his ministry in the 

Methodist Church and his founding of the Berachah Home for Women in 

Arlington in 1903, Upchurch used religious language and work to help “fallen” 

women.44  Another crusader, Shuler was a white Southern, and also a member of 

the Methodist Church.  He began preaching in Texas around 1908, first in Temple, 
                                                
43 “Rev. J. T. Upchurch, 79, Reforms Worker, “ Dallas Morning News, 13 September 1950, 19, 
America’s Historical Newspapers (26 April 2008). 
44 “Berachah Home for Women,” Dallas Morning News, 14 March 1912, 13, America's Historical 
Newspapers (26 April 2008); “National Purity Conference,” The Elementary School Teacher 7, no. 2 
(October 1906):  100-103; “Rev. J. T. Upchurch, 79, Reforms Worker.”  See also David J. Pivar, 
Purity Crusade:  Sexual Morality and Social Control, 1868-1900 (Westport, CT:  Greenwood Press, 
1973), 7-10. 
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later in Austin, and finally in Paris.  Shuler, a fervent evangelist, delivered his most 

inflammatory sermons against vice in 1914.45 

The published sermons of these two preachers charted the shift from the 

Immigration Act to the Mann Act as legal frameworks that influenced white 

slavery at the local and regional level.  Yet, their actions and motivations were not 

confined by the inadequacies of governance because they were not trying to 

enforce antivice laws.  Unlike Stone, they were not constrained by the federal law 

in their focus to abolish both the traffic and red light districts that facilitated this 

deviance and immorality.  Both posited many lines of argumentation, but race was 

central to their condemnation of white slavery.  Upchurch drew parallels between 

the enslavement of African Americans in the nineteenth century and the trade of 

prostitution of white women and girls in the twentieth century.  In essence, their 

sermons entwined more sharply the importation of women with 

Euroamericanness in the region of Texas.  Their writings crystallized a southern 

perspective on the linkages between the traffic and whiteness of the Jim Crow 

Borderlands.  Put another way, the white slave trade existed in many permutations 

                                                
45 Later, Shuler moved to Los Angeles in 1920, making an impression with his impassioned 
rhetorical style.  See “Object to Pastor,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 31 October 1912, 1, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (5 May 2008); “Pastor Here from Texas,” Los Angeles Times 1920, II2, ProQuest 
Historical Newspapers (5 May 2008); “Pleads for an Aroused Civic Consciousness,” Los Angeles 
Times, 27 December 1920, II1, ProQuest Historical Newspapers (5 May 2008); “Rev. ‘Bob’ Shuler 
Shows Early Mountaineer Training,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 1 March 1914, 32, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (5 May 2008); “Shuler to Deliver Appeal Tonight,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 
25 February 1914, 9, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2008). 
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across the United States.46  Other texts reverberated their sentiments but we 

cannot underestimate their significance in a former slave state.47   

                                                
46 It is difficult to measure the scope of influence of the writings of Shuler and Upchurch. Still, 
both Upchurch and Shuler were important leaders within the respective Texan communities.  
Their focus on vice and white slavery were components that formed part of the larger religious 
and secular missions to save and guide the less fortunate and lost women.  The newspaper 
coverage that they both received and their own engagement with the dailies certainly demonstrate 
their significance within their respective communities.  On Shuler, see, for example, “Grapevine 
to Entertain Body Annual Session of District Epworth Leaguers This Week,” Fort Worth Telegram, 
8 September 1907, 12, America’s Historical Newspapers (30 April 2010); “Temple Preacher May 
Head Poly Rev. R. P. Shuler Is Offered Presidency of Fort Worth,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 26 
April 1911, 2, America’s Historical Newspapers (30 April 2010); “Shuler to Deliver Appeal Tonight”; 
“Evangelist Picks Light as Subject. Crowed House Hears Rev. R. P. Shuler Preach Morning 
Sermon at First Methodist,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 4 March 1914, 16, America’s Historical 
Newspapers (1 May 2010); “Hatless Easter Rule in Austin Church Hatless Easter Will Be 
Continued as Policy as Blow,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 16 April 1914, 6, America’s Historical 
Newspapers (4 May 2010); “R. P. Shuler Makes Statement,” Dallas Morning News, 18 July 1920, 3, 
America’s Historical Newspapers (3 May 2010).  On Upchurch, see, for example, “Texas Holiness 
Association,” Dallas Morning News, 12 November 1902, 5, America’s Historical Newspapers (May 4, 
2010); “Did Not Visit Home,” Dallas Morning News, 16 November 1902, 4, America’s Historical 
Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Helping Hand Home,” Dallas Morning News, 17 December 1903, 5, 
America’s Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “National Purity Association,” Dallas Morning News, 
23 October 1905, 3, America's Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Rescuing the Fallen,” Dallas 
Morning News, 16 November 1905, 7, America’s Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Mass Meeting 
at Arlington Committee Named to Attend Fort Worth Gathering,” Fort Worth Telegram, 24 March 
1907, 1, America’s Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Arlington News Start Fund to Enlarge 
Home Arlington Making Progress in Plans for Big Institution,” Fort Worth Telegram, 3 July 1907, 
10, America’s Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Arlington Plans a Public Park Commercial Club 
Also after More Street Lights Lively News Budget,” Fort Worth Telegram, 15 October 1907, 3, 
America’s Historical Newspapers (4 May 2010); “Holiness Meetings at the City Hall Rev. Edgar P. 
Ellyson Rev. J. W. Neanney,” Fort Worth Telegram, 15 March 1908, 7, America’s Historical Newspapers 
(5 May 2010); “Hold a Rescue Rally,” Dallas Morning News, 31 December 1908, 5, America’s 
Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); “Talks of White Slave Traffic,” Dallas Morning News, 11 June 
1912, 3, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); “Council of Churches against M’ Kamy Bill,” 
Dallas Morning News, 26 March 1913, 11, America's Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); “Position Is 
Declined,” Dallas Morning News, 3 June 1913, 20, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); 
“Upchurch Elected Arlington Man Is Chosen Temporary President of Rescue Workers,” Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram, 25 October 1914, 10, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); “Anti-Vice 
League Planned,” Dallas Morning News, 24 July 1915, 3, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 
2010); “Berachah Home Directors Start Fund Campaign,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 15 December 
1916, 15, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010); “Crusaders to Give Program Sunday,” Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram, 1 March 1919, 2, America’s Historical Newspapers (5 May 2010).   
47 James T. Upchurch, Traps for Girls and Those Who Set Them:  An Address To Men Only (Arlington, 
Tex.: Purity Pub., 1908); The Purity Journal, WC; Robert P. Shuler, The Anti-Vice Bulletins:  A Re-
production of the Bulletins that Swept Protected Vice from the Capital City of Texas (Austin:  A.C. Baldwin 
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Upchurch and Shuler used a historical anchor to strengthen their derision of 

the forced prostitution of white women.  The imagery of black slavery served as 

warning to the citizenry of the United States that white slavery was also taking the 

nation down the wrong path of vicious and mayhem.  Upchurch directed his 

diatribe against the forms of slavery that plagued the U.S. in the last hundred years 

in a 1912 article.48  Shuler peppered his few comments of the peculiar institution 

with his analysis of the social evil in a number of bulletins, published under the 

auspices of the Pastors’ Association of Austin.49  

In his 1912 article, “Black Slavery versus White Slavery,” Upchurch described 

the peculiar institution brutally to underscore the seriousness of the parallel 

problem of white slavery.  It was pivotal to demystify that there was nothing 

beneficial about the nineteenth-century bondage of New Orleans.  Given the 

choice between slavery and freedom, blacks would not hesitate to choose the 

former.  In addition, Upchurch lamented the many causalities of slavery—mixed 

children were born out of the Euroamerican assaults and rapes of African 

American slave women.  He added that other individuals were now replicating a 

                                                                                                                                       
& Sons, 1914), Austin History Center, Austin Public Library, Texas.  Texts that discussed these 
linkages from a northern perspective include:  Bingham, The Girl That Disappears; Reginald Wright 
Kauffman, The House of Bondage (New York: Moffat, Yard, 1911); Roe, Horrors of the White Slave 
Trade; Clifford Griffith Roe, et al., The Great War on White Slavery Or, Fighting for the Protection of Our 
Girls:  Truthful and Chaste Account of the Hideous Trade of Buying and Selling Young Girls for Immoral 
Purposes (Chicago:  Silverton, 1911), Making of Modern Law, 
http://galenet.galegroup.com.ezproxy.lib.utexas.edu/servlet/MOML?af=RN&ae=F3753392164
&srchtp=a&ste=14 (5 November 2009). 
48 J. T. Upchurch, “Black Slavery versus White Slavery,” The Purity Journal 8, no. 12 (September 
1912), 1-13. 
49 Shuler, The Anti-Vice Bulletins.   
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second form of slavery.  The victims of this nefarious institution were white 

women and girls.  Ironically, the perpetrators were also white like their 

predecessors.  They forced women into sexual relationships or raped them.50  

Upchurch explained:  “The white slaver, known as the “Cadet,” is to the White 

Slave what the old time overseer was to the southern Black Slave.  These cadets 

must force the white slaves to produce as many grimy dollars as it is possible for 

her to wrench from the hands of her victims.”51  In his mind, little difference 

existed between the two institutions.  Like the slavery that riddled the South, the 

new slavery with its northern and urban roots needed to be stopped.  

Upchurch clearly had a strategy in his writings.  He was selective in drawing 

parallels both in his conceptualization of the South and the victimization of 

women.  First, he did not directly implicate antebellum Texas in his rendering of 

African American slavery.  He evidently did not desire to alienate his local and 

regional audience.  Recalling the atrocities that happened in New Orleans was very 

distinct from remembering what occurred in east Texas.  Second, the trope of the 

purity of the race united these black and “white” institutions.  Any kind of slavery 

led to corruption, yet a crusader like Upchurch did not view all victimization in 

equal terms.  In both instances, he described sexual coercion, assault, and rape but 

it becomes readily apparent that the welfare of black woman did not take the same 

priority as that of a white women.  Ultimately, it was the mulata/o offspring and 
                                                
50 J. T. Upchurch, “Black Slavery versus White Slavery,” 1-13. 
51 Ibid., 13.   
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deflowered Euroamerican girls, not black women, which required the attention of 

reformers.  To complicate matters, the perpetuators of this violence, sex, and other 

inappropriate interactions were white men who defiled the virtue of innocent 

white women and committed miscegenation.  What is especially interesting is how 

Upchurch eventually made this a local problem by accenting similar circumstances 

in Waco, Dallas, and, in the South at large.  

Two years later, Shuler offered a more sweeping treatment of topics and a 

focused critique of a city like Austin that allowed sexual commerce and its related 

enterprises to thrive.  The Anti-Vice Bulletins were a rallying cry to his fellow 

parishioners and sympathizers to question a tolerance that perpetuated immorality 

and illegality simultaneously.  This is not to say that Upchurch was not equally as 

comprehensive in his denunciation of the entire edifice of vice throughout his 

body of work.  Still, Upchurch was very precise about his assessment of black and 

white slavery, while Shuler was neither as systematic nor contemplative when 

broaching the subject.  In this instance, it was the imagery of the older 

enslavement that was more useful to him than recalling the actually history.  

Shuler made only one direct reference to the enslavement of African 

Americans when citing the Chicago Vice Commission report that noted that the 

current “slavery” had surpassed the horrendous nature of that older institution and 

had become a social disease that was infecting the country.52  Shuler, like the vice 

                                                
52 Shuler, “Pastors’ Bulletin No. 5,” in The Anti-Vice Bulletins, 18. 
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crusaders in the Midwest, noted that just as the people of the United States came 

to see the peculiar institution as reprehensible, it was necessary to once again 

recognize the error in encouraging the “enslavement” of the poor, innocent, and 

mislead Euroamerican and European women in the sex industry.  He put the 

responsibility on the white men of Austin to clean up their vice district like the 

residents of Chicago had accomplished with their own vice zone.53  Other bulletins 

tied the local sex work to the international trade of white slaves and other vices.  

Shuler pointed out how a “segregated” red light district facilitated the new slavery 

to flourish since white slave traders provided the inmates that occupied this 

district.  Put another way, he argued that a regulated, confined district only 

contributed the problem of white slavery since a regular traffic of prostitutes was 

key to the business.  According to Shuler, if city dwellers closed these districts, the 

traffic would also cease.54   

Like Upchurch, Shuler found the language and memory of black enslavement 

to be a powerful method for imparting the crisis of white slavery.  Still, Shuler 

made no direct mention of the actual bondage of African Americans in Texas or 

the greater South.  He borrowed a quote to remind readers that slavery existed, but 

was careful to denounce Austin men on the basis of their actions and not for the 

sins of their predecessors.  Additionally, he employed heavily from the racialized 

terminology of bondage of the past to detail a horrific world or prostitution.   
                                                
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid., 10-11. 
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Shuler’s sermons solidified this fictitious “modern” racial slavery of the 

twentieth century.  He took the ideas of the older system based on dissidence and 

hierarchy to create a false racial order.  Drawing from the existing racialization of 

the previous century, both Upchurch and Shuler constructed a genre to diminish 

the slavery of a recent past.  But, neither were renegades as pastors advocating the 

white slave crusade.  Their rhetoric ultimately mirrored one from another northern 

abolition movement.  The story they told was repeated a multitude of times within 

the campaign against white slavery about the innocent girl caught in an underworld 

she could not escape.  It was never clear if she was powerless because of her age, 

gender, or lack of religious devotion.  These white slave narratives were definitive 

about their agenda and purpose, underscored by an obvious sensationalism.  They 

were meant to foster a near panic at multiple levels.  The irony was that Texas as a 

whole was rather later in joining that struggle.   

CONCLUSION 

The work of Stone, Upchurch, and Shuler foreshadowed the activism of the 

Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee of the 1910s.  Their work reveals the 

different approaches in the attempts to address prostitution and reform in early 

twentieth-century Texas.  The specific strategies of the federal government and 

local crusaders underline the fundamental differences to controlling the “problem” 

of sex work.  The federal government never sought to abolish the sex industry but 

focused on curtailing the international trafficking of young women and girls to 
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United States.  Although individual government officials and representatives 

remarked on the state of red light districts across the country, their aim was not to 

shut the vice establishments down nor halt the prostitutes from plying their trade.  

In contrast, the discourses of these two Texan Methodist ministers show that they 

used tools of righteousness and education to illustrate that white slavery was a 

symptom of a much larger social evil.  Their sermons called for the obliteration of 

prostitution as a viable institution within society.  It was not enough to contain the 

sexual commerce in districts that were regulated by the state. Reformers wanted to 

destroy the industry that was a sore on the communities of Texas.   

Stone’s investigation in Texas detailed the limited application of immigration 

regulations on vice.  Legislators, bureaucrats, and government officials rallied 

around the call for the end of white slavery.  Preventing the victimization of young 

women and girls took center stage as government officials sought to restrict the 

luring, procurement, and trade of prostitutes.  Most of the attention was devoted 

to Europe but the federal reports, including the one prepared by Stone, 

demonstrate a holistic approach by the U.S. government.  Certainly, the policing of 

the importation of women from Mexico and the Caribbean to Texas figured more 

importantly in this region than in the East or West coasts.   

The work of both Shuler and Upchuch paralleled the activism of the 

nationwide antivice campaigns, which solidified around ending legal and quasilegal 

prostitution by the 1910s.  Shuler and Upchurch represent an early example of the 
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“abolition” movement that posited that the government regulation of prostitution 

could no longer be tolerated as a feasible option.  Religious expression in many 

ways became the unifying element in strengthening these social and moral 

movements of white slavery.  Their writings demonstrate the interconnected 

between vices since one sin could lead to another.  The other sermons detail the 

danger in drinking liquor, the threat of the seducer, and the susceptibility of young 

women.  Moreover, their evaluations of the local social life and, especially the 

social deterioration of the individual and community added to the national 

discourse condemning the state-sanctioned viciousness and depravity through red 

light and vice districts.   

The three reformers used race to underscore the urgency of their mission to 

halt the sexual traffic of women into the United States.  For government officials 

such Stone, the racial imperative that defined the 1910 White Slave Traffic Act was 

more porous under the 1907 Immigration Act.  The place of Mexican and Jewish 

women challenged the idea of white slavery since these women did not necessarily 

fit within the schema of white supremacy.  Their usefulness for the federal 

government resided in raising concern for “purer,” more “desirable” white women 

lost within the trade.   Stone’s observations further suggest that inherent “racial” 

tendencies toward dishonesty, immorality, and avaricious contributed to 

trafficking.  Mexican and Jewish procurers, importers, managers, and sex workers 

gained from the necessity of the trade but not everyone benefited equally.  The 
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high-ranking traffickers had no qualms about exploiting the prostitutes who 

entered the industry.  But, the women themselves often sought to improve of their 

own circumstances in spite of the wretchedness they may encounter and they did 

not perceive their participation as a tragedy.  The reality was that the new 

circumstances could be no different from what they were leaving.  Overall, the 

federal regulation provides intriguing window into the significance of racial 

divisiveness in influencing the vigilance of this “newer slavery.” 

Upchurch and Shuler featured race centrally by harkening back to the peculiar 

institution of the nineteenth century in their condemnation of white slavery.  By 

looking to the tragic enslavement of African Americans, Shuler and Upchurch 

contributed to the discourse around the abolition of white slavery in an interesting 

way.  Even half a century later, two southern white men defending and gaining 

from the rhetoric for blacks’ trajectory of freedom is ironic.  The parallels implied 

that parity in racial equality was achieved in two distinct instances.  Of course, the 

urgency of white slavery only served to enhance their white supremacy and 

superiority against communities of color and to prioritize the salvation of white 

women and womanhood.     
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Antivice Reform:  Sexuality, Gender, and Righteousness 

It is certainly a comfort to learn from your letter that San Antonio women took 
an interest in trying to do something for the women of the District, and while of 
course we regret not being able to actually accomplish anything, it makes one 
sleep much better at night to know that it is tried. 

—Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Alice H. Badger, San Antonio, 5 July 19171 

 
The June 5, 1917 San Antonio meeting that marked the formation of Texas 

Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee (TWAC) signified a major shift in the contestation 

of the prostitution of women and girls throughout the state of Texas.  The 

meeting called by suffragist leader Minnie Fisher Cunningham brought together 

different Euroamerican women’s social and reform organizations to fight against 

the vice that was allegedly polluting young men and women.  Like other antivice, 

movements across the United States, this one neither was in its infancy nor 

regionally isolated from the national conversations.  Five major factors fomented 

the campaigns against vice at large:  the expanded interpretation of the 

international mandate extended against the illegal kidnapping and importation 

(1904); Immigration Act (1907); the passage of the White Slave Traffic Act (1910); 

the publication of white slave narratives and exposés (1910); and the entry of the 

U.S. in the Great War (1917).  The women of the Texas Equal Suffrage 

Association and their allies were in many ways responding to these factors and 

                                                
1 Minnie Fisher Cunningham to Alice H. Badger, San Antonio, 5 July 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, 
folder 6, Cunningham Papers.    
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momentum that had been building locally through the Texas Federation of 

Women’s Clubs (TFWC) since the early 1900s.  That Cunningham called on the 

membership and fellow reformers regardless of their stance on suffrage indicated a 

mounting crisis that needed a serious resolution.  The womanhood of Texas, as 

Cunningham put it, could save the young men who had gone to war and found 

themselves victims of sexually transmitted diseases.  They also expressed some 

concern over the fallen and infected women.2   The womanhood of the fallen 

mattered only in relation to the men—brothers and sons—they were seeking to 

protect.    

The progressive reformers in the June 1917 meeting cemented a campaign that 

focused on the establishment of white zones around military bases and camps that 

were to be “clean” of corrupt morals.3  Whether this concern gained greater 

prominence because of the secure standing of red light districts in many Texas 

cities or the increase in the numbers of soldiers awaiting deployment, their strategy 

spotlighted an instances of sexual commerce that politicians, business leaders, and 

residents often sanctioned.  Several San Antonians regarded the extensive vice and 

sporting district as a lucrative undertaking that was intrinsic to the socioeconomic 

survival and cultural  identity of the city.  The comparable area in Fort Worth, 

called Hell’s Half Acre, was also renowned for its financial and cultural 

                                                
2 TWAC, “Meeting Held by the Women of Texas at San Antonio,” Cunningham Papers. 
3 Ibid.; Nannie Webb Curtis, “Minutes of Conference for a White Zone About Military Camps,” 
typescript, 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 24, Cunningham Papers. 
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significance.  The views of civic leaders and community members of Texas cities 

and towns toward prostitution reflected its own unique history in the South/west.  

They underscored the ambiguous regard toward the women who ran brothels and 

the workers who plied their trade.  Yet, in the judgment of the Texas Woman’s 

Anti-Vice Committee, the additional patronage of soldiers from all around the 

nation to these establishments highlighted a “freedom” or “freeness” in Texan 

cities and Texas that needed to be stigmatized, if not criminalized, in some fashion.   

The women who formed the TWAC, along with their allies in the Texas Social 

Hygiene Association (TSHA), sought to reshape the cities and towns throughout 

the state away from a western past of uninhibited revelry.  Through their attention 

on sex industry, they irrevocably created a vision of modernity linked to certain 

forms of intimate matters.  Specifically, they questioned whether cities like San 

Antonio could claim to be modern if they continued to legalize vice districts.  The 

objective of the statewide movement was clear—the abolition of prostitution.  

The TWAC members were not the first to focus on vice.  More generally, the 

deviancy and delinquency of women had been a concern of many reformers across 

the state, including the clubwomen of TFWC.  The Texas Federation of Women’s 

Clubs sought to carve a space for themselves in the social and political landscape 

of the state, oftentimes turning to their less fortunate sisters.  They strove to 

rectify the conduct of mostly Euroamerican women and girls who had strayed 

from a path of upright and moral womanhood.  In many ways, their work was a 
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precursor and overlapped with their TWAC counterparts.  Their nascent 

organizing efforts showed the importance of local struggles in inspiring a statewide 

campaign.   

This chapter investigates the Euroamerican social reform movements of Texas 

in the Progressive period.  The work of clubwomen and suffragists demonstrates 

that the regulation of problematic women’s sexuality was priority of their 

organizing.  Through the lens of modernity, they justified an approach to “cleaning 

up” poor and laboring women who did not adhere to their middle-class standards 

of womanly expression.  Although their approaches varied, the centrality of a 

particular kind of womanhood is readily apparent.  The TFCW reformers did not 

address one main issue in their club work, but focused on several matters, 

including:  child rearing, civic beautification, and education.  In essence, they 

engaged in early forms of social work.  Conversely, the agenda of the Texas 

Women’s Anti-Vice Committee was a single-issue organization.  They sought to 

curb the lascivious and notorious behavior they perceived overrunning their 

neighborhoods and communities.  They concentrated on different kinds of vice, 

centering specifically on closing the red light districts that plagued numerous Texas 

cities.   

The debate regarding the dubious and depraved comportment and labor of 

women teetered between regulating and eradicating the controversial way of life.  

Between 1900 and 1919, a diverse and impassioned discourse detailing the dangers 
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of vicious behavior and sex work in cities such as San Antonio, Fort Worth and 

Austin became a synthetic, regional antivice campaign that culminated with the 

entry of United States into World War I.  Ultimately, this chapter shows that the 

antiprostitution movement evolved from different factions of social reform, which 

eventually coalesced around the abolition, rather than the regulation of sex work 

and unified into one social movement in the late 1910s.  Furthermore, I contend 

that the emerging interrelationship between sexuality and modernity was integral 

to formation of this movement.   

FOR THE SOCIAL BETTERMENT  

By the 1910s, many white middle-class women across the state had become 

seasoned organizers and reformers in their communities.  Since the start of the 

twentieth century, they had a number of successes with setting up libraries, 

establishing playgrounds and cleaning up city streets, forming mothers’ clubs, and 

creating clubs for their own self-education.  The club work, consequently, became 

a significant platform of cultural articulation, political expression, and social 

activism for Euroamerican women of a particular social standing.  

In 1911, San Antonio reformer Eleonor Brackenridge reported on the 

importance of public school curriculum that incorporated a focus on moral 

education.  This emphasis, she argued, not only was essential because it developed 

a well rounded and responsible adult and it supplemented the values the child 

learned at home.  An instruction in moral education was crucial in allowing 
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professionals to teach girls and boys a consistent system of morality that would 

break the pattern of double standards that later plagued the behavior of men.  

Brackenridge emphasized that both girls and boys needed to be taught the same 

values.  She even asserted that failing be consistent created a host of societal 

problems: 

The results of two standards of morals and a too apparent low standard of 
morals in our citizenship causes the need of asylums—insane, inebriate, epileptic, 
deaf, dumb and orphan, pauper hospitals, alms houses, poor farms, rescue 
homes and the many benevolent and charitable institutions.4  

A double standard between genders led to corruption that ranged from 

drunkenness, disabilities, and poverty.  How could society improve when it viewed 

the certain behavior of men as permissible and forgivable?  Yet there were other 

qualities that San Antonio public schools taught to all the school children like  

“self-control, truthfulness, cleanliness, obedience, honesty, justice, consideration 

for others, politeness and self-respect.”5  Clearly, these traits of integrity, 

compassion, restraint, and even justice were also central to practicing a moral life.  

Furthermore, girls, like boys, could be exposed and learn these same qualities, 

regardless of gender.        

At the eve of the twentieth century, white women reformers sought to reshape 

Texas society in their own image.  Their attention to the social betterment was an 

                                                
4 Mary Eleanor Brackenridge, “Message from Chairman of Moral Education Committee,” TFWC 
Yearbook, 1911-1912, series 7, box 7-7, 46, Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs Collection, WC. 
5 Ibid.   
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early expression of progressive activism.6  Although prostitution was not at the 

center of their work, the amelioration, control, and termination of certain forms of 

personal and social conduct was pivotal to their ideas of reform.  Formed in the 

1897, in Waco, its stated purpose included:  “to combine the efforts of women’s 

clubs for improvements in education, natural resource conservation, home life, 

public affairs, international affairs, the arts, and Texas heritage.”7  Put another way, 

these Euroamerican women focused on their local communities and sought a 

broad approach to civic improvement.8   The Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs 

after its affiliation with the General Federation of Women’s Clubs functioned as a 

leading state organization and through its 132 individual chapters.9 

Reports of the early club work demonstrated that these white middle-class 

women patterned their clubs after the goals of the national General Federation of 

Women’s Club.10  They prioritized studying a variety of subjects within their local 

organizations before embarking on any serious altruistic endeavors.  Some of the 
                                                
6 Megan Seaholm, “Earnest Women: The White Woman’s Club Movement in Progressive Era 
Texas, 1880-1920” (Ph.D. diss., Rice University, 1988), 9-11. 
7 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. “Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs,” by Megan Seaholm, 
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/TT/vnt1.html (11 September 2010). 
8 “The Value of Organization,” Dallas Morning News, 1 November 1896, 15, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (21 July 2009); “To the Club Women of Texas,” Dallas Morning 
News, 7 February 1897, 15, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (21 July 2009); 
“Objects and Benefits of a State Federation of Literary Clubs,” Dallas Morning News, 24 May 1897, 
6, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 April 2009); “Women’s Congresses,” 
Dallas Morning News, 31 January 1898, 33, America's Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 
April 2009); “Federated Women’s Clubs,” Dallas Morning News, 26 April 1899, 4, America’s 
Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 April 2009); “Women’s Federated Clubs:  
Proceedings of the Second Day’s Session at San Antonio,” Dallas Morning News, 20 April 1900, 2, 
America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (20 May 2009). 
9 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. “Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs.”  
10 Seaholm, “Earnest Women,” 116-117, 140. 
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initial projects in Texan cities and town were the establishment of literary clubs 

and “free” libraries.  It is obvious that during the nascent formation of local 

chapters, clubwomen viewed their greatest accomplishment to be their attention to 

the literacy of the membership and the community at large.11  Their literacy, 

however, was also a strategy to raise awareness and organize themselves, and their 

children, and other young women and girls around education.12  

The strategy was with some shortcomings as Kate Rotan made this evident in 

her 1899 presidential address at the annual meeting of the federation.  Rotan 

lauded the achievement of the membership with its traveling libraries such as the 

one the Woman’s Club of Waco managed in her home county of McLennan.  Still, 

she was frustrated by the lack of initiative in other areas.  She recognized that 

federated clubs in different states were attending more broadly to social 

philanthropy along with their own advancement.  One exception was successful 

chapter of San Antonio, which came closer to attaining the ideals of federated 

clubs across the United States.13  Rotan’s injunction is especially telling, when she 

noted: 

                                                
11 “Objects and Benefits of a State Federation of Literary Clubs”; “Movement for Free Libraries,” 
Dallas Morning News, 18 October 1898, 4, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (20 
May 2009); “State Federation of Women’s Clubs,” Dallas Morning News, 25 April 1899, 3, America’s 
Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 April 2009); “Federated Women’s Clubs”; “Club 
Women’s Work:  Words of Greeting from State President and Chairmen of Committee,” Dallas 
Morning News, 5 October 1903, 10, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (14 July 
2009); “Succinct History of the Women’s Club Movement in Texas,” Dallas Morning News, 22 
November 1903, 17, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (14 July 2009). 
12 “The Value of Organization.” 
13 Federated Women’s Clubs,” Dallas Morning News, 26 April 1899, 4. 
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On every side the way is clear for larger work and wider influence.  The 
enthusiasm and earnestness of our thinking women is marvelous and a sure 
guaranty for future achievement.  Library and educational work is close akin to 
club endeavor, and wonderful fertilizers of the soil wherein clubs are planted.  
That state federation which best fulfills its mission, is the one which helped its 
membership to a clearer vision, wider outlook, stronger aspiration and keener 
appreciation of the possibilities of the literary club.  The larger body must help 
its members to overcome narrowness, petty provincialism and indifference to 
the demands of a great and striving age.  Therefore it is worth while briefly to 
note what other state federations are doing to advance the larger interests of 
their commonwealth.14   

She hoped that her fellow members would move beyond the literary clubs and 

reach for larger goals.  Her point was to challenge the small-town mindedness, 

which could potentially limit the reform efforts of the federation.  In other words, 

the focus on libraries and education was a start but not the end result of the Texas 

Federation of Women’s Clubs.  

The organization struggled to develop adequate educational programs that 

privileged domestic science, or the study of household skills and maintenance, for 

their memberships and communities at large.15  The San Antonio chapter was the 

most effective in creating a comprehensive curriculum devoted to the subject.  

They equipped their building with a kitchen where both married and single women 

participated in classes that exposed them to the “culinary arts.”  Likewise, girls in 

public schools were also taught basic cooking and other elements of “domestic 

                                                
14 Ibid. 
15 “To the Club Women of Texas”; “Women’s Congresses.” 
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science.”16  The focus on the domestic sphere was pivotal in allowing them to 

indirectly modify ideas pertaining to the education of young women and girls. 

Euroamerican reformers also sought to intervene in their own children’s 

education through the mothers’ clubs, also called Teachers and Parents Clubs, the 

precursors to the PTA.  Between 1902 and 1908 mothers and teachers formed 

clubs, committees, and associations with the sole purpose of increasing the 

cooperation and communication between these two groups throughout the state.  

Through these clubs, they hoped that mothers would have a greater influence in 

the education of their children by addressing the environment of the schools.  The 

TFWC viewed these stronger interactions with educators as a means to create an 

atmosphere more conducive to academic success.17  

A 1904 news article by TFWC in the Dallas Morning News revealed the 

progressive tenets that were beginning to shape public education.  They reported 

on a University of Texas letter to the TFWC membership that reinforced their 
                                                
16 “Club Women’s Work:  San Antonio Woman’s Club and Work It Has Accomplished Civic and 
Economic Club Women’s Work,” Dallas Morning News, 15 September 1902, 7, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (22 May 2009); “Club Women’s Work:  Notice from 
Corresponding Secretary as to Entertainment of Federation Delegates,” Dallas Morning News, 26 
October 1903, 4, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (14 July 2009). 
17 “Educational Rally,” Dallas Morning News, 21 February 1902, 7, America’s Historical Newspapers, 
NewsBank/Readex (27 July 2009); “Club Meetings,” Dallas Morning News, 14 February 1903, 7, 
America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (27 July 2009); “Club Women’s Work:  
Marshall Club Women Are Doing Good Service in Civic Improvement League,” Dallas Morning 
News, 13 July 1903, 8, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (15 July 2009); “Fort 
Worth News Notes,” Dallas Morning News, 29 April 1904, 7, America’s Historical Newspapers, 
NewsBank/Readex (27 July 2009); “Among the Clubs:  Something of the Work and Helpfulness 
of Mothers’ Club for Schools,” Dallas Morning News, 31 October 1904, 8, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (27 July 2009); “Teachers and Parents’ Club:  New Organization 
Formed in High School in Co-operate with Faculty and Advance School’s Interests,” Dallas 
Morning News, 16 May 1908, 4, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (27 July 2009).  
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belief in mothers’ clubs.  The letter suggested several ways that the clubwomen 

could expand their activities.  Like the clubwomen, they believed the mothers’ 

clubs could ameliorate a growing problem in public education where teachers 

found it difficult to develop individual relationships with their students because 

they were often so overtaxed.  The underlying conclusion was that education 

existed beyond the classroom.  Some of the factors raised included the 

occupations of the parents, the reading habits of the family, the household 

responsibilities of children, the way in which parents disciplined the children, and 

places where the children studied.18   White clubwomen adopted a holistic 

approach that included the household as beneficial to the overall educational 

experience of their white children.   

It is obvious that the TFWC women treaded a fine line between reifying certain 

gender roles and expanding these roles beyond traditional expectations.  Their 

explicit whiteness similarly shows how pivotal their ideas of femininity were tied to 

race.  Put another way, their ability to improve themselves and others as women 

was through their superior white racial understanding of gender.19  After all, the 

TFWC discouraged black women from joining their organization.  Records do not 

indicate if white clubwomen sought to also exclude Mexican women, but they 

                                                
18 “Among the Clubs:  Something of the Work and Helpfulness of Mothers’ Club for Schools.” 
19 For a comprehensive examination of the white supremacist underpinning the struggle for 
Euroamerican women’s rights, see Louise Michele Newman, White Women’s Rights:  The Racial 
Origins of Feminism in the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999). 
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were also absent in the organization.20  The white membership was completely 

white-led, including the chapters in south and west Texas.21  Clearly, they sought 

to better themselves and others of the same general background.    

The literary and education clubs also allowed women to indirectly address 

questions of sexuality.  By asserting their positions as mothers and educators, they 

conveyed certain assumptions about their sexual expressions and identities.  The 

first assumption was that they were heterosexual since they were mothers.  The 

second was that only women, as nurturers and caretakers, could change the state 

of education for women and girls.  Last, they could implement their ideas of 

morality through the clubs.  For many of the women of the Texas Federation of 

Women’s Clubs, educational advancement and moral progress were intrinsically 

tied together.  They viewed themselves as templates that other women could 

model themselves after to become the proper women they should be. 

                                                
20 “Women’s Clubs,” Dallas Morning News, 23 November 1903, 7, America’s Historical Newspapers, 
NewsBank/Readex (12 September 2010); “Among the Clubs:  Eighth Annual Convention of 
Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs Meets at Austin,” Dallas Morning News, 27 November 1905, 
8, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (23 May 2009); “T.F.W.C. Outlines 
Historical Research,” Dallas Morning News, 1 December 1913, 9, America’s Historical Newspapers, 
NewsBank/Readex (12 September 2010); “Personnel of New Administration of Texas Federation 
of Women’s Clubs Given to Public by State President,” Fort Worth Star-Telegram, 6 February 1916, 
10, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (12 September 2010). 
21 Seaholm, “Earnest Women,” 14; Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. “Texas Federation of 
Women’s Clubs.”  On the racial exclusion of African American women from the General 
Federation of Women’s Clubs (GFWC), see “Colored Women’s Clubs:  Question of Admitting 
Them to the Federation Is at Issue,” Dallas Morning News, 2 September 1902, 1, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (3 March 2009).  Also, see Beverly W. Jones, “Mary Church 
Terrell and the National Association of Colored Women, 1896 to 1901,” Journal of Negro History 
67, no. 1 (Spring 1982):  23-24. 
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A FIGHT AGAINST VICE  

Beginning in the 1910s, new discussions emerged around a perceived increase 

in sexual deviancy.  Other women activists who were more singularly politically 

minded such as the suffragists recognized the strength, experience, and influence 

of the white clubwomen in their organizing.  When these two distinct groups of 

social reform united their struggles to center on the “most dangerous” vice, they 

became an unstoppable force that even their male counterparts contended within 

the realms of politics, social causes, and health.   

The antivice crusade of the Texas Federation of Women’s Clubs and newly 

formed Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee reflected larger trends as the United 

States entered World War I.  These reformers witnessed their home fronts rapidly 

change with the drafting of their sons and husbands, the arrival of soldiers 

awaiting deployment, and the capitalization of newcomers into Texas cities and 

towns.   Many of the women reformers also argued that the war transformed their 

communities into spectacles of vice, lasciviousness, and a paucity of self-restraint.  

Interestingly, these same reformers acknowledged that these problems were not 

necessarily of recent origin, but their emergent pervasiveness caused them great 

distress.  Nevertheless, in the tradition of progressive club work, the Euroamerican 

reformers, organizers, and social leaders believed that as women they had a 

particular duty to rectify and prevent the crises overtaking their neighborhoods, 

towns, cities, and counties.  Their conceptualization of womanhood continued to 
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inform their work but they also believed themselves mandated to impart their view 

of womanhood to other women.   

The Texas antivice crusade differed from antivice movements across the 

country in many ways.  For one, its 1917 inception and statewide scope was stark 

contrast to other crusades in the United States.  For another, it was a strongly 

woman-led movement due to the unification between the suffragists and 

clubwomen than in other states.  Last, the movement wholly ensconced at the 

grassroots level and was not subject to the intervention of state government.22 

Early forms of antivice activism existed in Texas such as the campaigns against 

white slavery led by Texan religious leaders Robert Shuler and James Upchurch in 

the mid-1910s.  Local civic groups also worked in partnership with city and county 

officials in Dallas and Austin to curtail the activities of the red light districts.  A 

report of the Texas Synod of the American Presbyterian Church highlighted the 

inroads made by the municipalities of Austin and Dallas in combating the “social 

evil.”  Austin had closed its vice district in 1913, while the County Attorney of 

Dallas County had taken a strong stance against the commercial vice that same 

                                                
22 The antivice crusade, which included the antiprostitution movement, was a locally-centered 
struggle.  One study deals with the antiprostitution movement comprehensively, but privileges the 
North is Connelly, The Response to Prostitution in the Progressive Era.  Also, see Donovan, White Slave 
Crusades; Gabbert, “Prostitution and Moral Reform in the Borderlands; Humphrey, “Prostitution 
and Public Policy in Austin, Texas, 1870-1915,” 473-516; Keire, “The Vice Trust,”  5-41; Thomas 
C. Mackey, Red Lights Out:  A Legal History of Prostitution, Disorderly Houses, and Vice Districts, 1870-
1917 (New York:  Garland, 1987); Mackey, Pursuing Johns; Mumford, Interzones; Pivar, Purity 
Crusade; Pivar, Purity and Hygiene:  Women, Prostitution, and the "American Plan," 1900-1930 (Westport, 
CT:  Greenwood Press, 2001).  On antivice campaigns predicated on imperialism or empire-
building, see Briggs, Reproducing Empire; Eithne Luibhéid, Entry Denied.   
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year.  Two years later, the Dallas police commissioner used the city’s antivice order 

as mandate to close houses of ill-fame.23  The collaboration between religious and 

municipal leaders underscored the strengths of local crusades in Austin and Dallas.  

After all, both cities abolished their red light districts completely prior to 1917 and 

in stark contrast to other Texas cites and towns where the districts thrived .24  

The months leading to the aforementioned San Antonio gathering on June 

1917 was a key moment of mobilization showcased both leadership and 

community-based origins of the TWAC. Minnie Fisher Cunningham and fellow 

members of Texas Equal Suffrage Association (TESA) had initiated conversations 

they hoped would bring unity to the movement.  They also used both the 

established networks and clout of the TESA to launch TWAC as second 

organization.25  One newspaper article observed that Cunningham’s focus on the 

                                                
23 “Churchmen Indorse Anti-Vice Crusade,” Dallas Morning News, 10 December 1913, 4, America’s 
Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (24 August 2009); “ ‘Anti-Vice’ Order is Directed to 
Police,” Dallas Morning News, 11 July 1915, 9, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex 
(24 August 2009).  David Humphrey identified the closing of Austin’s Guy Town, as the red light 
district was known, in 1913.  Humphrey, “Prostitution and Public Policy in Austin, Texas, 1870-
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work.   See Shuler, The Anti-Vice Bulletins; Upchurch, The Unchained Demon; Upchurch, Traps for 
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consisted of membership by Euroamerican men.  
24 The American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA) provided a selective list of red light cities 
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Galveston, Houston, Laredo, Port Arthur, San Antonio, Texarkana, and Wichita Falls.  Another 
source reported that cities like San Antonio, Austin, Dallas, Corsicana, Temple, Belton, and 
Gainesville closed their vice zones as early 1915.  American Social Hygiene Association, 
“Standard Statistics of Prostitution, Gonorrhea, Syphilis,” 1919, series 5, box 6, folder 27, 
Cunningham Papers.  For San Antonio, see “Vice District Closed”; Peacock, “San Antonio, 
Texas, Closes Its Segregated District,” 629-31.   
25 Cunningham to Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, Dallas, 18 May 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6, 
Cunningham Papers. 
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creation of this infant organization reflected a distinct fight from gaining the 

franchise.  TWAC stood apart from the suffrage organization in order to seek a 

broader membership and a clearer focus on vice.26  Cunningham even stated that 

the suffrage movement had allowed some activists to loose sight of the importance 

of “mother[ing] the soldier camps.”27 

Texas Woman’s Anti-vice Committee drew guidance from a number of 

different places in their antivice crusade.  Male-dominated organizations such as 

American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA), its state affiliate the Texas Social 

Hygiene Association (TSHA), and the Texan Anti-Vice League as well as the War 

Department influenced the strategies of the TWAC.28  These reports and 

assessments concentrated on the varied consequences vice, including of the 

contraction of disease, destabilization of the home and family, and its impact on 

deployed servicemen.  The most important strategies stressed the changing of the 

local climate that allowed nonheteronormative, queer sexuality to thrive and the 

transforming of the attitudes that sanctioned these forms of sexuality. 

                                                
26 “Social Morality for Army Camps:  Subjects of Mass Meeting in First Presbyterian Church,” 
Houston Post, 22 June 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 29, Cunningham Papers.  See, also, Cunningham 
to Chapman, 18 May 1917; Texas Equal Suffrage Association, “List of Names from Miss Lohman 
of Those Who Might Help in Anti-Vice Work,” 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 23; Marguerite G. 
Frysinger, “Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee,” 5 June 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 23, all in 
Cunningham Papers.   
27 “Social Morality for Army Camps,” Cunningham Papers.   
28 I also term the aforementioned organizations “men’s clubs.”  See Michael S. Kimmel, “Men’s 
Responses to Feminism at the Turn of the Century,” Gender & Society 1, no. 3 (September 1987):  
261-83. 
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Educational literature of the ASHA and TSHA identified several factors when 

dealing with the problem of vice.  The ASHA was originally founded in 1913 in 

Buffalo, New York from the alliance of several organizations that sought to 

explicitly address the issue of “social hygiene” or the interplay between sexuality 

and public health.  A few years later, in 1917, several social reformers in Dallas 

started the TSHA to resolve the issue in Texas.29  Using the intersection of medical 

and social issues, the members claimed a more “scientific” approach to the 

regulation of sexually transmitted disease and commercialized sex.  In a 

groundbreaking ASHA pamphlet, Raymond Fosdick wrote that some leaders and 

activists often simplified prostitution as a police problem without paying attention 

to the relationship between laws and law enforcement.30  Men and teenage boys 

especially figured predominantly in the ASHA narratives of disease prevention and 

violation of young women and girls.  Their printed calls for action discussed the 

reeducation of communities to stop conditions, which allowed the practice of 

“deviant” sexual conduct.31  One flyer stated the importance of adults 

                                                
29 David Klaassen, Brian Mulhern, R. and Merwin Swanson, “American Social Health Association 
Records, 1905-2005,” revised by Linnea M. Anderson, Social Welfare History Archives (11 June 
2012), http://special.lib.umn.edu/findaid/xml/sw0045.xml; Lillian Henley, ed., Public Affairs 
Information Service Bulletin:  A Cooperative Clearing House of Public Affair Information (New 
York:  Public Affairs Information Service, 1918), 452; “Jottings,” The Survey:  Social, Charitable, 
Civic:  A Journal of Constructive Philanthropy 38 (April-September 1917):  449. 
30 Raymond B. Fosdick, “Prostitution and the Police,” 1916, series 5, box 6, folder 27, 
Cunningham Papers.  
31 “Anti-Vice League Planned,” Dallas Morning News, 24 July 1915, 3, America’s Historical 
Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (25 August 2009); “State Anti-Vice League Meets,” Dallas Morning 
News, 25 November 1915, 9, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (25 August 2009); 
American Social Hygiene Association, “Men Wanted:  A Free Lecture of a High Moral Character 
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communicating with the girls and boys about their perspectives and practices 

toward sex.  They were especially concerned that outside influences such as nude 

or erotic photos, sexually suggestive films, and crude discussions or gossip about 

sex could provoke unconventional behavior, leading to impropriety.  Men’s clubs, 

like women’s clubs, were crucial in changing the sociopolitical climate that 

facilitated the closing of segregated vice zones.32   

In a similar vein, the Euroamerican women of the TWAC read closely studies 

that exposed a climate that exacerbated “lurid” sexual expression in the training 

camps, forts, and bases.  Using investigations by the War Department on the social 

conditions of the camps throughout the United States and studies by progressive 

health experts of the Texas-Mexico border, TWAC reformers found these reports 

to both complicate and strengthen the tenacity of their growing movement.  

Understandably, the women reformers used the various insights and suggestions to 

develop their own antivice strategy, which included further demonizing the 

sexuality of troublesome and errant women.  

The first report from 1917 by War Department Commission on Training 

Camp Activities urged collaboration between the federal-based Committee on 
                                                                                                                                       
for and Men and Boys Only,” ca. 1916, series 5, box 6, folder 27, Cunningham Papers; Texas 
Social Hygiene Association, “When You Don’t Know What to Do,” ca. 1917, series 5, box 6, 
folder 19, Cunningham Papers; Texas Social Hygiene Association, “Why Every Community 
Should Organize Against Vice,” ca. 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 19, Cunningham Papers. 
32 Upchurch, Traps for Girls and Those Who Set Them; Upchurch, The Unchained Demon; Shuler, The 
Anti-Vice Bulletins; American Social Hygiene Association, “Men Wanted,” Cunningham Papers; 
Texas Social Hygiene Association, “When You Don’t Know What to Do,” Cunningham Papers; 
Texas Social Hygiene Association, “Why Every Community Should Organize Against Vice,” 
Cunningham Papers. 
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Protective Work of Girls (CPWG) and local community-based organizations.33  

Through the CPWG, the federal government shifted its attention from the 

promiscuous conduct of soldiers to the decreasing the number of girls and women 

around the camps who contributed to heightening the sexual activity.  The 

committee made several recommendations including: an organization that would 

serve as a local protective group, police matrons or women officers, a detention 

home reserved for girl arrestees, the regulation of amusement or pleasure resorts, 

and the passage of laws that better prevented the harm of girls.  Additionally, it 

placed the onerous on cities and towns to prevent and respond to delinquent 

women and girls in situations of exaggerated immorality.34   

The study further provided guidelines on local CPWG committees devoted to 

surveillance, prevention, and punishment that implemented social, cultural, and 

legal changes.  A potential “Girls’ Protective Bureau” in any city or town needed 

to work methodically and in unison with other city departments, especially the 

police.  The bureau would also house a volunteer-run woman patrols that 

enhanced the work of law enforcement, while a travelers’ aid group dealt with new 

or lost girls arriving in cities and towns.  The report also recommended that 

                                                
33 The Committee on Protective Work for Girl (CPWG) had a national impact on the systematic 
punishment and criminalization of girls and young women who engaged in sexual behavior and 
other conduct outside mainstream ideas of (white) womanhood.  See, for example, Mary E. 
Odem, Delinquent Daughters Protecting and Policing Adolescent Female Sexuality in the United States, 1885-
1920 (University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 121-27; Mara L. Keire, For Business & Pleasure:  
Red-Light Districts and the Regulation of Vice in the United States, 1890-1933 (Baltimore:  Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2010), 105-112. 
34 Ibid. 
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municipalities monitor diverse sites of recreation such as parks, movie houses, and 

dance halls that could lead to viciousness and impropriety.  It urged city councils 

to enact laws that criminalized such activities and ultimately pushed for the 

incarceration of young women who continued to act out via a “House of 

Detention.”35  Obviously, it was the contention of the committee interventions by 

the federal government and communities prioritizing gender segregation and 

distinctions were key to successfully terminating that sexuality that they deemed 

dangerous and socially unacceptable. 

                                                
35 War Department:  Commission on Training Camp Activities, “Committee on Protective Work 
for Girls,” 1917, 10-13, series 5, box 6, folder 27, Cunningham Papers. 
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Figure 4.1:  Photographs of the San Antonio City Jail and the House of Detention for Women 
and Girls.  Captions read:  “Emergency Cells for Girls at City Jail, San Antonio, Texas” and 
“Detention Camp for Girls with Venereal Disease at Live Oak Farm, San Antonio, Texas.”  
Source:  Jane Deeter Rippin, “Social Hygiene and the War Wit Women and Girls,” Journal of Social 
Hygiene 5 no. 1 (January 1919), 125-45. 
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Figure 4.2:  Photographs of the San Antonio Detention Camp.  Captions read:  “Portion of 
Dining Room for White Girls at Live Oak Farm, San Antonio, Texas” and “Sleeping Veranda for 
White Girls at Live Oak Farm, San Antonio, Texas.”  Source: Jane Deeter Rippin, “Social Hygiene 
and the War Wit Women and Girls,” Journal of Social Hygiene 5, no. 1 (January 1919), 125-45. 
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Sometimes the TWAC leaders examined the reports and communicated with 

leading ASHA/TSHA reformers and physicians M.J. Exner and Milton J. Bliem, 

who resided within the state.36  They both investigated extensively the military 

training camps in Greater Mexico to highlight the level of sexually transmitted 

infections that occurred.  The doctors observed that the proximity of the border 

region contributed to infection, corruption, and promiscuity that was encouraged 

by the danger and decadence found in Mexico, Mexicans, Mexican women.  Exner 

and Bliem posited that this made young men in Texas vulnerable and predisposed 

them to many temptations.37    

Exner described the areas near the U.S. camps of the Texas-Mexico border in 

the worst possible terms.  He based his conclusions on what he called a systematic 

and thorough investigation of nine towns.  Many of towns, along with the military, 

facilitated the existence of prostitution and saloons.  The red light districts were 

often legally or socially sanctioned and contained zones.  Additionally, when vice 

districts did not exist within the United States, prostitution was easily available in 

nearby Mexican towns, which adhered to different laws and customs.  Mexican sex 

workers were also the most deplorable, sad individuals, who even performed sex 

                                                
36 Cunningham to Dr. M.J. Bliem, San Antonio, 15 June 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6; Dr. 
M.J. Bliem, San Antonio to Cunningham, 17 June 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6; Dr. M.J. 
Bliem, San Antonio to Cunningham, 18 June 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6; Cunningham to 
Dr. M.J. Bliem, San Antonio, 19 June 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6; Dr. M.J. Bliem, San 
Antonio to Minnie Fisher Cunningham, 23 October 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 6, all in 
Cunningham Papers. 
37 Exner, “Prostitution in its Relation to the Army on the Mexican Border”; Bliem, “The Venereal 
Peril in San Antonio and the Army,” Cunningham Papers. 
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acts on their soldier-clients as other soldiers waited in line.  In Exner’s opinion, 

these women were unattractive, diseased, and uncouth.38  Conversely, Bliem 

evaluated the vice district(s) of San Antonio that serviced the soldiers of Fort Sam 

Houston.  He also believed the culture of the border region, even in San Antonio, 

negatively affected the servicemen.  The city of San Antonio tolerated the worst 

forms of viciousness that other Texas cities and town found unacceptable.  Bliem 

stated that both sexual and liquor commerce thrived because citizens with political 

and economic power protected it because of the benefits they gained.  Some sex 

workers were so horrendous that even the vice zones of other cities expelled them, 

but these same kind of sex workers were tolerated in the district of San Antonio.  

Prostitutes also practiced their trade in other parts of the city covertly, ignoring the 

confines of the sex industry.39         

Both Exner and Bliem viewed the young men at the military camps as 

particularly vulnerable.  The mixture of unchecked desires and the access to 

pleasure and amusement simply stressed the situation.  Exner stated that men 

often turned to prostitution because of their own youthful exuberance, distance 

from their families and hometowns, male and military cultures that condoned 

prostitution, and simple loneliness.40  Bliem stated it more clearly, “The usual 

                                                
38 Exner, “Prostitution in its Relation to the Army on the Mexican Border,” 3, 5-9, 11, 
Cunningham Papers. 
39 Bliem, “The Venereal Peril in San Antonio and the Army,” 4-5, Cunningham Papers. 
40 Exner, “Prostitution in its Relation to the Army on the Mexican Border,” 3. 5-9, 11, 
Cunningham Papers. 
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excuse for tolerating prostitution is that the men demand sexual satisfaction and 

without it would grow discontented and rebellious.”41  In other words, their 

desires simply could not be contained nor controlled, and the result was an 

ensuing chaos or disruption of order.  The military leadership, in turn, either 

allowed or simply ignored the conduct.  A climate prevailed that not only 

reinforced prostitution but also supported its pursuit by the soldiers. 

The two medical doctors suggested a multifarious approach to regulating vice 

and the sex industry in local communities so that it would not extend to other 

communities in an urban area.  The proximity of Mexico served to illustrate the 

necessity of containment.  Bliem and Exner focused on the suppression of the 

vicious commerce but their tactics varied because of the elements they were 

addressing in their analyses.   Bliem stressed multiple forms of social control and 

reformation through law enforcement, the medical establishment, and sexual 

hygiene education by civic entities and social organizations.42  He did not simply 

put the burden of policing of viciousness and impropriety on the military but on 

the entire community of San Antonio.  Since he viewed vice affecting various 

peoples not just sex workers, he believed that learning about sexual hygiene was 

beneficial in changing the sexual practices of prostitutes, their johns, as well as 

residents at large.  In contrast, Exner recommended the involvement of the 

military, with the army commanders taking a lead stance to in closing and/or 
                                                
41 Bliem, “The Venereal Peril in San Antonio and the Army,” 7, Cunningham Papers. 
42 Ibid.,13.   
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creating prohibitions against brothels and saloons near the camps.43  For him, the 

chain of command directly impacted the kind of behaviors that should be modeled 

for the soldiers.  Exner was less interested in transforming community approaches 

to vice and sexual commerce than in treating the specific problems or symptoms.  

It is evident that for Bliem and Exner race, region, and gender perpetuated the 

sex industry and other types of entertainment around the military bases and forts.  

They suggest that region of Greater Mexico represented the periphery of an 

emerging expansion of the U.S. empire, filled with a place and people that were 

racially exotic.  In essence, Bliem and Exner implied that a “frontier” mentality 

underscored the commercialization of vice and its relationship with the military, 

which made the relationship acceptable.  The shared border with Mexico and it 

people created a subculture conducive to prostitution in Texas.  Similarly, the 

military allowed certain kinds of masculinities to thrive. Their studies were a 

rallying cry for action against the prostitution and liquor.  And, each had very 

different strategies for how to solve or remedy vice and related comportment or 

unruliness.44  

The women of the Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee culled a plan of 

action from the reports of fellow reformers, experts, and government officials to 

                                                
43 Exner, “Prostitution in its Relation to the Army on the Mexican Border,” 10-11, Cunningham 
Papers.   
44 Sandos, “Prostitution and Drugs”; Katherine Elaine Bliss, Compromised Positions:  Prostitution, 
Public Health, and Gender Politics in Revolutionary Mexico City (University Park:  Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2001); Gabbert, “Prostitution and Moral Reform in the Borderlands”; Luibhéid, 
Entry Denied. 
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protect womanhood via the manhood of soldiers.  The Euroamerican women 

reformers produced an intervention that allowed a transition from the regulation 

to the eradication of vice in their crusade.  Their campaign consisted of several 

strategies to “clean up” their cities and towns in the centers and peripheries around 

military bases and camps.  By identifying problem areas and neighborhoods, they 

further designated these area as white zones which they began to free from the 

horrendous and unlady-like, uncivilized behaviors and activities that suffered them.  

The antivice crusade was ambitious because it was not just centralized to one 

major city but focused on creating white zones in numerous Texas cities.  

Additionally, these zones served as alternatives to vice districts in their ongoing 

goal to slowly close them.  They also sought to change the behavior of soldiers. 

The focus on military sites also allowed for a more nuanced approach to the 

complexity of Texas transregionalism.  It led to the most successful campaign 

against illicit activities near Fort Sam Houston.45    

                                                
45 “White Zones of the Army Camps:  Earnest Women Who Are Working for the Moral 
Betterment,” The Huntsville Item, 6 July 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 29; “Brownsville:  June, 1917, 
Anti-Vice,” 1917, sub-series 1, box 6, folder 4; “Clean Military Camps Urged by Mothers at Equal 
Suffrage Meet,” Austin American Statesman,” 31 May 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 29, “Will 
Organize Camp Mothers:  Houston Women Meet This Morning to Make Plans for Opposing 
Vice in Army Post,” Galveston News, 21 June 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 29; “Seek Better Moral 
Conditions at Camps:  Women Ask That Soldiers Be Prohibited from Entering Restricted 
Districts,” newspaper clipping, 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 30; “Vice Suppression Will Be 
Watched Closely—Baker,” San Antonio Express, 17 August 1917; “How San Antonio Cleaned 
House to Keep Army Post,” Houston Chronicle, 6 July 1917, series 5, box 6, folder 31; “Vice Squad 
Kept Busy Last Month by Law Violators, San Antonio,” 3 June 1918, series 5, box 6, folder 31; 
“Interest in Vice Fund Drive Shows a Great Increase, San Antonio,” 3 March 1918, series 5, box 
6, folder 31; “No Man’s Land Unsafe for Women or Men in City,” San Antonio Light, 9 January 
1918, , series 5, box 6, folder 31; “Says Woman’s Club Is to ‘Clean up’:  Must Disencumber 
America from Defective and Destructive Ideas,” ca. 1917, newspaper clipping, series 5, box 6, 
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Figure 4.3:  Army Tents at Fort Sam Houston for prostitutes under the medical treatment of the 
city of San Antonio and county of Bexar, 17 May 1917.  Photograph courtesy of Minnie Fisher 
Cunningham Papers, Record Series #02 2006-010, Special Collections, University of Houston 
Libraries. 

The metaphor of mother became the vehicle for TWAC reformers to 

righteously justify their efforts “to clean up” vice.  Besides its impact as a moral 

tool to influence social and cultural outcomes, they placed the responsibility on 

themselves and other similar women to teach all “their” children to behave 

correctly.   They further solidified their cause by using this metaphor to enlist and 

modify the practices and tactics of law enforcement. As the mother reformers, 

they also intervened in the spread of disease.  Among their priorities, they 

demanded the employment of police matrons and consulted with doctors about 

how to educate women and men about sexually transmitted disease, or hygiene as 

                                                                                                                                       
folder 29; “Licenses Are Revoked, San Antonio,” ca. 1917-1918, series 5, box 6, folder 31; 
“Rotarians Join Move to Crush Vice in City,” ca. 1918, series 5, box 6, folder 31, all in 
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they called it.   Cities such as Dallas, El Paso and San Antonio hired policewomen 

because the white women reformers hoped that these women could better deal 

with prostitutes and other troubled, vicious women and girls.46  The white male 

doctors’ influence and knowledge of disease added to their fight.  Their motherly 

duties became delineated quite clearly through local and civic institutions that 

permeated beyond their organizations.  Thus, cleaning up was a multi-issue 

strategy, where even in the most sinful Texas city could possibly abolish vice. 

CONCLUSION 

The reform activities of the of the Texas Federation of Women’s Club and 

Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee affected the sexuality of African American 

and Mexican prostitutes indirectly.  However, the role of women of color in the 

discourse and organizing of the clubwomen was inconsequential, even 

nonexistent.  The TFWC and TWAC were not seeking to educate and protect the 

womanhood of the black and brown working poor.  Their rallying cry was to save 

their minor and adult children as well as the children of other Euroamerican Texan 

women from unbridled, meaningless sex.   

                                                
46 “The Work of Police Matron a Good Showing Made by Miss Hardie’s Report,” San Antonio 
Daily Express, 17 July 1902, 8, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (17 May 2008).  
See also, “Club Women Want Woman Policeman,” Dallas Dispatch, 19 November 1917, series 5, 
box 6, folder 30; “El Paso Is Discussing the Need of Police Women,” Hamilton Herald, 20 July 
1917, series 5, box 6, folder 30; “Women in City in Vice Crusade Ask for Policewomen:  Situation 
Frankly Discussed and Movement Starts to ‘Clean up Right,’ ” San Antonio Express, 1 December 
1917, series 5, box 6, folder 31, all in Cunningham Papers.   
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By the late 1910s, these reformers spotlighted the impropriety of 

commercialized sex by making it a site of public discussion in cities across Texas.  

But the road to the suppression of “deviant” sexual conduct was not organized via 

a single plan, approach, or group.  For the TFCW and TWAC, the betterment of 

moral conduct emerged in several forms.  Both the mothers’ clubs of the TFWC 

and the white zone campaigns of the TWAC emphasized a manifestation 

heterosexuality and whiteness that created the illusion of respectability and 

modernity.  After all, the lack a proper moral upbringing for young white women 

and men did just not lead to unbridled sex, pleasure-seeking, but also disease and 

disorder.  The containment that the white clubwomen insisted was important to 

allow towns and cities to appear as civilized places where the right Texas 

maintained decorum, discipline, and safety through womanhood that kept it in 

check. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Liberation and Uplift:   
The Activism of Mexican and African American Women 

She can do most anything 
That any mortal wishes 
Except just two things— 
 Work and wash mother’s dishes 

—Elmer E. French1 

By late 1909, the anarcho-socialist poet, journalist, and activist Andrea 

Villarreal seemed to be maintaining a low profile, working at an El Paso dry goods 

store, cutting lace, among other duties.2  One of the principal woman leaders of 

the exiled Partido Liberal Mexicano (PLM) or Mexican Liberal Party in Greater 

Mexico, Andrea was a more visible orator than her sister Teresa, often described 

as the “Mexican Joan of Arc” by the U.S-English-language press.3  In early 

November, Andrea was most concerned about the contentious incarceration of 

her sister Teresa and father Prospero in Torreón, Mexico, and she used the press 

to make their stories heard.  Over the course of two weeks, at least five different 

                                                
1 “Report of Work Among Colored People,” National Association Notes 4, no. 2 (February 1901), 
part 1, reel 23:  National Association Notes, 1897-1922, Records of the National Association of 
Colored Women’s Clubs, 1895-1992 (microfilm), edited by Lillian Serece Williams (Bethesda, 
MD:  University Publications of America, 1993), (hereinafter cited as NACWC Records). 
2 Ethel Dolsen, “Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record Correspondent of Sister’s Release from Jail, ” El 
Paso Record, 5 November 1909, John Murray Papers, ctn. 1, folder:  Mexican Revolution, 1909-
1910, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley (hereinafter cited as Murray Papers). 
3 “Women Will Plead Cause of Refugees,” San Antonio Light and Gazette, 18 August 1909, 
scrapbook:  Mexican Revolution?, vol. 2, 1908-1909; “Mother Jones Arrives to Begin Fight for 
Refugees,” San Antonio Light and Gazette, 20 August 1909, scrapbook:  Mexican Revolution?, vol. 
2, 1908-1909; Dolsen, “Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record Correspondent of Sister’s Release from 
Jail,” all in Murray Papers. 
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periodicals featured the story of Teresa and Prospero detailing their plight. The 

suspicious circumstances surrounding their arrest were the unspecified reasons 

why Mexican officials imprisoned them en route to Lampaza, Coahuila home.4  

More telling, still, is how Teresa captured the imagination of the English-language 

newspapers, which dubbed her the “angel/saint of Mexico.”5    

Figure 5.1:  Caption reads:  
“Teresa Villareal, Mexican Patriot Girl 
Who Was Kidnapped in United States, 
Taken Across Border and Thrown into a  
Loathsome Cell.”  Source:  “Story of Beautiful Girl 
Kidnaper and Now in Jail, San Antonio 
Light and Gazette, 9 November 1909. 
  

                                                
4 “Maid Kidnaped [sic] Across Border,” Marion Daily Star, 2 November 1909; “Story of Beautiful 
Girl Kidnaper and Now in Jail,” San Antonio Light and Gazette, 9 November 1909, Ancestry.com (18 
February 2009); “Teresa Villareal is Released from Prison,” San Antonio Light and Gazette, 9 
November 1909, NewspaperARCHIVE.com (17 February 2009); “Miss Villareal Says Mexico Is 
More Liberal,” San Antonio Light and Gazette, 26 November 1909, NewspaperARCHIVE.com (17 
February 2009); “Believe Villareal Girl Was Kidnapped,” Woman’s National Daily, 2 November 
1909, scrapbook:  Mexican Revolution?, vol. 2, 1908-1909, Murray Papers; “Set at Liberty,” 3 
November 1909, scrapbook:  Mexican Revolution?, vol. 2, 1908-1909, Murray Papers; Dolsen, 
“Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record Correspondent of Sister’s Release from Jail.” 
5 “Story of Beautiful Girl Kidnaper and Now in Jail”; Dolsen, “Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record 
Correspondent of Sister’s Release from Jail,” Murray Papers; “Mother Jones Arrives to Begin 
Fight for Refugees.” 
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The newspapers discovered that the arrests of Teresa and Prospero Villarreal 

were an illegal retaliation for their opposition to the dictator Porfirio Díaz.  In 

other words, the Díaz government punished the Villarreal family for their vocal 

and active stance against a dictatorship that had ruled in Mexico since the late 

nineteenth century.  The irony was that neither Teresa nor Propero were key 

organizers in the irredentist movement along Texas-Mexico transborder region 

attributed to the PLM.  According to one observer, Mexican officials mistook 

Teresa for Andrea, and she did not necessarily correct them.1  

The story of Teresa Villarreal became a mixture of a news oddity and a damsel-

in-distress narrative.  The rallying cry by mainstream U.S. press against the arrest 

of Teresa stressed early reports that Díaz-supporters in the Mexican government 

had kidnapped her and her father on the U.S. side while they crossed into Mexico.  

They also emphasized her beauty and bravery.2  One paper was so fascinated by 

the “Mexican señorita” they described her as coming from a noble lineage, and 

being naïve but resourceful.3  Although journalists generally took her side, they 

often presented Teresa as a gendered and racialized exotic.  By making repeated 

references to her lovely appearance, quiet determination, and radical family, they 

created a one-dimensional illusion of Teresa.  They also succeeded in eschewing 

                                                
1 Dolsen, “Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record Correspondent of Sister’s Release from Jail,” Murray 
Papers; “Miss Villareal Says Mexico Is More Liberal.”  
2 “Maid Kidnaped [sic] Across Border.”   
3 Ibid.; “Story of Beautiful Girl Kidnaper and Now in Jail.”  
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her role as an exiled revolutionary, newspaper editor and founder, and writer.4  

These news articles ultimately highlight that Teresa did not fit the typical nor 

traditional path for a Mexican woman in the United States.  Like her sister, 

Andrea, neither was likely to fulfill the gender, sexual, and racial norms and 

expectations that defined ethnic Mexican in the hegemonic imagination of society 

at large. 

African American and Mexican women participated in diverse social 

movements across Progressive Texas at the turn of the century as members of 

Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs (TFCWC) and the Partido Liberal 

Mexican, respectively.  Neither groups of reformers and radicals necessarily 

worked together but their commitment to the uplift and liberation of their 

respective communities, even nations, certainly links their worldviews closer than 

historians have previously ascertained.  While many Euroamerican Texan women 

reformers focused on the depravations of white women and select ethnoracial 

women in sex work, African American and Mexican women in Texas centered on 

the empowering and organizing their exiled, transregional, and transborder 

communities.  But, the imperialist benevolence that shaped the associations and 

clubs of their white counterparts did sometimes influence them.  TFCWC fought 

                                                
4 Acosta and Winegarten, Las Tejanas, 78-80; Clara Lomas, “Transborder Discourse:  The 
Articulation of Gender in the Borderlands in the Early Twentieth Century,” Frontiers: A Journal of 
Women Studies 24, no. 2/3 (2003):  51-74; Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary; Pérez,“ ‘A La Mujer’:  A 
Critique of the Partido Liberal Mexicano’s Gender Ideology,” in Between Borders:  Essays on 
Mexicana/Chicana History, edited by Adelaida R. Del Castillo (Encino, CA:  Floricanto Press, 1990), 
459-82. 
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to ensure their place in a social and cultural world, where they certainly viewed 

themselves as full citizens.  In Jim Crow Texas, black women rallied like their 

sisters in the rest of the New South to contest the solidification of racial 

hierarchies by the State.  PLM members and advocates came from a different 

praxis because their attention turned first to the Revolution of Mexico, then the 

conditions within the state of Texas.   

More interesting was how they reshaped ideas that underpinned the 

womanhood of Mexican and African American through activism and reforms.  

The revolutionary women and clubwomen constructed, challenged, and 

refashioned prevailing notions of black and Mexican women’s gender, sexuality, 

and race.  Though these women were not necessarily antivice crusaders, it is 

worthwhile to understand how these women of color perceived themselves as 

counterpoint and independent from the dominant discourse that defined all 

women of color as prostitutes and/or disposable.    

This chapter studies the women of the Mexican anarcho-socialist and African 

American progressive women’s club movements to elucidate their visions and 

praxis for womanhood.  Particularly, I examine the both the discourse and 

groundwork of the activists of the Partido Liberal Mexicano and Texas Federation 

of Colored Women’s Clubs to show how they envisioned, negotiated, and 

practiced their race, sexuality, and gender differently from dominant 

interpretations that typically typecast women of color as sexual deviants and 
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criminals.  I select these two organizations because their missions were not limited 

to Texas but involved transregional and transborder ties with affiliated 

organizations, and their unwavering commitment to the liberation of women.  My 

point is to disrupt narratives that victimized, simplified, and demonized the 

sexuality and gender of black and brown women.  One of the most important 

premises in this chapter is that even though these community organizers and 

revolutionaries were not actively engaged in the antivice movements, they strived 

to achieve dignity, freedom, and equality for themselves and their peoples.  As the 

lines from French’s poem suggest, the role of African American women, and I 

would add their Mexican sisters, was more than just keeping house and laboring 

for wages.  It is this reimagining of even a fuller, most just life that underscores the 

value of their legacy.   

THE ROOTS OF MODERN WOMANHOOD AND RIGHTS OF WOMEN 

The conceptualization of womanhood for the Mexican and African American 

organizers and clubwomen was, at times, secondary to their primary purposes of 

self-organization within their communities and protests against repressive 

governments and institutions.  The Texan members of National Association of 

Colored Women (NACW) first struggled to organize themselves into the local and 

counties chapters of TFCWC to fulfill the goals of their club.  While PLM women 

worked alongside men to establish the local newspapers, recruit members for their 
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organizations, and raise funds for the weapons and supplies to stage uprisings in 

northern Mexico.  However, these activists were neither oblivious nor naïve to a 

gendered position that defined them as passive and demure in their all too-often 

racialized-sexualized bodies.  

The National Association of Colored Women Club’s was founded by a group 

of black women in Washington D.C. in the 1896.  Organizing against the 

hardening of segregation sanctioning terrorism and vigilantism against blacks, the 

NACW was a not political entity per se but was involved in destabilizing a society 

set on excluding them.5  In Texas, NACW worked with its affiliate TFCWC to 

organize an effective strategy.6  The Partido Liberal Mexicano was both a political 

response against the unchecked oppressive and authoritarian rule that had defined 

Mexico for over a generation.  Formed in 1901 in San Luis Postosí, its most 

notable leader was Ricardo Flores Magón, with strong support by his brother 

Enrique.  The PLM quickly drew transborder membership, especially after Ricardo 

and Enrique, along with Juana Gutiérrez de Mendoza, the Villarreal sisters, and 

Elisa Acuña de Rosete, established their exiled headquarters in the home of Sara 

Estela Ramírez in Laredo, Texas in 1904.7  Regeneración, the PLM’s weekly 

                                                
5 Giddings, When and Where I Enter, 135-38. 
6 “Colored Women’s Clubs:  Federation in Organized at Gainesville—Officers Chosen,” Dallas 
Morning News, 12 June 1905, 9, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (12 December 
2008). 
7 Emilio Zamora, “Chicano Socialist Labor Activity in Texas, 1900-1920,” Aztlán:  Chicano Journal 
of the Social Sciences and the Arts 6, no. 2:  Special Issue on Labor History (Summer 1975):   221-36; 
Zamora, “Sara Estela Ramírez:  Una Rosa Roja en el Movimiento,” in Mexican Women in the United 
States:  Struggles Past and Present, edited by Magdalena Mora and Adelaida R. del Castillo (Los 
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periodical became an important vehicle of information, indoctrination, and 

recruitment.8 

Since the goals of PLM and NACW were clearly ambitious, it no surprise that 

their visions of womanhood were equally grandiose.  Two themes characterized 

the ideas shaping the roles, identities, and expressions of woman.  First, their 

official PLM and NACW statements were idealizations of womanhood.  Second, 

their texts conveyed pragmatic views of gender and sexuality than those found in 

dominant discourses.  Several essays from in general body of writings of the larger 

black clubwomen and anarcho-socialist movements certainly displayed the first 

characterization. 

A 1900 article, “The Puritan Women and Their Afro-American Sisters” by 

Katherine Tillman, in the National Association Notes, the newsletter of the NACW, 

provides a useful history of black and white women to entwine a legacy that she 

argued directed the current purpose of black women in the twentieth century.9  

Clearly, her article posited her desires for black clubwomen in the growing, 

                                                                                                                                       
Angeles:  Chicano Studies Research Center Publications, UCLA, 1980), 163-169; Zamora, The 
World of the Mexican Worker in Texas (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1993),  104-
107, 144-45; Juan Gómez-Quiñones, Sembradores, Ricardo Flores Magón y El Partido Liberal Mexicano:  
A Eulogy and Critique (Los Angeles:  Aztlán Publications, 1973). 
8 Regeneración had four manifestations:  beginning in Mexico City (1900-1901), San Antonio (1904-
1905), St. Louis (1905-1906), and Los Angeles (1905-1906).  See “Periódicos,” Archivo Electrónico 
Ricardo Flores Magón (15 February 2012), http://www.archivomagon.net/ (hereinafter AERFM).  
On its readership by ethnic Mexican in the United States, see James A Sandos, Rebellion in the 
Borderlands: Anarchism and the Plan of San Diego, 1904-1923 (Norman:  University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1992), 59-62. 
9 A later newsletter identified Katherine Tillman from Pasadena, California.  See “Personals,” 
National Association Notes 15.3 (December 1911), 4, part 1, reel 23, NACWC Records. 
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multifold movement.  Drawing on the work of past African American women, she 

turned to antebellum luminaries such as Francis Ellen Watkins, Mary Shadd, and 

Sojourner Truth but also her contemporaries such as Ida B Wells-Barnet (anti-

lynching crusader), Francis Joseph (prison reformer), and Mary Church Terrell 

(clubwoman).  For Tillman, these women were both a source of inspiration and a 

means to indicate to her audience that they had place in the movement to uplift 

the race.  The legacy of white women was their colonial heritage since as “new 

arrivals” to America they created a “new civilization.”  According to Tillman, this 

was the example they needed to emulate to build the NACW.  After all, African 

American women were also constructing a new civilization in the aftermath of the 

Civil War.10  It is further revealing that the development of the National 

Association of Colored Women became a project in community-building, along 

with a project in nation-building.  As Tillman clarified, “Every woman who desires 

the elevation of her race, should endeavor to elevate the home life, for the homes 

are the bulwarks of the nation.”11  Ultimately, Tillman prescribed a plan for the 

national club and its regional and local branches.  

Tillman stressed four guiding principles that she believed were fundamental to 

the organization’s effectiveness run by women:  homemaking, motherhood, 

mentorship, and alliance-building.  For Tillman, homemaking signified an 

                                                
10 Katherine Davis Tillman, “The Puritan Women and their Afro-American Sisters,” National 
Association Notes 3, no. 11 (May 1900), part 1, reel 23, NACWC Records. 
11 Tillman, “The Puritan Women and their Afro-American Sisters,” NACWC Records. 
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attention to hygiene in food preparation, cleanliness in the household, and 

obedience to parents.  The value of motherhood underscored rearing sons and not 

favoring club work over the raising of children.  They also needed to mentor and 

train the next generation to fulfill their purpose as progressive reformers.12  Put 

another way, Tillman asserted that African American women should redirect less 

fortunate young women and girl on the cusp of loosing their respectability in basic 

and essential skills such as cooking, sewing, at least, to become domestic workers.  

Last, Tillman recounted historical moments of strategic partnership with white 

women.  She traced these alliances back to abolition and claimed that white 

women could still help black women.13  

The much cited address by Ricardo Flores Magón to Mexican women, “A la 

mujer,” in September 1910 similarly displayed the hopes and goals of the 

organization for their comrades in the struggle.  Through polemic and poetic 

language, Flores Magón rendered an argument that persuaded women to 

participate in the social and political insurrection in Mexico.  He detailed the cycles 

of exploitation to underline that this was decisive moment to break the yokes of 

oppression.  Like Tillman, Flores Magón, drew on history, in this case, a Greco-

Judeo-Christian metanarrative to investigate the circumstances that had defined 

                                                
12 Frederick J. Haskin, “The Modern Women:  XXXVI—the Colored Women’s Progress,” Fort 
Worth Star-Telegram, 30 April 1913, 10, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (19 
December 2008).  On the relationship between African American and progressivism, see Lasch-
Quinn, Black Neighbors, 1-8, 80-81. 
13 Tillman, “The Puritan Women and their Afro-American Sisters,” NACWC Records. 
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the experience of women.14  Flores Magón’s main point, though, was simple—by 

fighting alongside men, women could end the injustices and atrocities suffered by 

all Mexicans.15   

The essay also described the conditions of a “universal woman.”  Flores 

Magón turned to three watershed eras:  “prehistory,” Ancient Greece, and 

Christianity, where he focused on the plight and dehumanization of women.  The 

question here was not the second-class status of women, but how much longer 

Mexican women would tolerate it.  According to Flores Magón, a woman in the 

prehistoric period endured the hardest labors to sustain her clan and tribe such as 

cultivating the land, gathering the wood, but also replacing the oxen when tilling 

the soil and being traded as chattel at times of war.  During antiquity, her position 

only improved moderately since her purpose was either birthing new citizens if she 

was free or attending to the needs of the citizens if she was a slave.  With the 

advent of Christianity, Flores Magón argued that the place of women worsened 

since so much of the teachings were entrenched in the temptation of the flesh and 

misogyny.16   

In the view of Flores Magón, the subordination of women by men and society, 

at large, had persisted until the current period.  Only social class had changed the 

                                                
14 Ricardo Flores Magón, A la mujer, translated by Prensa Sembradora (Oakland:  Prensa 
Sembradora, 1974), 10-13. 
15 Both historians Juan Gómez-Quiñones and Emma Pérez have thoroughly analyzed and 
complicated the role of women in the PLM.  See Gómez-Quiñones, Sembradores, Ricardo Flores 
Magón y El Partido Liberal Mexicano; Pérez,“ ‘A La Mujer.’ ” 
16 Magón, A la mujer, 12. 
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specifics of her subordination.  Women of the early twentieth century worked 

longer and harder than men, were kept ignorant of worldly matters, and forced to 

prostitute themselves to either supplement their wages or through marriages.  

Flores Magón made little distinction between sex work and marriage since both 

represented a form of prostitution entrenched in economic dependence.  He saw 

each situation as an instance where women were selling their bodies to survive.17  

Both Tillman and Flores Magón urged black and brown to embrace the 

ambitions of their burgeoning social movements.  Their approaches to African 

American and Mexican women attaining liberation were more complex and 

challenging.  On the one hand, Tillman defined a role and place of African 

American women through the intersection of race and gender in her expectations 

and dreams for her fellow sisters.  On the other hand, Flores Magón delineated the 

positionality of Mexican women by intertwining class and gender in his plans for 

the emancipation of women.  For both, their ideas of sexuality was embedded in 

the larger discourse.  Tillman overemphasized child rearing and volunteerism, 

distinguishing little between the private and public comportment of women.  In 

essence, the elevation of the race began with the improvements in the home and 

community.  This ranged from how clubwomen raised their children, especially 

their sons, because they represented the future leadership of the black community 

to how they reformed girls and young women from a life of disrepute because they 

                                                
17 Ibid. 
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signified their own salvation and reinvention.  Her viewpoint also harkened back 

to ideas of republican motherhood that Euroamerican women expressed a century 

ago at the inception of the United States.18   

Conversely, Flores Magón concentrated on the injustices that women had 

endured, rather than conveying directly the qualities they should embody.  He 

argued for ending the subjection of working poor women and men because only 

by halting the deplorable conditions of the most subaltern could a more equitable 

and democratic society be formed.  He recognized that women belonged to the 

most abused group, but invited his Mexican sisters to shape the fight and new 

society. Flores Magón additionally underlined the labor and status of women and a 

desire for them to engage in dignified work that garnered them decent wages.  He 

equated their circumstance to enslavement, servitude, and prostitution.  What 

figured less in his analysis was how race informed the exploitation of women.  

Flores Magón may have seen racial hierarchies creating social difference and 

political disenfranchisement akin to inequities caused by class hierarchies.  

However, classism and racism amounted to same gross dehumanization in his 

mind.     

Their interpretation of sexuality stemmed from a praxis that was 

heteronormative, privileging the sexual interactions between women and men.  In 

                                                
18 Linda K. Kerber, Women of the Republic:  Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America (Chapel Hill:  
Published for the Institute of Early American History and Culture by the University of North 
Carolina Press, 1980), 11; Nancy F. Cott, The Grounding of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1987), 69-74. 
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itself, this was unsurprising but it is useful to note the homosocial nature of each 

organization since the NACW was a group for African American women and the 

PLM was a party dominated by men.  My interest, though, is not to question this 

preference toward heterosexuality.   Rather, it is the oblique manner they examine 

aspects of sexuality that I argue are valuable to consider.  Tillman contended that 

hygiene and respectability were important traits for clubwomen to maintain.  

These terms were, indeed, euphemisms for sexual conduct and identity.19  Flores 

Magón suggested that working women needed to control their own bodies, and 

not be susceptible to the desires of men.  Overall, Tillman and Flores Magón 

focused on the right of women to express their sexuality as they wished, albeit in a 

most ideal world.20 

The more practical articulations of sexuality and gender found among the 

African American reformers and Mexican radicals across Texas reflected local and 

regional realities surrounding their organizations.  Without question, their daily 

obligations, employment, and activism caused these brown and black women to 

adhere to gender and sexual notions of immediate practicality.  Undoubtedly, they 

predicated their reinvention of womanhood on survival and necessity.   

                                                
19 Maxine Leeds Craig, Ain’t I a Beauty Queen?: Black Women, Beauty, and the Politics of Race (Oxford:  
New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 31-33; Rosen, The Lost Sisterhood, 34-36; Kathy Peiss, 
Cheap Amusements:  Working Women and Leisure in Turn-of-the-Century New York (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1986), 164-71. 
20 Pérez comments the hypocritical stance of men of the PLM critical PLM women members who 
“autonomous females” who were not necessarily married men and freely engaged in “obscene 
practices.”  See Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary, 68. 
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The aforementioned 1909 kidnapping of Teresa and Prospero Villarreal is a 

case in point.  A by-product of the ordeal was two rare-English-language 

interviews that Andrea granted discussing the imprisonment of her family, the 

dictatorship of Díaz, and the fight for democracy.  In one interview, she also 

explained to a family friend and reporter Ethel Dolsen how her personal life was 

very different.  Since her commitment to the revolution was unwavering and 

complete, Andrea had foregone traditional gender and sexual roles.  Andrea did 

not believe that she had time to marry; she lived alone as an unmarried, single 

woman so she could uphold her convictions.  Moreover, her father supported her 

despite his own objections.  As she stated, “ ‘I told my father I would rather marry 

to be free before I would go back,’ she said,  ‘and then he decided to let me have 

my own way.   He does not like it that I speak and write for the revolution.’ ”21  It 

is additionally clear that despite the moniker, the “Mexican Joan of Arc,” her 

words were greatest weapon.  Andrea admitted that she could not even fire a gun 

or ride a horse, but she had no qualms about writing to disclose her personal 

beliefs, expose the injustices that Mexicans had endured through the Porfiriato, 

and elicit revolutionary fervor.22  

                                                
21 Dolsen, “Andrea Villareal Tel[ls] Record Correspondent of Sister’s Release from Jail,” Murray 
Papers. 
22 Ibid. 
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Figure 5.2:  Postcard with photograph and poem by Srita. Andrea Villarreal González.  
Courtesy of John Murray Papers, BANC MSS Z-Z 133, Bancroft Library, University of 
California, Berkeley.   

The feminist organizer and revolutionary journalist Jovita Idar of Laredo 

similarly stressed a place and expectation of brown women outside the traditional 

norms.  In the 1911 article, “Debemos trabajar/We Should Work,” Idar wrote that 

it was necessary and practical for Mexican women to work, not only to help their 

families but also to help themselves.  She clarified the multiple ways that woman’s 

roles had changed in the new decade that allowed for new opportunities and 

directions.  She stated, “La mujer soltera, digna y trabajadora, no exige vida a 

expensas del jefe de la familia, sea este padre, hermano, o pariente, no:  un mujer 

saludable valerosa y fuerte, dedica sus energías, su talento a ayudar a su familia, o 
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cuando menos proveer su propia manutención.”23  On another occasion, Idar 

impressed upon her readers that time of inaction had passed and that women had 

to fight for their rights, despite the some of her people’s opposition to the feminist 

movement.  In this moment, women were involved in many tasks, projects and 

other kinds of activisms.  This included even working women, according to Idar, 

should fight alongside men, and not serve them.24  

The revoltosas Andrea Villarreal and Jovita Idar highlighted that Mexican 

women needed to free themselves from the responsibilities that had limited their 

status and opportunities.  They emphasized factors from the politics to economics 

to initiate these changes in sexuality and gender.  Yet, neither revoltosa was 

necessarily theoretical or philosophical in her conceptualizations of Mexican 

womanhood.  They mostly grounded their views on their experiences.  Villarreal 

discussed the situation that had caused her to break from a path of marriage, 

motherhood, and other patriarchal arrangements.  Idar used her journalist skills to 

summon women to enter the workforce.  For Villarreal, her separation from 

family in Mexico led her to live, work, and write as a single, independent woman in 

the United States.  Her commitment to Magonismo furthermore detoured her 
                                                
23 “The single woman, decent and hardworking, does not demand a living at the expense of the 
head of her family, whether or not it be a father, brother or relative.  No.  A healthy woman, 
valiant and strong, dedicates her energy and her intelligence to helping her family, or at least, to 
providing her own sustenance.”  Jovita Idar, “Debemos trabajar,” in En otra voz:  Antología de la 
literatura hispana de los Estados Unidos, edited by Nicolás Kanellos (Houston:  Arte Público Press, 
2002), 95-96.  For the translation, Idar, “We Should Work,” Herencia:  The Anthology of Hispanic 
Literature of the United States. edited by Nicolás Kanellos, (Oxford:  New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2002), 143-44. 
24 Idar, “Debemos trabajar,” 96.   
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from the possibility of a life devoted to her husband and children.  Villarreal’s 

challenge of gender and sexuality was not premeditated as she informed Dolsen in 

her interview.  Still, Villarreal was unapologetic of the decisions that made her into 

a nontraditional woman.  Like her previous writings, speeches, and newspapers 

that denounced the Díaz dictatorship, she surmised that all women could draw 

strength from her example.   

In contrast, Idar was more direct in her hopes for her sisters and looked to 

feminism and modernity to achieve equality.  More pragmatically, she celebrated 

work as way for women to accomplish greater freedoms.  She also provided a 

solution to the previous obstacles that had stymied Mexican women by arguing 

that they enter the work force outside their families and become separate 

breadwinners.  Women could contest the sexual and gender constraints by carving 

out a path to sustain, control, and vocalize their modern womanhood.  

Interestingly, both two revolutionary activists questioned the reproductive role of 

women as mothers.  We can only wonder whether they considered heterosexual 

sex as a burden to their larger aims. 

The Constitution of the Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Club from the 

early twentieth century gave central importance to black womanhood.   
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Figure 5.3:  Revised Constitution and By-Laws of the Texas Federation of Colored Women’s  
Clubs.  Courtesy of Records of Texas Association of Women’s Clubs, MSS 491, Woman’s  
Collection, Texas Woman’s University. 

Unlike Villarreal and Idar, the clubwomen did not seek to profoundly depart from 

conventional gender and sexual identities.  Instead, it is clear that they sought to 

imbue their positionality with dignity and respect.  The first two objectives of the 

constitution included the importance of women’s networks and the home.25  The 

other objectives focused on self-improvement through the enrichment of the 

                                                
25 “Revised Constitution and By-Laws of Texas Federation Colored Women’s Clubs,” typescript, 
short form, 1905, 1, box 1, folder:  TAWC:  State Organization, Records of Texas Association of 
Women’s Clubs, WC (hereinafter cited as TAWC Records).   
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“social, moral, economic, educational, and religious” fiber of their communities; 

improving citizenship; and black-white interactions.26  Any local club or union 

could join the TFCWC, the State Federation of the NACW, as long as it upheld its 

tenet of raising the “social, moral, industrial, or educational conditions” for 

themselves and other African Americans in their neighborhoods, towns, or cities.27   

The TFCWC embraced the overall goals expressed by the NACW for women. 

The 1910s reports issued by the Texas clubs underscored the ideas of motherhood 

and moral rectitude.  Many of the clubs across the state were mothers’ clubs or 

groups concerned with the delinquency, deviancy, and missteps of youth and 

elders.  They sought to teach contemporary ideas on child rearing, curb the 

consumption of alcohol, and assist the less virtuous young black women and 

men.28  And, like their Tejana sisters, these black Texan women were also 

passionate and dedicated to the work that for many had become their life’s 

mission.   

The particular incarnation of gender and sexuality that TFCWC members 

specified qualities in women that not only allowed for nurturing and improvement 

                                                
26 Ibid, 1, TAWC Records. 
27 Ibid., 2, TAWC Records. 
28 Mrs. William Alphin, “Interesting News from State Clubs:  Texas,” National Association Notes 
(December 1911), 5, box 7, folder:  History, Town, and Club, TAWC Records; Alphin, “Twinkles 
form the Lone Star,” National Association Notes (May/June 1915), 25-27, box 8, folder:  History, 
Town, and Club, TAWC Records; Mrs. Morris White, “The Texas Federation of Colored 
Women’s Clubs,” National Association Notes (January/February 1915), 9-11, box 9, folder:  
History, Town, and Club, TAWC Records; Elizabeth C. Carter and Mamie E. Steward, 
“Thursday, July 25, 1912—Evening Session,” Minutes of the Eighth Biennial Convention of the National 
Association of Colored Women, National Association of Colored Women, Hampton Normal and 
Industrial Institute, Hampton, Virginia, 1912, 47, part 1, reel 1, NACWC Records. 
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in themselves and others, but also allowed for the cohesion of the community.  It 

appeared their womanhood represented a means for stability whereas womanhood 

for Mexican woman activists was based on a disruption and reconfiguration of the 

structure of family and society.  At one level, these activists were seemingly 

complacent and wholeheartedly celebrated heterosexuality.  At another level, the 

fight for rights for clubwomen contested these very notions.   A legacy of slavery, 

black codes, and a climate of Jim Crowism had worked to undermine how black 

women raised their children, married, maintained their homes, and led virtuous 

lives.  As such, striving to be good mothers, neighbors, and reformers complicated 

ideas of African Americanness and womanliness and functioned as a radical act.  

More importantly, black and brown women struggled for a sexuality and gender 

that was always within the greater goals of helping, organizing, and empowering 

their respective communities at large. 

THE GROUNDING COMMUNITY AND CREATING SPACE OF RESISTANCE 

By 1901, a proto-Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs elected its first 

president Eliza Peterson, who was also the youngest president within the national 

federation from Texarkana.29  Peterson led the organization with determination 

and acumen by successfully organizing black women across the state into eighty-

eight unions or clubs across during her term.  The Texas federation used the 

                                                
29 Texas Federation of Colored Women later renamed itself Texas Association of Women’s Clubs 
(TAWC) in 1956.  See “TAWC History,” Texas Woman’s University, last modified 20 April 2012, 
http://www.twu.edu/library/tawc_history.asp. 
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periodical, Dallas Express, to further their aims and document their activities.  Like 

other African American Texans, the TFCWC considered it to be one of the most 

important publications for their middle class.  Peterson explained that locally in the 

towns, cities, and counties the clubs were not yet strong or untied.  Still, she 

distributed In His Steps by Charles M. Sheldon as an organizing tool to recruit 

potential clubwomen.30  Clearly, the group of Texas women was small, but they 

approached their cause with great enthusiasm and consistency.  Their leader was 

enthusiastic about the work she was embarking to the raise the awareness and 

activity of black women.  Others record the beginning of the TFCWC to be in 

Gainesville, Texas, in 1905, with its purpose being to “improve the home and the 

moral and social life in the communities of Texas.”31  Regardless, it is obvious that 

by the turn of the century, African American women were motivated to organize 

themselves.   

In the early twentieth century, PLM radical, poet, and journalist Sara Estela 

Ramírez was also serious and dedicated to mobilizing the Mexican communities 

along the borderlands.  She praised Mexican workers and their right to organize in 

her speech honoring the twenty-fourth anniversary of La Sociedad de Obreros 

                                                
30 “Report of Work Among Colored People.”  On the significance of Dallas Express, see Emma 
Lou Thornbrough, “American Negro Newspapers, 1880-1914,” The Business History Review 40, no. 
4 (Winter 1966):  467-90. 
31 Handbook of Texas Online, s.v. “Texas Association of Women’s Clubs,” by Ruthe Winegarten, 
http://www.tshaonline.org/handbook/online/articles/TT/vet1.html (12 December  2008).  See 
also “Colored Women’s Clubs:  Federation in Organized at Gainesville”; Judith N. McArthur, 
Creating the New Woman:  The Rise of Southern Women’s Progressive Culture in Texas, 1893-1918 (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1998), 17.   
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(Workers’ Society).  Like her colleagues the Villarreal sisters and Idar, Ramírez 

valued the power of language to remember, laud, and incite.  Similarly, her goal to 

transform the conditions of working people.  For some, this plight centered in 

Mexico.  For others, this movement only began there, but included ethnic Mexican 

along the transborder region.  In her address, Ramírez not only discussed the 

dignified endeavor of forming unions and mutual aid societies, but she also 

warned against the complacency and inaction of workers.32  It is apparent that 

Ramírez believed that past achievements needed to be recognized.  Yet, it was 

equally important to acknowledge the work ahead.   

The organizing of African American clubwomen and Mexican anarcho-socialist 

women tested and expanded the limits of their ideologies in their daily practices.  

TFCWC and PLM members approached their activism with dedication and 

creativity.  They were acutely aware of climates of low and high intensity social, 

political, economic strife that plagued their respective communities.  However, 

they did not just simply seek to ameliorate conditions of the Jim Crow 

Borderlands.  They resisted these inequities to gain their political and civil rights by 

organizing groups, targeting issues unique to their communities, and documenting 

the injustices experienced by their peoples.  Although these women never unified 

                                                
32 Sara Estela Ramírez, “Celebramos el vigésimo cuarto aniversario de la bien conocida cuanto 
respetable sociedad de obreros,” in En otra voz:  Antología de la literatura hispana de los Estados Unidos, 
edited by Nicolás Kanellos (Houston:  Arte Público Press, 2002), 317-318.   Emilio Zamora is the 
first historian to truly examine and acknowledge the importance and impact of Sara Estela 
Ramírez as a revolutionary activist, writer, and organizer in early twentieth-century Texas.  
Zamora, The World of the Mexican Worker in Texas, 104-107, 144-45.   
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interracially, they confronted similar issues of discrimination, violence, education, 

and benevolence as separate organizations.    

In the fight against discrimination and violence, the women of the TFCWC 

negotiated the crystallization of segregated spaces and incidents associated with 

white supremacy.  They also fought against the violations to black womanhood 

exacerbated by these interconnected of racial and gender hierarchies.  Put simply, 

as they fought for their own uplift as they safeguarded their neighborhoods and 

towns.  Through this entire process of reclamation, they dignified their lives by 

challenging the persistent dehumanization of the Jim Crow Borderlands through 

the creation of safe zones.  

The recovery and safety of African American young women and girls figured 

predominantly in the TFCWC activism in the early twentieth century.  Between 

the 1900s to the 1920s, clubwomen used several strategies to help women of 

different ages at the local and regional levels.  They worked to make sure that 

black women were protected when they entered nontraditional environments via 

the migration to larger cities and towns.  Inez Scott, a clubwoman from Paris, 

Texas advocated a resolution requesting club presidents and secretaries to issue 

letters of introduction for traveling girls to sister affiliates in other cities.  These 

newcomers turned to a network of black professional and middle-class women as 

a substitute for the family, friends, community leaders and neighbors they usually 

used for support and insulation.  As young black women, they faced many of the 
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same dangers of sexual harassment, procurement, and/or rape that other single 

working-class women faced when entering a nascent workforce that hired women, 

living outside the family unit.33   In more direct ways, the women of the Texas 

Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs addressed the well-being of their less 

fortunate sisters through rescue work.34 

One TFCWC projects was the State Training School for Girls highlighted the 

work of clubwomen in Texas and unified the federation across the different Texas 

clubs and unions.  Following the examples of other schools for black girls across 

the New South from Washington, D.C. to Alabama, its purpose was to provide 

training in industrials arts and reform girls, who had deviated from a righteous 

path and turned to criminal or immoral behavior.35  In the 1910s, Beaumont 

clubwomen secured land for the school while Galveston sent incarcerated girls to a 

                                                
33 Mrs. Booker T. Washington and Elizabeth C. Carter, “Friday Morning, August 28,” Minutes of 
Fifth Biennial Meeting or Sixth Convention of the National Association of Colored Women, Brooklyn, New 
York, 24-29 August 1908, 35-36, part 1, reel 1, NACWC Records; “Federation News:  
Convention of the Southern Federation,” National Association Notes 5, no. 2 (February 1902), part 
1, reel 23, NACWC Records.  See also Jones, “Mary Church Terrell and the National Association 
of Colored Women, 1896 to 1901,”  28-30.  
34 “Rescue work” was an arena of progressive reform that concentrated on redirecting women 
and girls who had deviated from mainstream ideals of proper moral womanhood.  See Peggy 
Pascoe, Relations of Rescue:  The Search for Female Moral Authority in the American West, 1874-1939 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1990).   
35 “Colored Women’s Clubs:  Working for Elevation of Morals and Domestic Life,” Fort Worth 
Morning Register, 8 September 1900, 1, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (19 
December 2008).  Examples of colored schools/homes for girls included: National Training 
School for Women and Girls in Washington, D.C., founded by Nannie H. Burroughs; Tuskegee 
Normal and Industrial Institute Virginia Industrial School for Colored Girls in Hampton, 
Virginia, founded by Janie Porter Barrett. Hine, “Rape and the Inner Lives of Black Women in 
the Middle West; Traki L. Taylor, “ ‘Womanhood Glorified’:  Nannie Helen Burroughs and the 
National Training School for Women and Girls, Inc., 1909-1961,” Journal of African American 
History 87 (Autumn 2002):  390-402. 
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girl’s homes in New Orleans.36  Clearly, TFCWC members were not afraid of using 

a hands-on approach in breaking the cycles of peril, isolation, limited opportunities 

that affected fellow women in their communities.  The overriding issue was their 

commitment to the survival of women as women of color.37  Moreover, they 

approached black womanhood dually as a matter that impacted their working-class 

and poorer sisters as well as themselves. 

The decentralized organization TFCWC emphasized the importance of local 

autonomy and allowed black clubwomen to create distinct clubs and unions that 

addressed education and reform separately under a federated network.  Their 

literary clubs were a deliberate a strategy for self-improvement where the 

participants purposely pursued a course of study.  Yet, as one NACW member 

observed, the clubs needed to move away from simple rote memorization and 

unfocused readings and privilege an explicit intellectual engagement.  In this spirit, 

one Texas literary club even took a Chautauqua class together to obviously expand 

their learning to knowledge-bases that would otherwise be denied to middle-class 

black women in many institutions of higher education.38  In contrast, TFCWC 

local chapters via the city-wide federations, mothers’ clubs and progressive unions 

                                                
36 “Personals,” 4; Mrs. L.W. Evans and M.H. Richmond, “Report of City Federation of Women’s 
Clubs of San Antonio,” typescript, 1924, series 6, box 6-147, folder:  TFWC Clubs, TFWC 
Collection; Alphin, “Twinkles Form the Lone Star,” National Association Notes (May/June 1915), 
25-27, TAWC Records. 
37 Mrs. William Alphin, “From the Lone Star State,” National Association Notes 16, no. 5 (May 
1913), part 1, reel 23, NACWC Records. 
38 Josephine T. Washington, “Club Study,” National Association Notes 15, no. 2 (November 1911), 
part 1, reel 23, NACWC Records. 
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buttressed the positive qualities of their living conditions by buffering the ongoing 

degradation in the 1910s.  Specifically, Austin City Federation secured a much-

needed powder room/restroom for themselves in the downtown area near their 

headquarters.  The Progressive Culture Club of Greenville removed intruders and 

bystanders, and cleaned up the Katy railroad station depot. TFCWC membership 

of Houston even developed a fully functional emergency room at the Colored 

High School.  Clubs from Waco to Beaumont similarly focused on educational 

reforms by improving the conditions of city parks and school grounds, and 

expanding the school curriculum to include manual and vocational training.  Last, 

creating and constructing homes for the elderly was a priority for clubs in San 

Antonio and Austin.39  It is clear that Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs 

members in the early twentieth century denounced the various manifestations of 

institutional and unmediated racism further solidified with the deepening of 

segregation during the Woodrow Wilson Administration.40  Through this struggle, 

they searched for, and reflected on an internal life for themselves, retaining dignity 

in the face of humiliation and dehumanization.   

                                                
 39 Alphin, “Twinkles form the Lone Star,” National Association Notes (June 1913), 18, box 8, 
folder:  History, Town, and Club; Alphin, “Twinkles form the Lone Star,” National Association 
Notes (May/June 1915), 25-27; National Association Notes (March/April 1915), 13, box 7, folder:  
History, Town, and Club, all in TAWC Records. 
40 Elizabeth Lindsay Davis, Eva Jenifer, Inez C. Scott, Viola Goins, and Josephine T. 
Washington, “Resolutions,” Minutes of Fifth Biennial Meeting or Sixth Convention of the National 
Association of Colored Women,” Brooklyn, New York, 24-29 August 1908, 30, part 1, reel 1; Mrs. 
Booker T. Washington, and Mamie E. Steward, “Report of Committee on Resolutions,” 
Convention of the National Association of Colored Women, 5-7 August 1914, 39, 43, part 1, reel 1; all in 
NACWC Records. 
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Like their African American counterparts, Texas revoltosas refashioned 

themselves as empowered women of color.  The dismantling of the Porfiriato and 

the building of a democratic Mexican state provided a window for them to 

highlight the subjugation of Mexicans across Greater Mexico.  They expressed 

concern for the second-class status that Tejana/os endured and the injustices 

suffered by other subaltern peoples.  Through the founding and participation in 

ethnic presses and social organizations, these revolutionaries constructed 

sitios/sites of resistance and autonomy for their beloved people.  The significance 

of the exposure was crucial step in inciting awareness, action, and ultimately 

transformation.   

The woman of PLM witnessed the complex reality of being Mexican in the 

sociopolitical climate of Texas through the periodicals of La Crónica and 

Regeneración.  Unfortunately, these women were often anonymous in the periodicals 

they supervised and wrote for, but several historians have demonstrated that their 

vital influence in these often, previously unaccredited roles.41  Their work was 

instrumental in showing that ethnic Mexicans were not passive, and they educated 

them about their civil and political rights.  News articles documented the discord 

between brown-white relations, the deplorable social conditions, and the defense 

of their communities.  A San Antonio post office humiliated its Mexicans patrons 

                                                
41 Acosta and Winegarten, Las Tejanas:  300 Years of History, 124-25; Lomas, “Transborder 
Discourse,” 51-74; Pilar Melero, “Sara Estela Ramírez and Andrea Villarreal González:  
Revolutionary Voice?,” in Recovering the U.S. Hispanic Literary Heritage, edited by Antonia I. 
Castañeda and A. Gabriel Meléndez, vol. VI (Houston:  Arte Público Press, 2006), 182-197.   
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by barring their entrance and making them wait to receive their correspondence 

was not just a case an isolated case of disrespect.42  White Texans more 

systematically used the political, legal, and educational institutions from voting 

booth, public office, or schools to divest Mexicans of their basic rights.   They also 

steadily had robbed Mexicans of their land and property despite their continual 

migration, which supported the U.S. economy through their labor and 

consumption.43  But, these reporters and journalists used the forum of their 

progressive and radical publications to unite and inspire brown communities to 

defend their voice and dignity.44   

The interactions between exiled Mexicans and Tejana/os influenced the way 

ethnic Mexicans confronted racial and economic discriminations and deprivations 

of white supremacy.  The immediate cause of democracy in Mexico informed a 

greater desire for liberty everywhere.  In this period, there was also a complication 

of the ideas underscoring brown womanhood.  Revoltosas fought to be learned 

and politicized individuals who could transmit the knowledge and power to 

themselves and their people.  They engendered themselves with self-worth by 

placing significance on education in a variety of forms whether in the 

                                                
42 “Los Mexicanos en Texas,” Regeneración, 10 December 1904, 3, AERFM (11 February 2009). 
43 “Oido al parche,” La Crónica, 11 June 1910, 6; “La cuestión de raza en Texas,” La Crónica, 6 
August 1910, 3. 
44 “Los Mexicanos en Texas”; “Oido al parche”; “La cuestión de Raza en Texas”; Andrea 
Villarreal, and Teresa Villarreal, “¿Qué haceís aquí Hombres?:  volad, volad al campo de batalla,” 
Regeneración, 21 January 1911, 1. 
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organizations, schools, and homes.45  Other groups inspired by the ideology and 

doctrine of the PLM were also fundamental in broadening the gender and sexual 

identities of Mexican women.46  The formation of women-centered organizations 

such as La Cruz Blanca (White Cross) and La Femenil Mexicanista (Mexican 

Feminine League) moved beyond simply supporting the amelioration of the 

socioeconomic conditions of Mexicans.  Founded by several Mexican women 

activists, including Jovita Idar, on October 15, 1911, La Femenil Mexicanista drew 

its inspiration from the first meeting of El Primer Congreso Mexicanista a month 

earlier, which recognized that Mexicans in Texas needed to organize against the 

ongoing displacement, discrimination, and violence informing their lives.47  La 

Cruz Blanca was established by Leonor Villegas de Magnón in 1914 in the Laredo-

Nuevo Laredo region to provide medical aid along U.S.-Mexico border.  Both 

groups represented a conscious act of rebellion by women because their activism 

changed the course of their Mexican womanhood.48  

Mexican revolutionist women also fought outside organizations to protect their 

culture in the face of white hostility, and gender and sexual social controls in ways 

                                                
45 “A la juventud femenina,” La Crónica, 29 January 1910, 4; Ricardo Flores Magón, “En pro de 
Regeneración,” Regeneración, 25 February 1911, 2; Astrea [Jovita Idar], “Para la mujer que lee,” La 
Crónica, 26 October 1911, 3, America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (1 April 2009). 
46 Lomas, “Transborder Discourse,” 64-68.  
47 José E. Limón, “El primer Congreso Mexicanista de 1911:  A Precursor to Contemporary 
Chicanismo,” Aztlán: Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts 3, no. 1 (Spring 1972):  171. 
48 “Liga Femenil Mexicanista,” La Crónica, 19 October 1911, 1, America’s Historical Newspapers, 
NewsBank/Readex (7 January 2009); “La Liga Femenil Mexicanista,” La Crónica, 7 December 
1911, p. 4 America’s Historical Newspapers, NewsBank/Readex (1 April 2009); Leonor Villegas de 
Magnón, La Rebelde, edited by Clara Lomas (Houston:  Arte Público Press, 2004), 62-72. 
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that seemed less overt but were just as vital.49  Idar argued that speaking and 

ensuring that Mexican children learned Spanish was an act of survival.  In different 

article, she expressed that becoming self-educated women who raised educated 

children was an asset to any husband and fundamentally to the entire family.  The 

act of reading and learning intergenerationally widen the path toward liberation.  

Evidently, through these different manifestations of social, political, cultural 

dissidence and reorganization, Mexican revoltosas complicated the traditionally 

separations of womanhood that falsely distinguished between family and service.  

They were fearless in their actions and dreams that demonstrated that they viewed 

womanhood as an ongoing praxis, reshaped by an anarcho-socialist ideology that 

sought for entire reworking of societies.  Collectively as women, collectively as 

Mexicans, gender and racial liberation was bound in the fight of many, not in the 

fight of one. 

CONCLUSION 

African American clubwomen and Mexican revoltosas of Texas reinterpreted their 

roles as women by redefining the limits of sexuality and gender in face of the Jim 

                                                
49 Andrea Villarreal to Antonio Villarreal, postcard, 1909 in La Revolución Mexicana y Emiliano 
Zapata:  Documentos, 1911-1919 (Mexico City, Mexico: SG, INEHRM, Archivo General de la 
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Crow Borderlands.  They worked to transcend the barriers and injustices they met 

in their communities, neighborhoods, and families via the oppression of race, 

gender, and sexual hierarchies that traversed regions and nations.   Through their 

activism in clubs and anarcho-socialist groups such as the NACW and PLM, and 

its local and regional incarnations, they showed the complexity of women of 

color’s sexuality and race coming together against the onslaught of discrimination 

and segregation.  Moreover, in asserting their own voice and presence, they 

indirectly problematized the perception and place of their black and brown sisters 

who prostituted themselves and defied other dominant conventions of 

womanhood. 

The TFCWC and PLM primarily focused on bringing safety and dignity to 

their peoples in cities and towns across Texas.  Women like Andrea and Teresa 

Villarreal, Jovita Idar, Katherine Tillman, and Eliza Peterson were the obvious 

actors, but countless unnamed reformers and activists also participated in the 

struggle.  The TFCWC and PLM activists revealed and protested the indignities 

black and Mexican peoples suffered.  But finding strength in their own sexual and 

gender comportment was central to building a differential and even autonomous 

womanhood where African American women could support extended families, 

friends, and neighbors, and Mexican women could break from family obligations 
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to overturn the transborder subjugation of Mexicans.50  In addition, helping the 

less fortunate and poor sisters of color of their communities by setting positive 

examples or providing protosocial services unearths their deep resistance and 

revolutionary investments.

                                                
50 Chela Sandoval, “U.S. Third World Feminism:  The Theory and Method of Oppositional 
Consciousness in the Postmodern World,” Genders 10 (Spring 1991): 1-24; Sandoval, Methodology of 
the Oppressed (Minneapolis:  University of Minnesota Press, 2000). 
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CONCLUSION 

Varios soldados que se encontraban en las casas de esas mujeres, fueron 
aprehendidas y confinadas en el Fuerte McIntosh.  Las mujeres serán juzgadas bajo 
la acusación de violar la ley recientemente puesto en vigor, referente a la 
prostitución.  Las mujeres que nos con nacidas en este país, serán entregadas a la 
autoridades de inmigración  para ser deportadas.    

—“Fueron aprehendidas un grupo de mujeres e inmorales,” Evolución, 13 October 
19171 

This East Texas burg has been greatly stirred up for the last several days and the 
colored citizens here have been seeing red, all due to the fiendish, brutal and savage 
acts of two white “peace officers” who committed outrages upon two young 
colored girls in the city prison a few nights ago. 

 —“Colored Girls Raped by Police,” Wichita Protest, 13 August 19202  

In a recent raid of Laredo brothels, the combined efforts of the federal, 

municipal, and military authorities resulted in a thorough cleansing of the red light 

district.  The arrests did not just include the sex workers but even male customers, 

many whom where soldiers at the nearby Fort McIntosh.  In this instance, the 

alleged offenders experienced a multilayered strategy of regulation.  The military 

leaders punished errant soldiers engaged in the pursuit of vice.  The actions of the 

leaders indicated that their behavior would no longer be tolerated as simply the 

result of male proclivities but recognized as degeneracy.  Civilian officials also 

sought to ensure that prostitutes would be prosecuted to the complete extent of 

                                                
1 “Several soldiers were found in disorderly houses were arrested and detained in Forte McIntosh.  
The women will charged under a new aggressive law against prostitution.   “Fueron aprehendidas 
un grupo de mujeres e inmorales,” Evolución, 13 October 1917, 1, American Historical Newspapers, 
Newsbank/Readex (25 October 2009).   
2 “Colored Girls Raped by Police,” Wichita Protest, 13 August 1920, 1, American Historical 
Newspapers, Newsbank/Readex, American Historical Newspapers, Newsbank/Readex (1 March  
2012).   
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the law.  Prostitutes could face criminal charges locally and, those in violation of 

the 1910 White Slave Traffic Act could experience the full brunt of the 

government federally.  The most serious consequences were counts of 

premeditated trafficking and deportation.   

The “cleaning up” of the red light district of Laredo reflected two major shifts 

in the policing of prostitution.  The first was the development of stricter antivice 

laws from the federal to local level.  Specifically, the emergence of a unified Texas 

penal code in relation to vice from the state statutes to the municipal ordinances 

facilitated a systematic control of prostitution by the late 1910s.   The federal 

enforcement of the White Slave Traffic Act along Texas-Mexico border decreased 

the traditional migration that had shaped the industry across numerous towns.  

The second shift was the influence of the regional social and moral movements 

that strove to finally close down the segregated vice zones across the state.  The 

campaign insisted on the creation of “white zones,” to form a barrier between the 

vice districts and protect young white men in the army from being easily enticed 

by the amusement activities the districts provided.  Conversely, the salvation of the 

women who worked the sex industry was predicated on their skin color and 

potential for rehabilitation.  The Euroamerican women of the Texas Woman’s 

Anti-Vice Committee demonstrated in their activism that not every woman could 

be reformed.   
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Interestingly, the centrality of ethnic Mexican sex workers to this story is 

implied.  The news account only hinted at the expansiveness of their enterprises 

and vastness of their transborder networks.  Other observers corroborated that 

they were indispensible to the sexual commerce along the border.  Mexican 

prostitutes, madams, and other vice proponents lived between the United States 

and Mexico—seeking refuge in one nation, migrating for work in the other, and 

benefiting from the tolerance of both when it facilitated their participation in the 

informal economy of sex work.  

The second newspaper article documented an egregious violation committed 

against two teenage blacks girls in Marshall, Texas.  Accosted by two white police 

officers while returning home and escorted by two black boys, the officers falsely 

accused all four of them for disturbing the peace and detained them in the city jail.  

The law enforcement officials proceeded to separate the girls from the boys to 

rape and beat these girls continually and brutally.  These Euroamerican men 

eventually released them all, but threatened their lives if they retaliated.   

The incident unquestionably inflamed the African American community of 

Marshall.  They were outraged by the impunity of the white police officers and 

their utter disregard for the humanity of these young black women.  

Unfortunately, they treated the girls like commodities, readily available according 

to these Euroamerican men’s assumptions about their racialized sexuality.  Yet the 

girls were neither prostitutes nor working poor but white male hegemony reduced 
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their womanhood to the same simplistic and demonized stereotypes.  Still, their 

community embraced these two black teenagers as they worked to protect them 

and maintain their respectability.  Although, it is unknown how these young 

African American women reconstructed their lives.  It is evident in the activism of 

black and Mexican women in social clubs and political organizations of the same 

period that they always perceived themselves in relation to the hopes and 

aspirations of their respective communities.   

Between 1889 and 1925, the regulation of Texas sex work absorbed the 

progressive debates from the local, regional, to the national levels that redefined 

dominant views and attitudes toward the industry that questioned its validity as a 

modern enterprise.  To complicate these discourses, sex work in the Jim Crow 

Borderlands blatantly intersected the schemas of race and sexuality together and 

highlighted the contradictions of a hardening racial hierarchy that justified white 

superiority and the naturalization of heterosexual privilege.   

The legal system, in particular, codified measures that eventually led to the 

elimination of most elements of the vicious commerce.  Yet, the antivice laws did 

not immediately surface as a straightforward abolition of prostitution.  The 

criminalization of the Laredo vice district was the culmination of a regimented 

policing that conveyed the shift from an indifference and indirect approval to 

direct management and monitoring of prostitution by the State.  A more in-depth 

investigation shows that the definitions of the criminal offenses of vagrancy and 
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running a disorderly house in the penal codes and city ordinances were developed 

unevenly as needed.  Lawmakers only gradually clarified the significance of 

madams, prostitutes, and streetwalkers to these laws over the course of three 

decades.  A definition, for example, identifying the explicit relationship of sex 

work to bawdy houses did not exist in the Texas penal code until 1925.  

Heterosexual sex did not become an explicit definition of prostitution until the 

assignation house was further detailed in 1911 penal code.  It is evident that ideas 

about gender and sexuality were dynamic and ongoing even in the law, despite the 

social and cultural preoccupation with the respectability of women.  This changing 

criminalization similarly revealed the differences in local and regional governance 

over its citizenry when handling their societal violations concerning vice. 

The federal statutes of the early twentieth century additionally expanded their 

authority over prostitution by judiciously focusing on the sex traffic.  The 

approach reflected both a pragmatic strategy that disrupted international trade of 

women and a political response to contemporary social concerns that reframed the 

trafficking as white slavery.  The 1903 and 1907 Immigration Acts, along with the 

1910 White Slave Traffic Act, unintentionally magnified the business aspects of 

sexual commerce by targeting the procurers and traffickers who recruited and 

lured the labor force of women from as far as Europe and as close as Mexico.  

With the exception of the girls and women forced into prostitution, many entered 

the enterprise hoping for greater advancement opportunities and monetary gain 
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like the Mexican-born prostitutes of the 1917 Laredo raid.  U.S. brothel keepers 

who employed their services were also savvy capitalists who viewed the labor of 

prostitutes as wise business investments and cheap commodities to expand their 

own entrepreneurial activities.  The traffickers who recruited prostitutes to Laredo-

Nuevo Laredo region also traveled along a circuitous labor route bringing new 

prostitutes to cities like San Antonio and Austin and returning more seasoned 

prostitutes back to the Texas-Mexico border.  The federal intervention against the 

importation of “immoral” women also illuminated the significance of race as a 

means to protect the sanctity of certain forms of womanhood.  Women like the 

Mexican sex workers of Laredo where only incidental targets of the federal 

investigation.  Yet their race and transborder mobility problematized assumptions 

about the trafficking of women.  Immigration inspectors in Texas such as Frank 

Stone who investigated the effectiveness of the Immigration Act before the Mann 

Act documented both the diverse regional geography and polyracial composition 

of the prostitutes migrating throughout the state.  Whiteness and traffic only 

became synonymous with a story of European exploitation through the 

momentum of the antivice movements occurring across the nation. 

The white reformers such as Reverends James Upchurch and Robert Shuler, 

and members of the TFWC and TWAC situated their progressivism within the 

tenets of Christianity and civic betterment.  Their strategies against vice idealized a 

womanhood that was Euroamerican and middle class.  They celebrated women 
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who were dutiful, chaste, married, and mothers,—who sought to reshape certain 

women to fit this conservative and heteronormative image of womanhood.  

Religious leaders Upchurch and Shuler displayed their activism through their 

lectures and sermons, creating a Texas-based interpretation against the sins of 

white slavery.  Using the southern history of the peculiar institution, they created a 

false racial order that equated white prostitution with black enslavement.  In their 

view, both institutions led to the deterioration of society as was most evidenced in 

the sexual deviancy that occurred in acts of white female promiscuity, interracial 

sex, and the potential raping of all women.  Their writings insisted that this 

deviancy could only end with the eradication of white slavery.   

The early twentieth century activism of white Texan clubwomen and 

suffragists included specific campaigns to educate, protect, and reform less 

fortunate white women.  The local affiliates of the Texas Federation Women’s 

Clubs formed mothers’ clubs, the precursors to Teachers and Parents Clubs, to 

invest in the education of children.  They also launched literary and education 

clubs to clearly define their own roles, responsibilities, and identities as women.  

The women of the Texas Woman’s Anti-Vice Committee, which formed their 

organization at the height of World War I, continued to invest in the primacy of 

whiteness and limited constructions of righteous respectability.  They not only 

attempted to improve themselves, they turned their attention outward and 

narrowed their objective to the pressing social and moral problem of 
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commercialized sex and its related consequences.  Drawing from the racialist 

discourses of the white slave crusaders and social hygienists, TWAC fought to 

close the various socially and legally sanctioned red light districts of numerous 

Texas cities and towns.  The charges against the prostitutes and their customers of 

the 1917 Laredo vice district surely embodied the detailed and nuanced organizing 

efforts of the TWAC to hold all parties accountable and enlist the assistance of the 

civilian government and military forces to successfully police prostitution. 

Mexican and African American sex workers were not targets of reform of the 

antivice movements, but they were targets to avoid because many community 

leaders and organizers, and government officials found them to be infectious—

both, literally, since they believed they were carriers of disease and, figuratively, 

since they also believed they were the start of sociocultural depravity.  Yet, black 

and brown Texan prostitutes were not easily dissuaded from asserting a place in 

the sex industry through their contributions to the cultural life of amusement and 

local economic growth.  They further defended their enterprise through the suits 

and appeals in the criminal and civil justice system.  The bawdy women of San 

Antonio of the turn of the century ran advertisements in the infamous The Blue 

Book of the city.  They worked outside and beyond the sanctioned red light district, 

not isolating their businesses from other kinds of entertainment and leisure.  

African American and Mexican madams, prostitutes, and streetwalkers also 

regularly interacted with their neighbors and fellow residents, often challenging 
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their conventions of sexual comportment and gender expression.  The court cases 

of several brothel keepers and a few ordinary sex workers such as Ignacia Cortez, 

Emelia Garza, Eva Brittain, and Annie Lacey, to name a few, shed light on how 

they used the contradictions in the municipal and state laws to secure their daily 

livelihood and guard their investments.  They also defended themselves against 

public defamations of their character and the violence that surrounded their trade.  

Unlike the two black girls from Marshall, prostitutes, ironically, could more easily 

protect themselves since they were already social and cultural outcasts.  

Nevertheless, the public uproar surrounding the rape, demonstrates that the 

relationship with the greater communities was crucial and fundamental to all 

women of color.  The assaults committed in Marshall were unquestionably 

horrific, but the African American community brought transregional attention to 

the crime   

The revoltosas, reformers, and allies of the Partido Liberal Mexicano and the 

Texas Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs like Andrea and Teresa Villarreal, 

Jovita Idar, Katherine Tillman, and Eliza Peterson, as well as countless others, 

were fully committed to protecting, and empowering the streets, neighborhoods, 

and communities for Mexicans and African Americans, respectively.  Through 

their movements of liberation and uplift in the social and political turmoil of 

segregation and revolution, they exposed the injustices wrought by overt and 

covert forms of subjugation.  They created clubs, founded publications, 
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documented their own stories, and focused on organizing the most 

disenfranchised, dispossessed, and dislocated individuals.  Basing their organizing 

on the tenets of progressivism and radicalism, these brown and black women 

activists moved beyond ameliorating the living conditions and worked to 

transform the everyday fabric of their worlds.   

From the late nineteenth to the early twentieth centuries, Mexican and African 

American women throughout the state endured despite the regulation and even 

violence that permeated their daily lives.  They confronted the usual 

inconveniences of their chosen trades, professions, and environments but they 

also dealt with extreme forms of cruelty of living in a white supremacist 

heteropatriarchal State.  This dissertation has exposed the complexities of the 

social, cultural, and political world of sex work to begin to situate the larger 

landscapes that consistently criminalized, dismissed, and devalued African 

American and Mexican women.  By focusing on the womanhood of prostitutes of 

color from the local to national levels, this dissertation has shown that recovering a 

holistic understanding of brown and black womanhood is never straightforward 

and requires scrutinization in numerous arenas through the intersections of race 

and sexuality.  Ultimately, living in the Jim Crow Borderlands motivated Mexican 

and African American woman in Progressive Texas to contest, rewrite, and fight 

individually and collectively for themselves and their peoples.  We must therefore 

acknowledge this dignity and perseverance that black and brown women brought 
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to their visions for a better life:  They recognized the humanity of women of color 

everywhere by disclosing an expansive and intricate worldview, which transcended 

expectations of simply surviving.  
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